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Preface
What are we talking about when we talk about love? Which is the truth about love in Western
literature? Is there a constant, a principle of identification through the centuries? Or are the historical
differences too strong to be subsumed under a conceptual doom? Moreover, is it necessary, or
helpful in some way, to seek to find a guise of catalyst for defining a model?
Denis De Rougemont opened his renowned and discussed volume saying that in Western love1
literature the happy love n’a pas d’histoire. This may be a starting point, undoubtedly. But first of all, it
needs at least one correction. Some love stories end well (with a marriage, for instance), but when
things work out, the story just ends. In fact, the earlier misadventures have been creating the story:
the happy denouement closes the book. On the other hand, De Rougemont has a conception of
supreme and sublime love, the passionate love, as the acme of sensitivity and beauty in the field of
literary feelings. And this hyper-love is always tragic: Tristan and Yseut are the paradigmatic couple,
from Thomas to Wagner. The literary and sentimental ideology of De Rougemont is, in a way,
reactionary: while the pre-Modernity, the Early Modern and the Modern go toward an increasingly
strong “realism”, the privilege of a transcendent love is waning. This does not mean that love stories
are progressively less infelicitous, on the contrary. We want to remark that the catharsis of the
sentiment of love is always rarer. Banality or horror overtake the idealism, and what may look like
satiric is actually authentic.
Thus, we would restate the discussable position of De Rougemont configuring our treatise on the
basis of this pattern: the history of love-theme in Western literature has been showing the tableau of a
grand and/or pathetic failure. The chronological progression of this phenomenon is for us
ascertainable, but there is no denying that we may find it in any time, less or more disguised. From
the ambiguous Courtly love until the Romantic age (these are our boundaries), but even more in the
whole 19th Century, Western literature pursues the stories of love fiascos between mockery and
gloom, elevating the tragicomic blend up to the mirror of reality. That may seem a simplification, more
than an elucidation, but we do not find something fitter to highlight a common thread for our narration.

1

Rougemont 1962 (first edition 1939).
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ABSTRACT
This book tries to draft a historical route through Western Literature (particularly European, from
Middle Ages to Stendhal) focusing the matter of love. Is such a trail a journey to glory, or a descent
down to failure? The author leans heavily toward the second hypothesis. By failure we mean a
progressive lowering of love sublimity, a gradual loss of sense, an opaque rising dullness. The
unlucky love has been the glory of passion for Courtly and Petrarchan ages. But the desacralization of
love will be the actual destiny of this culture, in diffraction and delusion. Even the adulterous liaison,
tragic and sublime to the full extent in Paolo and Francesca or Tristan und Isolde, becomes boring,
worthless and indecisive in novels by Constant or, later, Eça de Queiros. This essay deepens some of
the countless ways in which love fails in Western tradition.
Keywords: Love; literature; Western tradition; European tradition.

1. THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE LOT: COURTLY LOVE
Some complex phenomena as petrarchism, baroque, neo-classicism, symbolism, avant-garde and so
on, are ascertained to be not monolithic, univocal, but rather absolutely multifaceted. These data must
be pluralized by historical analysis, because they are plural in fact. Sometimes a night in which all
cows seem black may be lit up through vertical investigations on various works and authors. In our
pages we will move forward lingering on single texts, more than tracing ample historical spans.
Obviously, we shall support and demonstrate in some way that the selected works are exemplar,
following more or less the suggestion of Benedetto Croce, who stated that a literary history can be
only monographic, that is a sequence of meaningful research monographs on individual creative
pieces, possibly masterpieces.1
The space and the time of early Courtly Love (Aquitaine, Poiteau, Champagne, Anglo-Normandy etc.,
th
th
from the end of 11 Cent. to all the 12 Cent.) constitute the first environment – the cradle – for the
beginning of the whole history of Western love-lyric and love-narrations. There are most certainly
precedents and external influences, as in every phenomenon. For instance, the so-called pre-courtly
2
middle Latin poets, as Venantius Fortunatus, Baudri de Bourgueil, Marbode of Rennes. There is the
Arabic courtesy, and the penetration of this culture in Spain. There is the mystic literature, which
3
overlaps the secular one. That is known, and the inherent problematic too. But what is really Courtly
love? The scholars have been writing everything and its opposite, since Gaston Paris until now.
Someone has insinuated that courtesie is a chimera, a modern invention of the academics. However,
cortesia, in the Provençal didactic poems, is a reality. Let us begin looking at these literary and
practical texts.
Garin lo Brun, active around 1170, left us an Ensenhamen addressed to the Dames,4 an intriguing
text in rhyming couplets of exasyllabes. The incipit is a topical début printanier: it is spring; we are in a
1

Benedetto Croce, Aesthetic I, xvii. See Orsini 1961, pp. 173 ff.
See Dronke 1984.
3
See in general Boase 1977.
4
Sansone 1977, pp. 41-107. Here-hence we quote.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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charming garden. Then the exposition of the system of courtly values begins: largesse is the most
important quality, even more than beauty, courtesy (cortesia, v. 56), distinction, chivalry, lineage, rank,
valour, all merits of high degree indeed. The poet bemoans the decline of love and the triumph of
opportunism, covetousness, and harlotry. Thus, the ensenhamen (‘education, training, teaching’)
Garin is about to offer to the Ladies is absolutely urgent. Therefore, the author lingers over every
aspect of the daily life of a Lady, paying attention also to the slightest things. Leaving aside other
suggestions, we are interested in this passage:
I want the valiant woman to have some pride, not to excess, but for a noble semblance [per bella
senblanza] and for commanding respect to base people; caring words and acts combined with a
prideful air astound, when found mixed.
That is quite remarkable, because it is a practical justification for the uninterrupted haughtiness of the
troubadours’ dompnas, always cruel and sometimes compared to fierce creatures (Petrarch will
reiterate the locus of the fiera). However, what is a hopeless damnation for the courtly poets―for the
most of them―becomes an uncomplicated way of inspiring admiration and keeping at bay worthless
persons for the Lady taught by Garin. On the other hand, she must be cheerful too, because «gaieza
ama solaz, / chanz e deport li plaz; / iois e ris e demors,5 / per que s’alegra ’l cors» (vv. 399-402). The
Lady will appreciate new poems and songs played in the presence of her – and this is another
consolation for the humble wooers-poets... Nevertheless, the crucial section of the ensenhamen
concerns the cortesia and its substance. The cortesia is unavoidable, if you want to get the prez, merit
and esteem.
If you want to know that, well, I will say that courtesy is the quality of a person who speaks and
acts conveniently, so that everybody is inspired to love him; he abstains from bad manners.
Courteous may be also he who is able to discern the foolishness, to avoid impropriety and to do
what others like: he delights in courtesy. [...] It is easy to talk about courtesy; it is difficult to be
endowed of it, because courtesy changes in various guises [en moltas guisas meira] and
manners. [...] Courtesy consists in dressing up and kindly welcoming, in honouring and politely
conversing, courtesy lies in the amusement, and this is my preferred; and even if I had time,
despite the weight of my concerns, I could not talk about courtesy as much as I should.
We find much thought provoking the concept of a multifarious nature of Courtesy. Garin lo Brun looks
at this idea with pragmatic and didactic aims, although being himself a poet: he illustrates exemplar
behaviours that prove the courtesy to have been a matter of fact at the time. Nonetheless, the image
of complexity of Courtesy, the differences between a fake and a true courteous way, the
diversification itself betwixt real-life Courtesy and poetical patterns―and prisons―all these elements
support temporary results that contradict both the upholders of a rigid idea of medieval Courtesy and
those whom we may define “negationists”. Therefore, we come back to our first proposal: every text
(or little group of texts) must be singly examined and only afterwards contextualized to acknowledge
possible wider frameworks. Following this very way, we will go on.
This ascertained, if we move from didactical poetry to love poetry, we can find a vers vowed to
definition of courtesy by one of the more representative troubadour post-Guilhem IX, Marcabru, who
writes in the first half of 12th Century (circa 1130-1150). The poem Cortesamen6 sets up exactly that
courtesy is to keep the restraint, mesur’esgardar (v. 14), and then we have an aperçu in the following
stanza:
Restraint is to speak kindly, and to love is courtesy; and who doesn’t want to be caught in every
villainy, beware of mockery or foolishness; thus, he shall be wise, as long as he ponders.
We may verify that a poet as Marcabru (with his rude voice indeed) does not express himself with
words too different respect of Garin’s ones. Therefore, the effectual social Courtesy and the poetical
Courtesy are not always so distant. Let us now examine a non-satirical and lyrical poem of fin’amor
5
6

‘Pleasure’.
See Roncaglia 1965, pp. 948-961.
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and let us stay nearby. One of the “founder” or “co-founder” of the classical courteous song is
Cercamon, a peer of Marcabru. Maybe, he was a joglar (‘jongleur’) native Gascon. In any case, we
7
may hold to be true that he was a professional, as much as Marcabru, after all. We choice a poem by
8
Cercamon, Quant l’aura doussa s’amarzis, as (relative) paradigm of the main components
constituting the rhetorical and reasoning structure of troubadours’ love lyric. Here is the text in
translation:
When the sweet air turns bitter
and the leaf falls from the twigs
and the birds change their language,
here I sigh and sing because of him,
because of Love, who keeps me ensnared and caught,
whereas I never had him in my power.
Alas! I haven’t gained, of Love,
but the torment and pain,
for nothing is as hard to gain
as that which one is seeking,
nor any longing affects me
as that for what one cannot have.

10

I rejoice because of a pearl
so fine that I never loved anything as much;
when I am with her, I am so astonished
that I don't dare vouch my desire,
and when I part, it seems to me
that I lose all my sense and my learning.

15

The fairest woman one has ever seen,
compared to her, isn’t worth a glove;
when the entire world turns to darkness,
light shines from the place she rests.
I shall pray God that I may touch her one day
or that I may see her go to bed.

20

Awake or asleep, I quiver and am all startled
and shaken because of my love for her.
I am so afraid of dying
that I don’t dare think how to entreat her,
but I shall serve her two or three years
and then, maybe, she'll learn the truth.

25

30

I don’t die nor live nor heal,
nor do I feel my malaise, although it’s serious,
for I am not parted from her love
and I don’t know whether I’ll have it, nor when,
for in her is all the grace
that can raise me or cast me down.
It pleases me when she drives me insane
and make yearn for her and wait in vain;
it pleases me when she abuses me
and swings me round, behind or ahead,
for after the ill, the good will come
7
8

5

35

40

Cf. Beltrami 2011, pp. 1-22. The mentioned new edition is by Rossi: Cercamon 2009.
In the edition by Rossi, cit., Quant la douz’aura s’amarzis.
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soon, if her fancy turns that way.
If she doesn’t want me, I wish I had died
the day she took me in her service!
Alas! She murdered me so sweetly
when she seemed to love me,
for she has gripped me so
that I don’t want to see any other woman.

45

Although worried, I rejoice:
for, although I fear or blandish her,
for her sake I shall be false or faithful,
or righteous or full of guile,
or a complete scoundrel [vilas] or a complete gentleman [cortes],
or agitated or peaceful.
But, whoever may like it or grieve it,
she can retain me, if she wants.

50

55

Cercamon says: «He is hardly courteous
who despairs of love».
We will try now to develop a brief analysis of the “movements” of this song:
vv. 1-3: the beginning is in autumn, a gloomy incipit; as distinct from the more typical spring exordium,
in this case we have a consonance between the poet and the nature, while the spring debuts
mark often an opposition of self and world. We find some wonderful troubadorical winter
debut in Ar em el freg temps vengut by Azalais de Porcairagues, Quan chai la fuelha by the
miglior fabbro Arnaut Daniel, in the complex Ar resplan la flors enversa by Raimbaut
9
th
d’Aurenga, in Peire d’Alvernha etc. Sordello da Goito (13 Century) in Aretan dei ben
chanter finamen affirms that he will sing both in winter and in summer, because the snow and
the rose are mixed in the roseate visage of the Lady (a largely widespread topos);
vv. 4-6: the permanent position of the lover is soon depicted: he does not possess but is possessed,
tied down, prisoner; these images of ropes, laces, durance shall be iterated by petrarchan
and petrarchistic lyric;
vv. 7-8: here is the nature of love-feeling for the troubadour: only trebalh and afan; elsewhere these
poets celebrate also the joi, but it is often a joy in the sufferance, an umpteenth paradox;
extremely rare the case of the enthusiasm after having had the body of the Lady;
vv. 9-12: the love is always unfulfilled, so the characteristic posture of the poet is pushing out,
yearning for «so que om non pot aver»;
vv. 13-15: we find aspects of happiness in this sad condition (m’esbaudis), and, particularly when the
poet is next to the beloved, the feeling turns into a condition of astonishment (m’esbahis) and
the paralysis follows: the lover cannot reveal his love to the domina; the lovers are shy, the
true love wants silence and discretion, but first of all coerces the poet into being silent;
vv. 19-22: as it happens in the relationship with God, the subject alternates the lamentations for his
own pains with the praises in adoration; these are the two allowed emotional releases, that
Dante Alighieri will simplify focusing entirely upon the second;
vv. 23-24: two lines quite relevant: the sensuality is not absent in the troubadours’ love lyric (we mean
in the songs of fin’amor, not in the satiric poems); the desire (talan) is carnal, although

9

Also Dante is involved in this sequence, with the winter landscape of the Petrose; cf. Fenzi 2016, pp. 64 f.
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refined, and Cercamon dreams of touching and seeing the woman naked; if there were not
lust for flesh, the secular martyrdom of the poet should be hard to interpret;
vv. 25-30: other symptoms of love, now more dynamic, with an expressive opening tricolon: «Totz
trassalh, e bran e fremis»; the torment may lead to death (mesfalhir), but the poet wants to
continue his servir keeping silence for years; redundant to remember that servis, servitut, are
peculiar terms of the love-vassalage;
vv. 31-54: in these four coblas we notice the efflorescence of the paradoxes, oxymora, antithesis; this
amount of contradictions emanates from the loved idol, because she may give life or death,
and she gives both, causing the madness of the poet; but yet again a new paradox generates,
inasmuch the lover adores to become insane because of her: «Bel m’es quant ilh
m’enfolhetis»; the starting point of the whole event has been the first encounter, when she so
suavely killed the man: the beginning of a temporal half line that seems to have no end;
vv. 55-58: also, the last lines and the valediction are quite important to complete (always relatively)
the feature of this kind of love: the courteous poet hopes for the best, and the despair is
absolutely unrelated to the cortesia; this guarantees the infinity of the desire and of the chan.

2. ANTI-TRISTAN
«Courtly love had a dark partner, lust, born simultaneously with it. To theologians, they were the
same; to popular satire, love served only as a cover for lust. To courtly-lovers, the distinction was
painfully clear; their devotion to the beloved and their self-abnegation recalled the ascetic’s selfless
devotion to God. Their love was heroic, not self-serving or libidinous».10 Moreover, this vassalage of
11
the poet in front of his domina, domna, with its sociological origins, was structurally hopeless. In the
great courtly song, we find these traits:
Le locuteur amoureux adresse la parole à la dame afin de gagner son approbation,
éventuellement de la séduire (la requête d’amour. Le locuteur supplie la dame de l’aimer, de
tolérer qu’il l’aime ou, au moins, de ne pas l’oublier. Lui aime. Elle ne l’aime pas encore, il se peut
même qu’elle ignore jusqu’à son existence. Ce qu’elle ressent à son égard nous reste inconnu,
étant donné qu’elle ne parle pas. Or le locuteur, lui, nous raconte ce qu’il ressent,
interminablement. Il est fasciné, enchanté, envoûté par la beauté de la dame. Il tombe malade,
est sur le point de devenir fou. Et il est obsédé par le manque, la non-possession de l’autre. Son
chant exprime le désir, la séparation et le silence. Au centre de son univers se trouve le désir et
l’obstacle, tout ce qui le sépare de la dame: éloignement physique, barrière sociale, mari,
losengier. La dame lui est supérieure – socialement, moralement, métaphysiquement; elle est le
maître, lui son vassal. Elle l’a vaincu et asservi. Lui l’adore comme on adore le Christ ou la Sainte
Vierge. Il prend tout en patience, se réjouit de tout, même du fait qu’il ne possède et peut-être ne
possédera jamais la bien-aimée. Sa joie se déroule dans l’eternel présent, l’instant de l’extase
non sexuelle mai lyrique, le moment du désir d’où jaillira la création de l’œuvre d’art.12
This exquisitely lyric realm of inaccessibility and distance is counterbalanced by the more “horizontal”
Arthurian tales, where love is tragically linked with a story of adultery and inherent betrayal of the
supreme authority: that is the case of Lancelot and Guinevere, wife of the King, or the other
paradigmatic instance of Tristan and Yseut, who cuckoldry doing harm to Mark, Tristan’s uncle. In any
case, we are confronted with unhappy kinds of love. Is it true, thus, that happy love has no possibility
in western literature, as De Rougemont wrote at the beginning of his famous book?13 Not ever,
actually. There were also some oppositions to this heroism of non-reciprocation or of tragic destiny in
a tormented dishonesty:

10
11
12
13

Reddy 2010, p. 43.
See naturally Köhler 1976.
Calin 1990, p. 67.
Rougemont 1962.
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We might essay once again to articulate the concept of fin’amors to see how it can include such
divergent voices as Marcabru, Jaufré Rudel, and Marie de France as they grope toward an
expression of reciprocal love. Fin’amors as an ideal is a love based on absolute sincerity and
fidelity, at its best in harmony with reason, nature and society, and directed toward a worthy equal
(insofar as possible) person of the opposite sex. [...] we must leave room for those who love with
mutual affection as equal partners in the love relationship.14
It is a minority we are talking about, nevertheless to see closely the other face of a predominant
phenomenon is often very informative to understand the whole cultural system. That is the reason we
want now interrogate Chrétien de Troyes’ romance Cligès. Second narrative work after Erec et Enide,
Cligès is one of the most elaborate and sophisticated romance by the champenois author, who
15
composed it around 1176. We can say in advance that Cligès is an anti-tristanian story, despite
other definitions the scholars have been producing, as néo-Tristan, hyper-Tristan and so on. We shall
see that anti-tristanian means mostly anti-tragic, and this notation corroborates the penetrative
16
interpretations of the romance when they insist on the presence of elements of comedy in Cligès.
Furthermore, we are reminded that the romance was a huge success: «Il conservait l’essentiel de la
doctrine de l’amour courtois et montrait que cet amour, passant de l’état lyrique à l’action épique, ne
conduisait pas nécessairement à une fin tragique, à une impasse. Cela dut plaire à toute une partie
de la société, qui se passionnait pour cet amour si enivrant et si dangereux, mais qui reculait devant
les dernières conséquences destructives auxquelles il conduisait, si l’hommage lyrique se traduisait
en action».17 Chrétien therefore was following the taste of his readers, in addition to his own afflatus
and literary ideology.
The text is organized in two parts; the first tells the love between Soredamors and Alixandre, son of
the Emperor of Constantinople. The second part narrates the more pained affair between Cligès, son
of the two previously mentioned, and Fénice, daughter of the Emperor of Allemagne. The love stories
are intertwined with excellent scenes of battle and tourneys, giving a very lively account. We like now
to traverse the romance’s development finding peculiar rhetorical forms of courtly love but also
emphasizing the ideological aberrations from the same closed system.
At the beginning, Soredamors was scornful of love, for she had never heard of any man whom
she would deign to love, whatever might be his beauty, prowess, lordship, or birth. Yet the damsel
was so charming and fair that she might fitly have learned of love, if it had pleased her to lend a
willing ear; but she would never give a thought to love. Now Love will make her grieve and will
avenge himself for all the pride and scorn with which she has always treated him. Carefully Love
has aimed his dart with which he pierced her to the heart. Now she grows pale and trembles, and
in spite of herself must succumb to Love. Only with great difficulty can she restrain herself from
casting a glance toward Alexander; but she must be on her guard against her brother, my lord
Gawain. Dearly she pays and atones for her immense pride and disdain.
So, then, at once:
Love has heated for her a bath that heats and burns her painfully. At first, it is grateful to her, and
then it hurts; one moment she likes it, and the next she will have none of it. She accuses her eyes
of treason, and says: «My eyes, you have betrayed me now! My heart, usually so faithful, now
bears me ill-will because of you […]».
We see therefore the typical belle dame sans merci, the pitiless young Lady who refuses love. But
Love, ch’a nullo amato amar perdona, immerses her in a fiery effervescent bath, and the symptoms
that indicate the differential diagnosis of love soon manifest. The instauration of an alive paradox, of a
regime of oxymora that endures notwithstanding its logical unlikelihood, distinguishes this medical
semiotics. «Or li est boen, et or li nuist, / or le vialt, et or le refuse» (vv. 466 f.).18 The chronological
14
15
16
17
18

Hall McCash 1990, p. 436.
See Maranini 1943, p. 205 passim.
See f. i. Haidu 1968.
Bezzola 1963, p. 390.
Every quotation from Les Romans de Chrétien de Troyes 1982.
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dilution of the opposites (or...or) is less disconcerting that the synchrony of them, but also the latter is
recurring in courtly lyric, as we have found. Then we verify the centrality of guilty eyes, the primary
19
canal through which love penetrates into a human being, according to Andreas Capellanus and his
followers. After an interior altercatio oculorum et cordis, Fénice concludes it has been the heart to lead
her to the abhorred – and adored – love. This is another example of intimate contradiction, which
marks the psychological condition of courtly lover: «Thus she argues with herself, one moment loving,
and hating the next». On the other hand, Alixandre too is in love and struggles, posing questions to
himself and answering in the course of his inside contention about the different emotions he feels. The
results are a complete surrender:
«Now let Love do what he will with me as with one who belongs to him; for I wish it, and so it
pleases me. I hope that this malady may never leave me, but that it may thus always maintain its
hold, and that health may never come to me except from the source of my illness».
Alixandre wants to get sick and to remain like this; he worships his malady and distress; that is the
peculiar algolagnia of the lovers under Love’s regimen, in the sphere of Courtesy. Another sign of this
kind of love is that the lovers do not dare to show themselves each other. They cry but remain silent:
«Ensi se plaint et cil et cele, / et li uns vers l’autre se cele» (vv. 1039-1040). Fortunately, the Queen
senses easily the visible, though unspoken, sentiment born between the two youths, and solves the
impasse, praising the value of a frank and honored love. She recommends avoiding the passionate
impetuous love:
«Now I counsel you to exercise no tyranny, and to seek no passing gratification in your love [ne
querez / force ne volanté d’amor]; but to be honorably joined together in marriage. So, I believe,
your love shall long endure. I can assure you that, if you agree to this, I will arrange the
marriage».
In fact, the nuptials are celebrated with no delay. This glorification of the quiet hymeneal love is the
first aberration concerning the courtly system, if considered in its “orthodox” order. The theme will be
problematized in the ensuing story of Fénice.
Here the first section of the romance ends; now a «mialz dire» (v. 2322), a more attractive narration is
about to start. The new hero is the young Cligès, son of Alixandre and Soredamors, who falls in love
with Fénice, daughter of German Emperor. The unique beauty of the two adolescents makes them
champions of courtesy and graciousness, for a sort of medieval kalokagathìa. Fénice has an unusual
characteristic: her interior monologues are vigorously rational, and fight back against the paradoxes of
love, that she should be got dragged into. Actually, it is Chrétien himself to refuse, for instance, the
topical absurdum of the migration of the heart in the body of the lover:20
I will not say it, as some have done who make two hearts dwell in one body, for it bears not even
the semblance of truth that there should be in one body two hearts; and even if they could be so
united, it would never seem true. But if it please you to heed my words, I shall be able explain
how two hearts form but one without coming to be identified. Only so far are they merged in one
as the desire of each passes from one to the other, thus joining in one common desire; and
because of this harmony of desire, there are some who are wont to say that each one has both
hearts; but one heart cannot be in two places. Each one always keeps his own heart, though the
desire be shared by both, just as many different men may sing a song or tune in unison. By this
comparison I prove that for one body to contain two hearts it is not enough to know each other’s
wish, nor yet for one to know what the other loves and what he hates; just as voices which are
heard together seem to be merged in one, and yet do not all come from one mouth, so it is with a
body which can contain but one heart [my emphasis].

19
20

Capellanus 2014.
See Serés 1996.
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We shall verify that this “logical”, anti-Platonic and a bit Aristotelian way of seeing things is shared by
21
Fénice, so that she represents the author spokesperson, in a way. Rationally, a heart cannot
22
transmigrate from a body to another, leaving the first in a condition of life-death. Yet this was a
common state for the lovers, since a seminal pseudo-Platonic epigram down to the troubadours.
Chrétien rather believes in a domain of harmony as spiritual environment for the lovers and proposes
the musical comparison with the unison. But let us go further. Fénice confesses to her nurturer―and
sorceress―Thessala the conflicting feelings she nurses, the configuration of symptoms of an
apparent sickness:
«Nurse», she said, «I truly thought I felt no pain, but I shall soon feel differently. For as soon as I
begin to think about it, I feel great pain, and am dismayed. However, when one has no
experience, how can one tell what is sickness and what is health? My illness is different from all
others; for when I wish to speak of it, it causes me both joy and pain, so happy I am in my
distress. And if it can be that sickness brings delight, then my trouble and joy are one, and in my
illness, consists my health. Therefore, I do not know why I complain, for I know not whence my
trouble comes, unless it is caused by my desire. Perchance my desire is my disease, but I find so
much joy in it that the suffering it causes me is grateful, and there is so much contentment in my
pain that it is sweet to suffer so. Nurse Thessala, now tell me true, is not this a deceitful ill, to
charm and torment me both at once? I do not see how I can tell whether this is a disease or not.
Nurse, tell me now its name, nature, and character. But understand well that I have no desire to
be cured of it, for my distress is very dear to me». Thessala, who was very wise about love and its
symptoms knows full well from what she hears that it is love which is tormenting her; the tender,
endearing terms she uses are certain proof that she is in love, for all other woes are hard to bear,
except that alone which comes from love; but love transforms its bitterness into sweetness and
joy, then often transforms them back again.
The illness of Fénice is a delight and a sufferance; this real unlikelihood is the very symptom of the
differential diagnosis of love. Thessala knows the matter very well, and we too, used to reading
medieval love poetry and romances. Young Fénice looks like an ingenuous teenager, still she shows
soon to know what she wants. She loves Cligès, but is wife-to-be to Alis, the uncle of Cligès, become
Emperor of Constantinople. She immediately rejects the adulterous situation in which Yseut has been
founding herself:
I would rather be torn limb from limb than that men should speak of us as they speak of the loves
of Iseut and Tristan, of so many unseemly stories are told [don mainte folie dit an] that I should be
ashamed to mention them. I could never bring myself to lead the life that Iseut led. Such love as
23
hers was far too base [Amors en li trop vilena ]; for her body belonged to two, whereas her heart
was possessed by one. Thus, all her life was spent, refusing her favors to neither one. This love
was not reasonable [resnable], but mine is fixed on one object and under no circumstances, will
there be any sharing of my body and heart. Never will my body be portioned out between two
shareholders. Who has the heart has the body, too, and may bid all others stand aside.
The explanation of Yseut’s story is crystal-clear, according to the words of Fénice: it is impossible and
disreputable – in addition to the resulting despair – to divide cors and cuers, heart and body, living in a
condition of unreasonable scission. The paradigmatically tragic tale of Tristan and Yseut is an
aggregation of insanities; it is not worth of pity, but of censure. In sum, we can provisionally state that:




21
22
23

the simultaneity of joy and pain in the lover is congruent with the realm of living paradoxes
that dwell in the courtly ideology;
the malady of love is thus respected in its primary symptomatology;
conversely, the adulterous relationship is condemned, and this is a deviation from the norm
dictated by Andreas Capellanus and hold to be compulsory by the troubadours in love with
their master’s Lady;

Cf. f. i. Topsfield 1981, p. 75 and the whole chap. 3.
Cf. Gigliucci 2004, p. 88 n. 58.
From vilener, ‘to become base’.
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consistently, the tragic histories of noble adulterers, as Tristan and Yseut, are considered a
fools’ game, something one is ashamed to mention of:
the anti-tristanian stance is a realistic, pragmatic anti-tragic position.

Let us see how the romance goes on. Thessala contrives a way to allow Fénice to wed without
consummating the marriage, still being so faithful to Cligès. She shall make drink a filter24 to his
husband Alis every evening, so that he will fall asleep and then at the awakening he shall believe to
have had intercourse with his wife during the night. The risk of the “prostitution” of the body, just
accepted by Yseut, is thus thwarted for Fénice. Her love for Cligès begins to show itself, with the
unmistakable marks pointed out by the neo-Ovidian courtly standard: pallor, awe, jumps and
thoughtfulness. However, another aberration from courtly canon is the fact we can define inverse
vassalage. She affirms: «his [Cligès’ heart] is the master and mine the slave; and the slave can have
no will of his own, but only do his master's will and forsake all other affairs». Cligès has just declared
his love for her, and Fénice, pansive and reasoning (mes cist travauz li est delice), examines every
recess of her heart and concludes beyond any doubt she wishes her heart to serve him (mes cuers le
serve, v. 4523): that is the total loving submission to the man. As an alternative to the position of
vassal adopted by the troubadours and trouveres beneath their Domina, here it is the woman to be
happily submissive, and not by chance. If the faithfulness to the sole lover is a pleasant duty for the
woman according to the matrimonial ethics (and to the happy conclusion of a story), Fénice is
naturally inclined to the social rule based on the wife’s obedience toward her husband. A bourgeois
(ante litteram) and realistic perspective invades the domain of Arthurian chivalric romance, diffusing
rationality in a world of marvelous and heroic extremes. The Cligès does not destroy certainly the
values of courage, nobility, courtesy etc. Simply it is the romance of the human efforts to obtain a
secure happiness in love, a romance that shows, however vague, prefigurations of the novel.
Now Fénice, to avoid the problem of his matrimonial status, and insisting in refusing the nightmare of
25
retracing Yseut’s steps, resorts to a new device. She will pretend to be dead, and Cligès will prepare
the place for burial, so that everyone will believe the young Lady to be decaying in her sepulchre.
Thessala aids her protégée with another extraordinary filter; Fénice, when apparently deadly sick,
speaks in a faking way about a possible doctor capable of healing her:
The emperor may well feel chagrined when she says that she will never have but one doctor,
who can easily restore her to health whenever it pleases him to do so. He can cause her to
die or to live, and to him she trusts her health and life. They think that she refers to God; but
her meaning is very different, for she is thinking of only Cligès. He is her god who can bring
her health, or who can cause her death.
It is astonishing to remark that the young girl, whom previously we saw to quote ardently Saint Paul
(vv. 5264 ff.), now is so deceiver and just blasphemous! Nevertheless, the romance shows now―and
even more after―some comical traits. The physicians suspect a false death (as in the case of
26
Salomon’s wife) and violently torture the body of the feigned dead:
Then they renew their attack, striking her with thongs upon the back, so that the welts are
plainly seen, and they combine to tear her tender flesh until they cause the blood to flow.
When they had beaten her with the thongs until they had slashed her flesh, and when the
blood is dropping down, as it trickles from among the wounds, even then their efforts are of no
avail to extract from her a sigh or word, nor to make her stir or move.
It is clear the reference to the hyperbolic torments of Christian martyrs:

27

Then they say that they must procure fire and lead, which they will melt and lay upon her
hands, rather than fail in their efforts to make her speak. After securing a light and some lead
they kindle a fire and melt the lead. Thus, the miserable villains torment and afflict the Lady,
24
25
26
27

Interesting: this filter is against (physical) love, while Tristan and Yseut’s filter was a love-filter.
See vv. 5200 f. and, with irony, vv. 5251-5253.
About this legend, see Christian von Troyes 1884, intr. pp. XIX f.; Paris 1880, pp. 436-443.
See Gigliucci 1994, pp. 119-145.
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by taking the lead all boiling hot from the fire and pouring it into the palms of her hands. Not
satisfied with pouring the lead clean through her palms, the cowardly rascals say that, if she
does not speak at once they will straightway stretch her on the grate until she is completely
grilled. Yet, she holds her peace, and does not refuse to have her body beaten and
maltreated by them.
Fortunately, Thessala and the damsels succeed to save the inert body of Fénice and then they
defenestrate the evildoers. The whole episode is odd and grotesque, at the halfway point between the
medieval serious-comic blend and a new realistic taste.28 We have not to forget that the most
29
legendary Passiones martyrum took some shapes of excess and absurdity up to become funny.
Anyway, the trick of the fake death and burial turns out optimally and the joy for the two lovers is at
the peak. But one day Fénice and Cligès are caught sleeping naked under a tree by a knight named
Bertrand.
Just then, a pear falls and strikes close by Fénice’s ear. She jumps and awakes and, seeing
Bertrand, cries out aloud: «My dear, my dear, we are lost […]».
A tant une poire destele30 / si chiet Fenice sur l’oroille (vv. 6378-6379). Why Chrétien, in such a
dangerous contingency for the protagonists, resorts to a comic narrative detail? We may answer that
what could look like a weirdness or a false note according to a (future) classicistic point of view, in a
12th Century romance was perfectly integrated in a serious story. However, we may add too that
Chrétien’s style of telling and depicting is moving toward a relative new realism that will distinguish the
so-called autumn of Middle Ages.
The happy ending of Cligès is assured: Emperor Alis is told that he never consummated the
matrimony but in dream, because he was drugged every night by the magic filter. Finally, he dies,
Cligès becomes Emperor of Constantinople and the lucky couple live together, friends (amies) and
spouses. The very conclusion is snide and humorous:
Therefore, every empress, however rich and noble she may be, is guarded in Constantinople
as in a prison, for the emperor has no confidence in her when he remembers the story of
Fénice. He keeps her constantly guarded in her room, nor is there ever allowed any man in
her presence, unless he be a eunuch from his youth; in the case of such there is no fear or
doubt that Love will ensnare them in his bonds. Here ends the work of Chrétien.
Regardless of the irony and subtleties scattered all over the romance, particularly in the last section,
we may now reaffirm that the final triumph of Fénice against any obstacle and misadventure is based
on her strong will to be the opposite of Yseut. The analogies between Cligès and the Tristanian
legend are evident, now: there is an uncle, as King Mark, who is the husband of the heroine and the
master of the hero, paradigmatic situation for a torturous and fatal adultery (cf. the story of Lancelot
and King Arthur’s wife). Moreover, Chrétien himself, as we read in the proem of Cligès, should have
31
written previously a romance or a lai «del roi Marc et d’Ysalt la blonde» (v. 5). In sum, the shadow of
32
the sad story narrated by Béroul and Thomas lengthens over Cligès. But Fénice clutters the cards
on the table. She excogitates the genial plan to avoid the chaos of sharing her body while loving only
one person. The trick of the husband who merely dreams about the achievement of his lust is an
expedient suitable for a good comical-satiric tale; in all likelihood, and with some adjustment, this
could be a matter for a fabliau, save the honesty of Fénice’s purposes. We restate that Cligès is not a
criticism of the chivalric values, quite another thing. The point is that the adultery in itself is function of
tragedy, and the unique alternative, contra Andreas Capellanus, is the happy wedding of the
courteous lovers. This is a meaningful exception indeed. Nevertheless, the failure of love is confirmed
by the majority.

28
29
30
31
32

About this and other “dissonances” vd. Chrétien de Troyes 2006, intr. pp. 32-36. Cf. also Chrétien de Troyes 2012.
Curtius 1948, pp. 425 ff. (chap. “Hagiographische Komik”).
‘se détacha’ in modern French.
Remarkable that in this title we find Yseut and Mark, not Tristan. The uncle-husband is also in Cligès the third wheel.
See Béroul 2013. About Thomas see below, n. 127.
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We cannot here trace the entire development of the theme of adultery in Western literature and
33
culture. Reddy notes that the Lutheran heritage improves the importance of the marriage.
Adulterous love is so fiercely condemned, but courtly love does not die and is transformed in the
typical Renaissance “gallantry”, f. i. the petrarchism as a social game, a status symbol of the
gentlemen and gentlewomen. In the age of Enlightenment, after the innumerable experimentations of
the Baroque era, and going beyond the sterile libertine repetitiveness, the “natural” and “passionate”
love will be defended strenuously. The archetypical story of Pamela becomes a way of correcting the
male behaviours à la Dom Juan. But let us go in order.

3. SALVATION AND PERDITION
If we must talk now about Dante and Petrarch, we must state beforehand that the immensity of the
work of these two authors compels us to be terribly schematic. We thus apologize for the brutality we
shall display henceforth.
When we propose the issue about Dante and love, we mean especially the rhetoric and spiritual
relationship between Dante and love poetry. It is quite impossible to separate the shapes assumed by
Dantesque phases of love from the development of his conscience and praxis of poet. Thus, the most
striking dimension we light upon when observing the poetic experience of Alighieri is probably the
blatancy of his self-attribution of innovator. Novelty thus will be the key word to understand the
historical position of Dante in western love lyric, within our few pages dedicated to this matter. Nove
rime (‘new verses’) are those recognized as proper invention by Dante in the words that the author
himself puts in the mouth of Bonagiunta Orbicciani from Lucca, a soul the protagonist meets in the
th
Purgatory (Divine Comedy, Purg., 24 canto, vv. 49-63). Let us read these celebre lines:
«But tell me if I see before me
the one who brought forth those new rhymes
begun with Ladies that have intelligence of love».
And I to him: «I am one who, when Love
inspires me, take note and, as he dictates
deep within me, so I set it forth».
«O my brother», he said, «now I understand the knot
that kept the Notary, Guittone, and me
on this side of the sweet new style I hear.
I clearly understand that your pens follow
faithfully whatever Love may dictate,
which, to be sure, was not the case with ours.
And he who takes the next step sees in this
what separates the one style from the other».
Then, as though with satisfaction, he was silent.
Bonagiunta was a delicate poet of the earlier generation, and now he soon identifies the turning point
of the development of modern poetry in the renowned canzone of Vita nova (circa 1294) beginning
Donne ch’avete intelletto d’amore. The answer of Dante is simple: he is particularly sensible to the
inspiration of Love, he notes anything Love dictates into the deep of his mind and the he writes and
“publishes” it. The topical substance of this answer is for us a bit surprising: almost every poet of the
Courtly era, and particularly the poets who were contemporary to Alighieri, claimed their own
supremacy in following most closely the guidance of Love, proudly declaring that in sonnets of
tenzons sometimes very biting. In spite of the nearly trivial response, Bonagiunta remains fulgurated
by the words of Dante, and he is illuminated about his own deficiency and about the extraordinary
breakthrough provided by Alighieri in going beyond the nodo (‘rope’) that had restrained preceding
poets. Something of new and sweet in the style (or, if you want, ‘stylus’, ‘pen’) has revolutionized the
modern poetry. However, Bonagiunta reiterates the commonplace of the stronger adherence of the
versifier to the dictates of Love, considering it the very reason of the fact that Dante overrides
everyone else.
33

Reddy 2010.
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How to explain this crucial and famed episode of the Purgatory, if we have the sensation that it says
nothing we do not already know? Manifold interpretations have been promoted by the scholars. In any
case, we must turn to the early prosymetron written by the thirty Alighieri in Florence, just the Vita
nova. Immediately in the title, we find the idea of novelty, whether it refers to the youth of the author or
34
to the spiritual renewal according to the Ancient and New Testament. In the chapter 10
(paragraphing by Gorni) Dante answer the women who want to know where his beatitude dwells: «in
those words that praise my Lady». This answer, not well premeditated indeed, then provokes in Dante
a deep reflection, so that he says to himself: «On the grounds that there is so much beatitude in those
words praising my donna, why since now has my speak been another one?». At this precise point, we
are dealing with the so-called conversione allo stilo della loda (the changeover for a new style vowed
to the praise of the woman). The tongue of Dante speaks nearly moved by itself, and the canzone
Donne ch’avete intelletto d’amore is born. In this lyric of the highest level (all hendecasyllables),
although addressed to women and thus not philosophical, Dante arrives to say that Beatrice is desired
in the Heaven, and God himself takes the floor, reserving the right to decide when the Lady will have
to die. A precedent for this supernal scene had been provided by Guido Guinizzelli, an elder Bononian
poet whose soul Dante shall meet in the 26th canto of Purgatory. God wants make Beatrice a cosa
nova, a new extraordinary being, and the newness of the woman dictates a new poetry to the lover
versifier. Thus, the originality of Dante’s turning point is both stylistic and spiritual, and we may say
that the two realms share the same space.
Obviously, the claim to novelty is not an unusual pretense among poets. A troubadour of the
th
penultimate generation, as it were, Guilhem de Montanhagol (thirties to sixties of 13 Century), wrote
a relevant chanso beginning Non an tan dig li primier trobador, complaining with the decadence of the
35
song in his times. But he states loudly that it is possible to say «so qu’estat dig no sia» (v. 7: ‘what
was never said by anybody’). In disagreement with the locus communis of tout est dit, Guilhem exalts
the newness of his verses. A good troubadour must compose «noels digz de nova maestria» (v. 10:
‘new expressions with new knowledge’). Here is a translation of the second strophe:
The novices talk in their songs
so much about love
that the new saying turns into a bother.
By contrast, we have the novelty when the experts
say conversely
what nobody ever said in song;
it is new what one says unheard-of,
it is new when I treat topics never treated
that Love made me know, instructing me,
so that I could write poetry even if nobody had been writing so far.
The insistence on the motive of newness is resounding. We may add that Guilhem is considered (in
anyy historical literary handbook) the inspirer of the spiritualized love cultivated by the poets of socalled Stilnovo (something new again). Nevertheless, here necessarily we must dot the “I”s. First, the
poetry of Guilhem is not a truly “spiritualized” song. He exhorts to chastity,36 in a well-known verse,
and in the above quoted chanso he describes the beloved as obra de paradis. But the affinities with
Dante do not go beyond much. Guilhem condemns women that make the lovers to wait long time,
when these are faithful and deserve the reciprocation. That is quite inconceivable in the poetic and
narrative world of Alighieri. In fact, Guilhem proposes a moralization of courtly love in decay, rather
than a spiritualisation.37 And the carnal love is not excluded by him, as in the whole troubadoric
34

See always Alighieri 1996 for every annotation and explication. See also the most recent excellent commentary to Purgatory,
Alighieri 2016, note to vv. 49-50 of 24th canto.
Cf. Les poésies de Guilhem de Montanhagol 1964, pp. 84-92.
36
«On peut donc dire, en conclusion, que la formule chère à Montanhagol d’amours mou castitatz [‘from love chastity ensues’]
(II, 18), bien loin de correspondre à une concession qu’il aurait faite à la moral chrétienne, résumait, au contraire, et de la façon
la plus saisissante, toutes le valeurs de l’érotique provençale, en tant qu’elles étaient les plus opposés à cette morale. L’amour
est castitatz, pars qu’il est mezura, c’est-à-dire: science de qui est permis et de ce qui ne l’est pas dans l’œuvre de chair. Il ne
tire sa valeur que du désir, à condition qu’on sache tout à la fois le réprimer, le modérer, l’entretenir» (Nelly1963, p. 244). Cf.
also, within the classical bibliography on these matters, Topsfield 1975, pp. 247 f,
37
See Vatteroni 2016, p. 244.
35
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tradition Secondly, the dolce stil novo Bonagiunta talks about, in the verses of the Comedy,
distinguishes Dante’s new style, and not a nouvelle vague of versifiers. That, for us, is
unquestionable, beyond the dispute over the actuality or not of a poetic school born around Alighieri.
Again, the relationship with Guinizzelli (named father at Purg. XXVI, 97) is a matter concerning
particularly Dante, who learned highly from the canzone Al cor gentil composed by the elder poet. We
have not to forget that the presence of Guinizzelli and Arnaut Daniel in the lustfuls’ cornice is the
prove that they must expiate this specific sin. Particularly the Great Arnaut, whose poems Dante
perused and memorized, is “guilty” for very famous composition as the mythical sestina Lo ferm voler
qu’el cor m’intra, where the virtuoso poet wanted to be with the beloved always com charz e ongla, ‘as
38
the flesh with the fingernail’, in a strict physical contact. On the other hand Cercamon too, we just
chose above as a pioneer of new love ethics, in the envoy of Ab lo temps qe fai refreschar desires to
have the beloved naked in a curtained off room, to kiss and embrace her: «si josta mi despoliada /
non la puesc baizar e tenir / dins cambra encortinada» (cf. also Per fin’Amor m’esjauzira: «Dieus! Si
poirai l’ora veder / qu’eu puosca pres de lei jazer!»). And a troubadour frankly erotic in his courtesy “of
39
compromise”, Bernart Marti, writes a stanza probably influenced by Cercamon himself (Bel m’es lai
latz la Fontana, V):
She is so nice, shapely, and smooth
under her blouse of Reims canvas,
that when I see her,
by my faith,
I don’t envy a King
and a Count neither too much or too little,
inasmuch I well better realize my desire
when I have her undressed
under embroidered curtain.
We must insist on the fact that troubadours’ love is carnal, albeit ruled by the conveniences and
rhetoric of courtesy, and that the constant of the unsatisfied physical love does not mean this love to
be so “Platonic” (to adopt such a trivial attribute), still less “Christian”. Simply it means that the new
courtly dimension of love poetry selects the time and space of standing by, because this is more
40
interesting and suggestive for a worthier song. The desire for a phantasmatic woman, a distant,
severe, sometimes cruel creature, notwithstanding the relative hope to gain sometime the guierdon
(ital. guiderdone, ‘love recompense’) is for the medieval Occitan poets the most poeticizing knot of
feelings to chant. This does not exclude “aberrant” forms of physical aggressiveness of some poets
against the loved or no more loved women; f. i. the cultured Giraut de Bornelh (active between 1166
and 1199 circa), designated by Dante “poet of the moral rectitude” (De vulgari eloquentia II, 2), does
not hesitate to write expressionistic verses as the following: «baizar l’ai tan, tro la bocha m’i fen; / tan
d’amor port al seu bel cors jauzen!» (Er ai gran joi vv. 25-26: ‘I’ll kiss her until I split my lips, so much I
love her nice and cheerful body!’).
The kind of violence against a stony woman will be proposed by Dante in his celebrated and imitated
lyrics for the Donna petra, where the sadism against the ruthless female gets astounding levels.
However, the story of the newness of Dante’s poetry improves toward the Commedia, where finally
Beatrice is directly linked with the highest providers of salvation as the Virgin Mary herself. So,
Beatrice, after her miraculous life and her death, becomes the via for Dante’s awareness and for his
itinerary toward the knowledge of supreme truths. This is the extreme journey to Beatrice, the
amazing innovation by Alighieri who outdoes every courtly poet (in his work the topos of Überbietung
is recurrent). There is no comparison to this imparadised love, born with the “style of praise” and
arriving to the vision of God, beyond any human love, a «flight of the alone to alone».41
Petrarch knew the “anxiety of influence” caused by his insurmountable forerunner Dante Alighieri,
although he ridiculously negated to have read the works of the Florentine poet. The road he takes is
38
39
40
41

Costanzo Di Girolamo writes about a «carnalizzazione del cuore» in Arnaut’s sestina (Di Girolamo 1989, p. 173).
Cf. Il trovatore Bernart Marti 1984, intr. p. 29.
See, with circumspection, Baladier 2010.
These are the last words of Plotinus’ Enneads.
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different, but Dantesque marks in his Italian poems and in the Triumphs, have been found by several
scholars. We shall return to this aspect, but for now let us concentrate on the peculiarities of
Petrarch’s itinerary and on his position about love.
We just saw how much the motive of contradictions and the adoptions of oxymora were common in
the system of courtly “love paradox”. In the Canzoniere (Rerum vulgarium fragmenta, or
Fragmentorum liber) this heritage becomes a structure and an obsession, and projects itself towards
future poetry, fundamentally petrarchized. In Petrarch the oxymoron, the paradox, the wrecking of the
logic and the constitutional irrationality of the argumentations innervate not only the style of his poetic
work but are the formalization of the psychical nucleus of the author. We do not think ever to an
artifice, when we read sonnets as Pace non trovo e non ho da far guerra; we feel the authenticity of a
vision of the self and of the world in a key that crashes the principle of the excluded third. That is a
sentimental movement and philosophical conception, and not a dawdling with the acutum dicendi
genus. Obviously, the increasing of these oxymora in the regime of typical Petrarchan plurality knows
its precedents, with the cascades of opposita paraded by Alanus de Lille, Jean de Meun, Guillem IX,
Folquet de Marselha, with the specific form of the devinalh etc. (we saw above the modest example of
Cercamon). And Petrarch gets his own excess in describing love through a row of contradictions in
the Triumphus Cupidinis.42 But there is something of increasingly deep in his living the aporias. For
him the lis (‘fight, clash’) is the rule of the entire world, not only the dynamic of the self. For Petrarch
whether das Ich or das Nicht-Ich are subjugated to the same law: the law that Heraclitus condensed in
the axiom omnia secundum litem fieri, everything happens in compliance with fight. We may say that
love is only a part of this Weltanschauung, and we have the confirm of this when we read some Latin
works of our author, as the Remedia utriusque fortunae (one of his most successful text in Europe),
precisely the preface to the second book. But let us turn again to the Canzoniere.
Petrarch radicalizes both the idea of superiority of madonna (midons in langue d’oc, ‘my Lady’) and
the focus on the poet’s own pains. Laura, his beloved, is a bright mirror of perfections, while the self is
prisoner of contradictory afflictions, such as icy flames, terror and desire, life and death, sweet
43
bitterness, pleasure and sufferance, craved agony and so on. Some of these coincidentiae
oppositorum have a long tradition; think only to the mix of sweetness and bitterness that dates back to
Sappho. Some other conflicting feeling typical of the Greek-Latin poetry are unacceptable in the
Canzoniere; f. i. the well known «odi et amo» by Catullus, a scream of intimate laceration full of
psychological authenticity, but impossible for Petrarch, forasmuch as Laura cannot be ever hated.
She is not guilty of any betrayal, as the mistresses of Latin elegiac poets. Nonetheless, she is a kind
of feral animal, sometimes defined fera bella e mansueta. She too shares the condition of
paradoxicality, as every mundane creature. And precisely here it dwells the deep difference between
Laura and Beatrice: the latter is a celestial miracle, who returns to heaven and there opens the path of
the safety to Dante. Beatrice is the feminine rescuer: Dante’s love for her, also after deviations and
bewilderments, is rewarded with glory. Laura, on the other hand, even if flawless as a gem, is a
creature who causes the pain and the loss of Petrarch. In the Latin dialogue with Saint Augustine, the
Secretum, the axiology is crystal-clear: Francesco loves a creature and so he forgets the right love for
the Creator that is God. Evoking the same concept just expressed by Augustine in his De vera
religione, Petrarch removes the figure of loved woman from the way of his deliverance. The error is
not in the object, naturally, that is in Laura, but in the interiority of the poet. Howbeit Francesco is not
so far able, according to the Secretum, to pull away from his acedia (Sloth), from his most dangerous
sin, the voluptas dolendi, the inert dark enjoyment in cultivating his own sorrow. He promises, at the
end of the dialogue, to gather the fragments of his soul (colligere animae fragmenta). The Canzoniere
is also entitled Fragmentorum liber, ‘Book of fragments’, and this is an oxymoron too: in fact, the
heading contains whether the centripetal force of the book, which is an organism, or the centrifugal
force of the fragments, the scattering of poetry and soul. In the Triumphi, an allegorical poem in
tercets as the Commedia, Petrarch tries to find a unification of the mundane realm in the divine
dimension, recovering Laura as a wonderful pale martyr, but not salvific in Dantesque sense, and the
poet overcomes the human love celebrating the Eternity with magnificent metaphysical verses, which
shall not be forgotten by T. S. Eliot in his first Quartet, Burnt Norton. That said, we must point out that
42
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See Gigliucci 1990. Very remarkable: Ariani 2016.
See a repertory in Gigliucci 2004, pp. 71-279.
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the Triumphs remained unaccomplished (when Petrarch died, he was still working on Triumphus
Eternitatis). And not by chance because the effort to lay together the totality―operation in which
Alighieri succeeded splendidly―was the opposite of the tumultuous paralysis of Francesco.
However, we hasten to add that, although secondary, the soteriological role of Laura is not totally
absent, in a way Petrarch explains through his poem Quando il soave mio fido conforto (n. 359, in
eight place before the end of Canzoniere, but third to last, according to the marginal renumbering by
the author).44 We can read it entirely in translation:
When my gentle faithful comforter
to grant some peace to my weary life,
settles herself on the left edge of my bed,
with her sweet wise reasoning,
I grow pale at her pity and my fear,
saying: «O happy soul, where have you come from?»
She takes a little branch of palm
and one of laurel from her lovely breast,
and says: «From the serene
heavenly empyrean and those sacred places
I moved, and came alone, to bring solace».
I thank her humbly in words and manner,
and then ask: «How did you know my state?»
And she replies: «The sad waves of weeping
with which you never seem to be sated,
and the breeze of sighs, reach heaven
through all of space, and trouble my peace:
it displeases you so greatly
that I have left this misery,
and reached a better life:
it should please you, if you loved me,
as much as you professed in words and looks».
I reply: «I don’t weep other than for myself
who am left behind in darkness and torment,
certain always that you have leapt to heaven,
as if it were something I had seen nearby.
Why would God and Nature have set
so much virtue in a youthful heart,
if the eternal welcome
were not destined for your good deeds,
o rare spirit,
who lived nobly amongst us here,
and then suddenly flew to heaven?
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But what can I do other than weep for ever,
wretched and alone, who am nothing without you?
I wish I had died at the breast or in my cradle
in order not to prove the temper of love!»
And she: «Why always weep and grieve yourself?
How much better to lift your wings from earth,
and weigh mortal things
more justly, and those sweet deceptive
words of yours,
and follow me, if you truly love me so,
pluck one of these branches today!».
44
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Then I responded: «I wish to ask,
what do those two branches signify?»
And she: «You can answer that yourself,
you whose pen honors one more than others do:
the palm is victory, and I, still young,
conquered myself and the world: the laurel
signifies triumph, of which I’m worthy,
by grace of that Lord who gave me strength.
Now you, if other things weary you,
turn to Him, pray to him for help,
so we may be with Him at the end of your path».
I say: «Is this the blonde hair, and the golden knot
that still ties me, and those lovely eyes
that were my sun?». She says: «Don’t err
like a fool, nor speak or think that way.
I am a naked spirit, and delight myself in heaven:
what you look for is dust, and for many years,
but it is given to me to seem such
as will draw you from your trouble: and still
will be so, lovelier than ever,
dearer to you, as cruel and kind,
gaining together your salvation and mine».
I weep: and she dries my face
with her hand, and then she sighs
sweetly, and speaks
words that might shatter stone:
and afterwards departs, along with sleep.
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The visio in somniis (ispired by Propertius) of this renowned canzone is eventually a rich conversation
betwixt poet and beloved, although she is died, and the talks are dreamt ones. Lastly, we have a kind
of explanation of the behaviour of Laura, of her inflexibility. That was not a banal resumption of the
courtly topos of belle dame sans merci. Laura in his life triumphed on carnal love, refusing the poet,
and so she saved herself and Francesco. Simply said, Laura, staying inactive and particularly
unresponsive, when alive has been safeguarding her future deliverance and the salvation also for her
fool lover (sciocco), just absorbed in his fallaci ciance, fallacious fibs. Here is the substance of the
rime, of the elaborate poetry of despair: a nonsense indeed. The love and the pen of the poet have
been wasting time. Laura condemns in Francesco exactly that self-concentration, that obsession of
inspecting and inciting his own heartaches, that infinite autopsy, that sea of tears and that storm of
sighs, those self-maledictions, and those self-contradictions.
The memories of Dante’s verses are here and there vivid, in the canzone, and the commentators
45
have often underlined them. However, the relationship between Laura and Petrarch, also in this late
moment of resilience from the depression of total distance, remains signed by an insuperable
individuality of the two figures. Francesco continues complaining, weeping, yearning for the capei
biondi and the bei occhi of the mental image of the Lady; Laura inflames herself talking about her
glorification, her paradisiacal delight. In addition, the reprimands of the woman about Francesco’s
fatuity are less harsh than the words Beatrice addresses to Dante at the end of Purgatorio. The kind
of love Petrarch harbours is always the same: a gush of contradictory despair that does not exit from
46
the circuit of the self; a gazing at his own navel.

45

Another remarkable Dantesque echo of the “conversion to the praise” in the Canzoniere is offered by the sonnet 217, with a
sort of palinode and a declaration of will to sing only the beauty of Laura: «Ma canto la divina sua beltate» (v. 12).
I do not agree with Rosanna Bettarini when, in his great commentary to Canzoniere (Petrarca 2005), prefacing Quando il
soave, writes that here now Laura «somiglia […] a Beatrice nell’Eden, guida al Paradiso ed essa stessa Teologia» (II vol., p.
1564).
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The last verses of Quando il soave before the congedo («but it is given to me [...] mine») are
47
interpreted commonly as a hint to the final resurrection of the flesh. Nevertheless, the privilege
allowed to Laura’s soul to appear as beauty as she was when alive, aims at the solace of Petrarch
and, consistently, at the clarification of her past being preserved chaste to save the salvation
(salvando...salute) of herself and of the lover. She is still and will be selvaggia e pia, inhuman and at
the same time―but exactly because of that―pious, charitable. We are not sure these verses to
pertain the rebirth of the bodies in the final Judgement. Anyway, they offer the synthesis of a lovestory never lived but for a perennial distant desire, unachieved despite the illusory, frail final dream.
Who has saved, and who is saved? We cannot answer, as we could at the end of the Commedia.

4. COMIC LOVE?
The tradition of the so-called comical-realistic poetry in Middle Ages is huge and vivacious. Regarding
the issue of love, we are accustomed to considering comic poems as the dark side of Courtesy, the
mockery of the sublime, the trajectory of the high downward to the bottom, to the genitals’ area, to the
carnivalesque. That is true, obviously, but we must add that in strictly medieval terms comic designs a
stylistic level, not necessarily something laughable. And writing comically about love does not always
mean a will of destroying the gravity of the theme. A parody can be pointed towards a jeering
demolition of whatever into the ruins of the nonsense. However, there is also the serious parody, that
e. g. takes down the stylistic degree to a more realistic but still worrisome depiction of love situations.
Firstly, we must not forgive that the same poet often practices both courteous and comic poetry. The
scholars have talked about the bifrontism of authors as Guillem IX or the Italian Rustico Filippi.
Guinizzelli or Cavalcanti wrote some grotesque and comical poems too, for example really satirizing in
portrayals of ugly beldams the angelic woman they themselves worshipped in other compositions. But
if we linger in the Italy betwixt 13th and 14th Centuries, we find a noteworthy poet considered as the
perfect counterpart of the presumed “stilnovistic school”: Cecco Angiolieri. He was a very
contemporary of Dante (born in 1260, Alighieri in 1262), Sienese, and with Dante had a tenzon too,
but the verses of Dante did not arrive at us. The poetic style of Cecco is violent, aggressive, and
harsh; his poems are full of maledictions, rage, and despair. We do not agree with an interpretative
heritage, which consider his verses as a mere example of imitation of goliardic medieval poetry and a
formalistic joke, as stereotyped as courtly song. First, we saw that the love-chant of courteous poets is
not as monolithic as it might seem. Furthermore, the contraposition to the spiritualized love of his
peers does not entail for Cecco a pretended love or a jocose adoption of counter-topoi. The
malinconia (melancholy) of Angiolieri is deep and authentic, a suitable case for the historical analysis
of this syndrome in late Middle Ages.48 Naturally Cecco is a poet of his times, thus not comparable to
a François Villon or, worse, to a Gerard de Nerval. Nevertheless, we accept definitely the fine
distinction proposed by one of the latest editor of Cecco’s poems: «Ma se Cecco non è certamente
l’illetterato scapigliato e maudit che volevano i romantici, non è neppure l’asettico giocoso che
49
scherza bonariamente, affabilmente su tutto e su tutti, come credono alcuni». In sum, the pains
Cecco complains about are not unrelated to his biography and his feelings, at the very least in a not
so different way in respect of Dante or Cavalcanti’s experience.
If we read the famous sonnet on the melancholy of love, we may understand better the poetical
positioning of the Sienese poet:
My melancholy is such and so great
that I am certain that, if he knew of it,
one who was my mortal enemy
would weep for pity of me.
It matters not to her, who is cause of that;
what good would it do me, if she wished it,
to be cured in a moment of all my troubles,
if her only word for me was «I hate you»!
47
48
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Cf. Canzoniere 268, 40-46; Triumphus Eternitatis 143 etc.
See Gigliucci 2009, pp. 71-78 and passim. Cf. also Wells 2007.
Angiolieri 1990, intr. p. XLVI.
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But this is the answer I have from her:
that she wishes me neither good nor ill,
and wishes I would go my own way;
that she cares less whether I have joy or pain,
than a straw which goes between her feet;
may Love be cursed, who gave me to her.
In the low language of comic poetry, Cecco is not kidding love at all. He is driving down both the
inhuman cruelty and the superhuman perfection of the courteous dames to a normal, familiar field, the
level at which his beloved Becchina stays, the degree of the simple humanity, and of the base
happenings. There are sonnets extreme in illustrating the clashes with the hostile woman, but we
choose La mia malinconia particularly for that disconcerting and disheartening moment when
Becchina declares her indifference. She does not care about Cecco, she ignores the hatred and the
love, and says him «ched’i’ vad’a far li fatti miei» (v. 11), ‘go to your own business’. At least, if she had
said «I’ t’odio», ‘I hate you’, it should have looked like a sentimental movement of the girl toward the
poet, and, better, it should have been something more similar to the terrible severity of certain sublime
Ladies. Instead, Becchina answers in a regime of tepid normalcy, as any insouciant woman would
answer in this pathetic real world. The shape of love, in Cecco’s sonnets, is not really a disfiguration
of the courteous one, as reflected in a distorting looking glass, but rather a transposition of the same
troubles in a realistic dimension. We might describe this as a tragicomic blend, and it should not be so
far from veracity. But we may better consider the realm of tragic and the realm of comic fused
together when a request of adherence to the real life is stronger. Obviously, we should specify which
kind of realism we are talking about, when we study medieval poetry or narrative. In any case, what
we intend to underline is that this “realism” – or whatever you want to call it – is not the simple fruit of
a stylistic choice (a chosen camp: courtly or satiric), a set of rhetorical devices, obedient to the aptum,
to the prepon, to the internal laws of a literary form that must be consistent. Cecco’s realism stages a
different drama, in respect of those who transcend the Kreatürlichkeit (‘creaturality’ in the Auerbachian
acceptation) and transform the things in emblems, the bodies in blasons. Cecco is the poet of the
malediction of the world and the poet inhabitant of this world. Thus, he fights against his beloved
Becchina, sometimes with virulent dialogues in sonnets structured as a back-and-forth:
«Becchina, love!». «What do you want, false traitor?».
«That you forgive me!». «You are unworthy of that».
«Have pity, by God!». «You come here so humble».
«And I shall forever!». «Which token shall I have?».
50
«The good faith». «You have not so much of it».
«My Becchina!». «Cecco, I don’t permit you to call me so».
«And I am yours». «And that I deny».
«Then I will be other’s». «I don’t give a fig».51
Etcetera. Well, these very animated poems are displacements of analogous dramatic courtly
compositions into the serious-comic area. We quote only the beginning of a cobla tensonada by
Giraut de Bornelh (Ai las, com mor!):
«Alas, I die!». «What happens, friend?».
«I am betrayed!».
«Why?»
«Because a day I felt in love
with her who was gracious with me».
«And for that you have heartache?»
«Yes I have».

50
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Son. XLII vv. 1-5.
Son. XL vv. 1-3.
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And so on, for five strophes (plus the final lines of envoy). Here we have the lover and his friend, and
in their dialogue nearly all the loci communes of Courtly love are displayed, with a vivid cross talk.
Situation and language are different from the verses by Angiolieri, of course, but the intense
dramatization is comparable. Is it enough to say that a funny love does not exist? Perhaps.

5. SO THE WORLD GOES
In 1335 or 1338 Giovanni Boccaccio wrote his Filostrato, a romantic-epic poem in ottavas, whose title,
according to a false etymology, would mean ‘won, abated by love’. Few years later, in 1340-1345
circa, Geoffrey Chaucer was born. The “inventor” of poetic English language in 1385 circa wrote his
Troilus and Criseyde, in rhymes royals, deriving from Filostrato: Boccaccio had died ten years before.
We want talk about this matter because both Filostrato and Troilus represent a courteous and
chivalric world in decay, a desublimated tragic love story. That not because something of dishonest
appears in the story. Rather, there is a hard reality (be the Fortune or not the omnipotent Goddess).
The two main characters, enraptured by a violent love that is gloriously consummated by the agency
of Pandarus, are separated by a fatal circumstance, incident to the war’s reasons (we are at the time
of the siege of Troy). Criseyde is forcedly conducted to her father Calcas among the Greeks away
from Troy, where the loved Troilus must remain. Diomede, a proud Argive champion, lusts after
Criseyde and eventually obtains her reciprocation. Troilus, despaired, fights in the battle as a lion to
kill Diomede but is slain by Achilles. «Thus goth the world»; «Swich is this world» (Troilus V, 1434,
52
1748). Bitter conclusion, bitterer in Filostrato, where we do not find the final ascent to Heaven of
Troilus’ soul (episode that after all Chaucer borrows from another Boccaccio’s epic poem, the
Teseida) and the consequent contemptus mundi. In both authors, however, the death of the unhappy
53
young Troilus is settled in a single verse: «miseramente un dì l’uccise Achille» (Filostrato VIII, 27, 8);
«Despitously hym slough the fierse Achille» (Troilus, V, 1806). Boccaccio ends his poem with a harsh
condemnation of Criseida without mitigating circumstances, and he adds some misogynous strophes
about the volubility of women. Chaucer is much more gracious with the female protagonist and tries
more or less to justify her, exactly because such is the world. In a tiny hemistich, whose proverbial
concept is repeated twice, Chaucer displays all the terribly simple new significance of the Troilus and
Criseyde’s love story. Courtesy is banished, tough reality asserts itself. Certainly, the English poet
designs his «litel bok» as a «litel tragedye» (Troilus V, 1787), but the work is full of realism and of
comic hints and almost funny situations. Nonetheless, the conclusion is religiously wistful:
O yonge, fresshe folkes, he or she,
in which that love up groweth with youre age,
repeyreth hoom from worldly vanyte,
and of youre herte up casteth the visage
to thilke God that after his ymage
yow made, and thynketh al nys but a fayre
this world, that passeth soone as floures faire [V, 1835-1841].
But why, does Criseyde fall in love with Diomede, being still drenched by the passion for Troilus,
whom she swore eternal fidelity? Boccaccio accuses her of fickleness and describes Diomede as a
strong and beautiful young lad, elegant in talking and quite hot… Chaucer is more accurate in
distinguishing the different attractiveness characterizing the two champions.
This Diomede, as bokes us declare,
was in his nedes prest and courageous,
with sterne vois and myghty lymes square,
hardy, testif, strong, and chivalrous
of dedes, lyk his fader Tideus.
And som men seyn he was of tonge large;
and heir he was of Calydoigne and Arge [V, 799-805].
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Here the description of Troilus is:
And Troilus wel woxen was in highte,
and complet formed by proporcioun
so wel that kynde it nought amenden myghte;
yong, fressh, strong, and hardy as lyoun;
trewe as stiel in ech condicioun;
oon of the beste entecched creature,
that is, or shal, whil that the world may dure [V, 827-833].
If I see well, Diomede and Troilus share only two attributes: strong and hardy, very generic adjectives
indeed. As for the rest, the features of the heroes are quasi-radically opposite. Diomede, paraphrasing
Chaucer, appears as ready in battle, bold, vigorous, with loud voice, squarely built, sturdy, almost
thickset, courageous, headstrong, impatient, mighty, gallant, and smooth-spoken. Troilus, on the other
hand, should seem first younger; besides he is taller than muscled, and his best quality is proportion.
The description of Troilus makes us think to the classical Greek ideal of beauty, to the athletes of
Polycleitus, while the shape of Diomede is closer to some Hellenistic pugilists, obviously plus cunning
and courteousness, but also stubbornness. In fact, Troilus is a loser, aside his bravery, and Diomede
is a wilful winner. All this to say that Criseyde, even if a bit less guilty than Criseida, has her feminine
reasons to capitulate to Diomede: he is an image of virility, brawn, strength, and in the same time is a
silver-tongue, able suitor. Such is the world, we may repeat again. The passion for Troilus was
sincere and full of juvenile ardour, and probably the vow of fidelity was candid. However, in the
dialogue between the two lovers, before her departure from Troy, it is Troilus to show a sense of
reality. The strategies proposed by Criseyde (secret encounters etc.) look like fantasie to Troilus: he
foresees precisely that she will marry a Greek man and Troy shall be destroyed: «That ay drede I, that
ye wol bleven there» (IV, 1484; cf. Filostrato IV, 142). The advice of Troilus is yet risky but more
concrete: «and lat us stele awey bitwixe us tweye» (IV, 1503). To get away is the unique possibility of
saving the love, but Criseyde does not agree. She is afraid of losing honour, fame, and just at this
moment her cowardice, albeit mixed with ingenuity, proves fatal. Actually, the very mistake of the girl
is refusing the suggestion of her beloved, more than the later disloyalty. Her love is as extreme as
immature. Boccaccio explains all with the misogynist assumption. Chaucer is subtler, we think,
because he knows piercingly – but also religiously – that the world is just what it is, and we must strive
for gaining eternal life.
If Troilus and Criseyde is a little tragedy, inside of it at least an episode is properly tragic, except the
well ending. We are talking about the verses 1150-1246 of fourth book: Criseyde faints because of the
sorrow for her next departure from Troy; Troilus believes her dead, and despairs, so he tries to
commit suicide with his sword. But Criseyde wakes up from that catalepsy just in time and thwarts the
tragedy:
And [she] seyde, «O mercy, God, lo, which a dede!
Allas! How neigh we weren bothe dede!
Than if I nadde spoken, as grace was,
ye wolde han slayn youreself anon?» quod she.
«Yee, douteles»; and she answerde, «Allas!
For, by that ilke Lord that made me,
I nolde a forlong wey on lyve have be,
after youre deth, to han been crowned queene
of al the lond the sonne on shyneth shene.
But with this selve sweerd, which that here is,
myselve I wolde han slawe!» quod she tho.
«But hoo, for we han right ynough of this,
and lat us rise, and streght to bedde go,
and there lat us speken of oure wo.
For, by the morter which that I see brenne,
knowe I ful wel that day is not far henne» [IV, 1231-1246].
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Then the two lovers quieten the anguish in the bed, embracing tenderly. But «How neigh we weren
bothe dede!» she had exclaimed, how near the death has been to them! Beyond doubt, the risk of
death without death is typically tragicomic, as Battista Guarini will state more than two Centuries later.
Nevertheless, true tragedy, Chaucer hints, is always close. This episode foresees the famous story of
Romeo and Juliet, whose ending should have been possible to avoid only if Juliet had woken up a bit
of time before. Criseyde, on her part, swears up and down that she would have killed herself in any
case, after Troilus’ death. But we know that when out of Troy she will be unfaithful and will fall into the
strong arms of the square Diomede.
We saw that the gracious Chaucer is pitiless with Criseyde. On the other hand, Cressida is judged as
a true slut. The play by Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida, had been written about 1602. Its source is
undoubtedly Chaucer’s poem, but among other founts (the Troy-Book by John Lydgate, the Recuyell
of the Histories of Troye, by William Caxton, etc.).54 Actually, in this wondrous play, the story of the
two lovers is nearly in the background of the crowded stage. The derision of the heroes of Trojan War,
and the lowering of the epic level to downgraded allzumenschlisch meanness and coarseness,
configure and prefigure the new Baroque genre of eroicomico (mock-heroic). The great Ajax is a fool
55
big guy, «melancholy without cause, and merry against the hair; he hath the joints of everything so
out of joint that he is a gouty Briareus, many hands and no use, or purblind Argus, all eyes and no
sight» (I, II, 26-30). Remember the «out of joint» world in John Donne’s Anatomy of the World v. 192.
The cracked universe is resumed in the microcosmical lunacy of Ajax. On the other hand, the
suggestion of an apocalyptic total disorder «when the degree [hierarchy] is shaked!» is present also in
a tirade of Ulysses (I, III, 101). Greek rationalism encamps on a dimension of chaos. Achilles too is «a
drayman, a porter, a very camel» (I, II, 240). He rests with his bedmate Patroclus («male varlet [...]
masculine whore», V, I, 15, 17), who jests scurrilously all-day strutting and joking to the delight of his
ram. Thus, the sole clear-headed character of the play is the melancholically satiric Thersites,
traditionally a Homeric anti-hero, the opposite of the values of Greek kalogakathia, but in
Shakespeare a base truth-teller. He curses everybody and everything and unveils the very nature of
men.
This degraded dimension of the scene gets involved the love story too. When Troilus, Cressida and
the go-between Pandarus get the achievement of the sexual encounter, Pandarus says:
If ever you prove false one to another, since I have taken such pains to bring you together, let all
pitiful goers-between be called to the world’s end after my name; call them all panders. Let all
constant men be Troiluses, all false women Cressids, and all brokers-between panders! [III, II,
192-199].
A prophecy perfectly become a reality, as everyone knows. In this «monumental mock’ry» (III, III, 154)
Cressida transforms into the Diomedes’ whore without great problems, and then Troilus considers her
as another Cressida, the filthy result of a broken unity, a new monster:
The fractions of her faith, orts of her love,
the fragments, scraps, the bits and greasy relics
of her o’ereaten faith, are bound to Diomed [V, II, 165-167].
He shouts out: «O Cressid! O false Cressid! False, false, false!» (ibid. 185), facing the sharp Ulysses
who had understood immediately the fickle nature of that woman, a «revolted fair» (ibid. 192), as
Troilus concludes. Thersites, who knows what’s what, adds: «Lechery, lechery, still wars and lechery;
nothing else holds fashion» (ibid., 201-202). Therefore, the love story is ended; the rest is a
tumultuous and inglorious war, in which even the murder of Hector is committed traitorously by
Achilles and his Myrmidons. Troilus exit alive, cursing Pandarus who declaims the final comicdepressing speech.

54
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We do not deepen certainly the problem of the essence of this lurid play. We want underline that the
degradation of Troilus and Cressida’s love affair is the consequence, on the Elizabethan stage, of the
treatment Chaucer had made of the story of Troilus and Criseyde. The Chaucerian awareness that
such is the world consistently turns into a vivid depiction of this foul world (mundus immundus was
moreover a religious commonplace). And love too rots definitively.

6. LOVE IN THE HUMANISTIC POETRY
Neo-Latin humanistic poetry in the 15th Century entails a revival of the ancient Greek and particularly
Latin poetry. We mentioned above the elements of contrasts that place classical and courtly love
poetry at a distance. The women loved by the elegiac Latin poets were often unprincipled, capricious,
unfaithful, and the enamoured had been torturing themselves, adoring the various Lesbia, Cynthia
and the others but also detesting them, in a realistic and sensualistic panorama of love affairs. Both
hatred for the beloved and jubilation for a night of love are emotions very alien to the courtlyPetrarchan world.
The poets of Humanism had not these troubles, which they would have defined “gothic”. They wanted
to be antichi, “ancients”, and when they imitated the classical love poetry, they had in mind model as,
exactly, Catullus or Propertius, or even Horace, Tibullus, Ovid, Virgil. The so called “neo-Ovidian age”
th
of 12 Century had pillaged the Ars amandi, the Amores, the Heroides and so on, but just with a grain
of salt. Then the radical spiritualisation of love, set up in different ways particularly by Dante and
Petrarch, had deleted the embarrassing realistic depicting of the woman and man’s feelings. Let
understand one another: a fine proto-humanist as Petrarch, who wrote largely in Latin, knew very well
the ancient paradigms, and did imitate all the classics he was acquainted of. But with the Canzoniere
he reformulated his sources in his Procrustean bed. An example: in the sonnet 12 of the Canzoniere,
we have an elegiac reverie about the ageing of Laura, whit the hope of her extreme merciless in the
senility. The theme is treated with sweetness and suavity, but the model was offered by an Horatian
ode (IV, 10),56 much more aggressive toward the beloved—a fair youth in that case—whom the poet
remembered that he too should have become old and ugly, and despised by anybody, thus then
Horace invited the boy to take pleasure in adolescence. Petrarch transforms this kind of resentment
into a smooth fancy of quiet senescence, an imagery of final appeasement not so far from the
canzone we read and commented above.
Conversely, the more “open-minded” Latin humanistic poets take the liberty of writing also indecent
verses, pornographic or at the most malicious poems, or even love compositions in classical elegiac
style, not hesitating to introduce pederotic desires, very realistic and sometimes curious epigrammatic
inventions, in sum all the paraphernalia of the “resurrected” antiquity. However, in this supercilious
world of philological neo-Latin poetry, also the memories of the vulgar Petrarch are active, in some
way. We would propose some excerpta from the exquisite Eroticon, a collection of elegies by Tito
Vespasiano Strozzi (born in Ferrara, 1424-1505). Here we find, for instance, the topos of the
exultation for the past love night («nox hesterna mihi gaudia quanta dedit!»),57 or the lamentation
against the ianitor (‘porter’) for the closed door, according to the locus of paraklausýthiron, or lots of
Tibullian reminiscences etc. On the other hand, the motive of the impossibility to escape from Love,
also looking for solitude, just Propertian, is developed by Strozzi with a vivid memory of Solo et
pensoso, the well known Petrarch’s sonnet.58 Even more close to the source of Rerum vulgarium
fragmenta is a carmen Ad Antonium (Accipe inauditi formam), with a sequence of metaphors directly
borrowed from Passa la nave mia (rvf 189):
Anthony, listen to the nature of this sea never known, and to which
kind of boat is that of mine, and with which structure and intention equipped.
Tears are the waves, and the sighs the wind, the oars my dreams,
sail is the error; the insane mind is the hull.
Hope is the helm, anguishes the sailors, my love’s tenacity
56
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is the mast, pain is anchor, the helmsman Love.
Add other seas to have some port, whilst our sea
not only lacks a port, but also a small inlet.
The complex of metaphors configures a sort of allegoria of love. Strozzi’s outcome is more artificial,
and sometimes more explanatory or didactic: think to the last two verses, and compare them with the
Petrarch’s last lines:
Drowned among the waves are reason and art,
thus, I commence despairing of the harbor.
This is not the right place to discuss the merits of the poems by Strozzi, who was however a skilful
poet. The interesting aspect of this short elegy is that the imitation of Petrarchan source is very close
th
and embraces the whole composition. The admiration by Strozzi for the great author of 14 Century
was beyond doubt; he translated, by the way, the Vita solitaria in Italian language. On the other hand,
the dynamic of love in the Eroticon follows Latin models, given the fact that the first beloved, Anthia,
proves to be guilty of unfaithfulness, and is displaced by a new love, Phylliroe: «ubi nos male fida
reliquit / Anthia, successit candida Phylliroe».59 The latter is more similar to Laura, for her appearance
and her sad death, song by Strozzi in mournful verses. In sum, within a poetry of evident classical
imitative mold, the poet disseminates fragmenta of Petrarch’s memory.
Analogous considerations we might do about other author of this age and culture; another significant
example is provided by Cristoforo Landino (1424-1498, active in Florence) and his Xandra, another
book of quite sensitive and erudite elegies. Here it is possible to find a carmen in Sapphic strophes Ad
Ginevram where the just quoted topos of the woman’s ageing is developed with the expressionistic
acrimony of the ancient models, thousand mile far from the delicacy of Petrarch. On the other hand,
Landino too applies himself to translate and elaborate famous sonnets from Rerum vulgarium
fragmenta. It is the case of a very lucky poem by Petrarch, S’amor non è (132).60 The sonnet is a
renowned sequence of anxious interrogations about the contrary sentiments the lover feels: here is
the beginning of Chaucer’s translation in his Troilus:
If no love is, O God, what fele I so?
And if love is, what thing and which is he?
61
If love be good, from whennes cometh my woo?
Etc. Landino adds to this incipit a classical invocation to the Muses:
Si non vexat Amor, quidnam mea pectora versat?
Pergite Pierides, dicite, quaeso, deae!
Vel mihi quid sit amor qualisve referte, Camenae […].62
It is curious the fact that in the latinization by Landino the oxymoron vita-morte (‘O dead live!)
disappears, while in Chaucer we had a righter translation: « O quike deth, O sweete harm so
queynte» (v. 411). Anyway, we can say that in the refined neo-Latin love poetry Petrarch’s
reminiscences creep in, with a contaminatio wanted and appreciated by authors as Strozzi, Landino
and others.

7. THE SUBLIME WOMAN: «DÉLIE»
th

What is happening meanwhile in 15 Century vulgar poetry? This is a very experimental age, during
which different choices and styles are contaminated, more than in neo-Latin literature, as we rapidly
have just seen. Some Italian poets write quite closely to the Petrarchan model (f. i. Buonaccorso da
59
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Montemagno jr., Giusto de’ Conti), but others blend many ways of singing their love for a woman, and
th
it is the same for the entire Europe. However, in the twenties-thirties of 16 Century Pietro Bembo, an
Italian authoritative cardinal and illustrious poet, established the orthodox imitation of Petrarch:
assuming that only one author in literary history may have reached the perfection, Petrarch is
selected, as Virgil for Latin poetry. Thus, the condition sine qua it is impossible to write good poems
will be approximating closer and closer the Rvf’s composer, both in style and in contents. This
statement has a fundamental consequence for the “unification” of Italian language, particularly in this
age marked by the improving of book printing. Nevertheless, it has also a huge diffusion in Italy and
beyond the Alps, in France with Marot and Scève, in England with Wyatt, Surrey, Watson, Sydney,
Spencer, in Spain with Boscán and Garcilaso de la Vega, in Portugal with Sá de Miranda, Ferreira
and the paramount Camões, to evoke only few names. Said this, we must add that the petrarchism is
not such a homogeneous phenomenon. There is a kind of Italian “Fronde” just since the thirties of the
Century, with protagonists as Antonio Brocardo or Bernardo Tasso (Torquato’s father), and then we
have forms of “peculiar” petrarchism, as an instance the grave (from gravitas) poems written by the
63
well known Della Casa or by the less known – but genial – Galeazzo di Tarsia. Not to mention the
various shapes national poetries invented, if we think to the liberties taken by Ronsard, or to the
quasi-revolution of Shakespeare’s sonnets etc. We shall come back on these issues. Now, summarily
we can say that the Petrarchan age (particularly 16th Century) shows the tendency to breathe new life
into a closer imitation of the Canzoniere, i. e. chiefly to restore an unhappy and serious love poetry. A
guise of new Courtesy, not unaware, obviously, of the past centuries-old experiences.
Beyond doubt, the culmination of the spiritualisation and of the sublimation of the beloved is offered
by a magnificent collection of poems in dizains (449 strophes each one of ten lines), the Délie by
Maurice Scève (1544). This is an actual canzoniere: the author worshipped Petrarch’ work and
maintained to have discovered the grave of Laura in Avignon in 1533, finding within a small chest
enshrined in the sepulchre a medallion with above the letters «M. L. M. I.»; he interpreted the
acronym as «Madonna Laura Morta Iacet» (here Madame Laura is buried). A paper too was
recovered there, with a sonnet, presumably written by Petrarch himself.64 This pseudo-archaeological
anecdote shows, although in an odd way, the considerable devotion Scève had to Petrarch. The
Canzoniere is just the main pattern for the imitative practice of Scève in his Délie.65
th

th

While in the lyrics of 12 and 13 Centuries French poets (From Gace Brulé to Thibaut de
Champagne) the suffering did not exclude a possible final achievement of joy, a recompense for the
loyalty and fidelity of the lover, in Renaissance petrarchistic age―at least before Ronsard in
France―the lack of hope is structural. The permanence in the paradox of desiring her who never will
desire the poet enamoured, the absolute impossibility of reciprocation, these are unavoidable
prerequisites for the “modern” pétrarquisants. In the Délie we find a radicalization of the Lady’s
distance from the poet: in the presence of her, the lover is dazzled, blinded, while in her absence he is
continuously contemplating her body in his mind, and that situation has no solution. Furthermore,
Délie is placed in a superhuman height, she is a snowy and rocky peak («durté incroyable», 239, 10),
66
and there is a mythological gap between her and him who dares to love her. The man is destined to
suffer, passing through every kind of states and conditions, from anguish to ecstasy, in a quite
Petrarchan ocean of contradictions, because the phenomenon of antipéristase maintains the
opposites alive without destroying each other (293, 10). The canzoniere for Délie (perhaps the
poetess Pernette de Guillet) is signed at its very end by a motto: SOUFFRIR NON SOUFFRIR: that has
made the commentators to sweat through Centuries. Beyond a literal interpretation, also perfectly
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valid (love suffering is not a pain, another topical paradox), it is possible to read souffrir as se-ouffrir67
(‘offering himself’, in the meaning of oblation), so we may have: se ouffrir non souffrir (better than the
inverse), that is: the true lover must offer himself to the sublime Lady, and must not suffer. To devote
himself totally to the beloved implies no pain; the pains are in fact martyrdom’s delights. A conceptistic
variation on a well-known love-poetry motive, from Dante onwards. Scève re-experiences and
recollects the loci communes of the poetry of his mentor Petrarch, but dissolving every image and
thought in an abstracter radiance, as in the following dizain:
When the eye is in the fields dazzled by lightnings,
it seems to be night wherever it looks:
then gradually it finds back clarity
and is shield from flashing fires of Heavens.
But I am led under the protection
of this which is yours, and unique light,
which blinded my first happiness
for I followed spiritually your sweet rays of light,
and I no longer get lost in usual sights.
For only to adore you I live [24].
Undoubtedly, the metaphysics of light, with the presumed influences of Renaissance Neo-Platonism,
are active in the Délie. But we have to consider that the desire, for Scève, is physical, more than in
the Petrarchan contemplation of Laura. Celebre and explicit is the piece 41:
To see, to hear, to talk with her, to touch her
were the achievement of my contentness,
so much so that the good that Lovers put first
didn’t occur in our relationship.
What did I earn in loving honestly,
absorbed in a saint love chastely?
’Cause I have back the evil for the good,
and I may be reproached for the vice
for, rightly loving, I have promptly lost
to see, to hear, to talk with her, to touch her.
«Que m’a valu d’aymer honnestement / en saincte amour chastement esperdu?» (vv. 5-6). A moment
of discouragement, certainly, among copious cries of joy in the pain. Nevertheless, it is important to
emphasise particularly the poet’s longing to touch Délie and the unattained achievement that is
properly the unrealised intercourse. After all, the Lady is a brighter sun, but is terribly hard too:
Buried long time under the coldness
of the tough Marble of your ungratefulness,
my Body is already in weak endurance
exhausted by its enormous servitude [125, 1-4].
On the other hand, the faithfulness of the lover acquires progressively the stony rigor of the object of
love, in a fancy of statuary stiffness and elegance:
Harder in steadfastness than the Jasper,
my loyalty is in you enamelled,
as a statue in its coarse first form,
and then with stucco smoothly carved,
faithfully delivered in the hands of constancy,
you soften it, and it’s now well bright [285, 1-6].
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Even though the emulation of Petrarch is patent, there are many non-Petrarchan elements in Scève’s
poetry, in the field of the images, of the lexicon, and often of situations. For instance, a poem as the
next should be unconceivable for the author of Rvf:
I’m alone with myself, she with her husband:
I in the pain, she in her fluffy bed.
Covered by ennui I wrap myself in the Nettle,
and she naked in his arms reposes.
Ah! He, the ignoble, he holds her, he touches her:
she tolerates it and, as less robust,
violates love with this very unjust bond
that human law, and not divine, has made.
O holy law, for tout le monde right but for me,
you punish me for her misdemeanours! [161].
This poet’s fancy is quite a novel romantic reverie, although realistic in the substance. It is not
absolutely a poetic sight suitable for a petrarchistic poem, in which the dame cannot be imagined
while having sex with her consort. It is rather a typical situation of the Roman ancient elegy, and that
is another mark of the fusion of Courtly and Classic motives in the most experimental poets of the
Renaissance.

8. “PETRARCHISMS” IN ITALY AND EUROPE
As just we said, the phenomenon of petrarchism is a plural field, thus the love sung by the
Renaissance poets is also plural, even though, with a bird’s-eye view, it can look like a homogenous
calm sea. A perfect and total “orthodoxy” in the imitation of Petrarch is unfindable also in the most
“orthodox” petrarchists. In the Rhymes by Bembo we read, f. i., a sonnet quite malicious against the
beloved who is remembered she shall get old and ugly: in this case, Bembo jumps back Petrarch and
borrows directly the idea from Horace, a poet not so much indulgent towards young Ladies and
boys.68 A poet as the great Michelangelo Buonarroti, whose material and stony lyrics are however
69
strongly indebted to Petrarch, offers a peculiar declension of petrarchism, injecting into it alien
materials, often Dantesque, as philosophical density, or other elements, as homoerotic love, or an
agitated and overwrought madrigalism:
Who’s this who leads me to you against my will,
alas, alas, alas,
bound and confined, though I’m still free and loose?
If you can chain others without a chain,
and without hands or arms you’ve drawn me in,
70
who will defend me from your beautiful face?
The fresh style of the 16th Century madrigal foists epigrammatic concettism and vivid or subtle
inquietude on the poets who cultivate this genre; the taste for antithesis is undoubtedly Petrarchan,
but the overall configuration is different from the model. On the other hand, the incredible idealisation
of the woman by Scève is quasi-exceeded by the greatest Portuguese poet, Luís Vaz de Camões, in
the magnificent sonnet Dizei, Senhora, da Beleza ideia:
I spoke, Lady, of Beauty’s ideal form:
in order to make those braids so gilded,
where did you search for the finest gold,
from what hidden mine or seam?
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Or Phoebus’s dazzling beams for your eyes,
worth an empire’s equal in esteem,
and, if you attained divine wisdom,
such a skill in enchantment as Medea’s?
From what secret oyster shells did you pluck
precious pearls, from which eastern gulf,
smiling so sweetly in your discourse?
Given you composed your form to your liking,
I caution you against seeing yourself:
71
avoid pools, remember Narcissus.
While in Petrarchan sonnet 159 (In qual parte del ciel, in quale ydea) the author wonders where
Laura’s platonic idea could dwell, that is the idea from which she was moulded, Camões goes further,
showing an aemulatio in form of overtaking: the Lady alone has made herself, she is da Beleza ideia,
not a copy from her own heavenly idea. This self-sufficiency of the Lady, who bypasses the circuit
Creator-creature, this self-madeness, that makes her the archetype of herself, is something diabolic,
and eventually dangerous. The final menace («lembre-vos Narciso»: cf. Rvf 45, 12) evokes a myth of
death, with a nuance of homoerotism; so much so that in the medieval lai of Narcisse (second half of
12th Century) the protagonist «se repent» (v. 975):72 he regretted and converted himself too late to
love Dané, avoiding just the suspect of an imbrication of narcissism and homosexuality. Camões
leaves behind Petrarch and Scève: the Lady is totally autonomous, she has created herself for
herself; thus, loving her, by now, is not only impossible but foolish.
In the last decades of 16th Century, we discern clear traces of a new sensitivity, and this change will
be analysed here below. We may propose now the example of a poet (who will die in 1630) whose
early poems, collected in Le Printemps: L’Hécatombe à Diane, are full of violence, although they have
love as topic. We are talking about Agrippa d’Aubigné, born at the middle of 1500. Just the overture of
the collection, addressed to the lovers, is paroxysmal—and perhaps a bit ironic—: «Accourrez au
secours de ma mort violente».73 The sonnet proceeds developing the metaphor of the navigation and
of the tempest and shipwreck, typically Petrarchan motives, but the fury of the images around the
classic amoureuse mer, ‘the sea of love’, has definitely a non-Petrarchan sound. Agrippa will be the
truculent epic poet of the wars of religion in his masterpiece Les Tragiques. Moreover, another sonnet
of L’Hécatombe, the fourteenth to be precise, opens with a macabre vision just exquisitely epic:
I saw, one day, a soldier knocked down,
mortally wounded by enemy hands,
with blood, the red soul whisked away
still struggling inside the pierced breast.
By thousand corpses squashed he dying
grinded the teeth in the agony extreme,
he prayed us all to shorten his life:
dead not dead, alive not alive he was left.
«Ah», I said then, «alike is my wound;
just as for him, for me death’s certain too,
and the beauty who compels me to die
Sees very well how I languish at her sight,
but she doesn’t want to kill those that she kills,
nor with the death a dying person to help».
71
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The syntagm «l’ame rouge ravie» (v. 3) reappears identical in the Tragiques, in the very same
position (second hemistich of I, 1010). Thus, the imagery of love poetry becomes extraordinarily
contiguous to the horrors of epic poem, and we cannot conceive a less Petrarchan muse!
To close definitively the space of idealizations, nothing best than this famous sonnet by Shakespeare:
My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun―
coral is far more red than her lips’ red―
if snow be white, why then her breasts are dun―
if hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
but no such roses see I in her cheeks;
and in some perfumes is there more delight
than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.
I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
that music hath a far more pleasing sound.
I grant I never saw a goddess go;
my mistress when she walks treads on the ground.
And yet by heav’n I think my love as rare
74
as any she belied with false compare.
The reader must be cautioned against at once acknowledging this poem as satiric, simply ironic, or
even comic. Within the sequence of refused topoi we must grasp a request for authenticity, for a true
depiction of the beloved and thus for a sincere illustration of the poet’s own sentiment. Only after the
75
deconstruction of the divine Lady’s fake figure it is possible to declare the true love for a rare
woman, namely a very extraordinary woman. The artifice of false comparisons leaves the place to a
realistic description and likewise to a realistic―but not less intense―kind of love. The reduction of the
goddess in a human being who walks with his feet on the ground is not a reduction of the love, as the
final couplet emphasises. It is rather a sensualistic denudation of the woman in flesh and blood. Even
the detail of the breath arouses an erotic frisson: the verb ‘to reek’, at the time of Shakespeare, did not
mean necessarily ‘to emanate a bad breath’, but simply ‘to breathe’. The author is not degrading the
woman as in a comic poem; in some perfumes, he says, there is more delight than in his mistress’s
breath, but this does not contradict the fact that the mistress may have a haleine embaumée. He is
not mocking the Lady as in the sonnets of those who sang an ugly woman instead of the wonderful
petrarchistic Lady. Contextually, he is unveiling the falseness and insincerity of the petrarchistic
tradition that is of any counterfeit idealization. Who could negate that a beautiful music sounds better
than any speaking voice? Merely a worshiper poet who attributes the highest qualities to the Lady
only because she is his Lady, an adorned idol, a bright phantom, an unrealistic epitome of all
excellences. With the sonnet 130 by Shakespeare, we are at the beginning of a new era.

9. TASSO THE DISTURBED LOVE
When in 1573 (or 1574) the pastoral play Aminta by Torquato Tasso was staged for the first time, the
tradition of this theatrical genre was deep-rooted in Renaissance Ferrara. That heritage will be
regained later especially by Battista Guarini with his Pastor fido and his theorization about the
tragicomic blend. The Aminta, even so celebrated, remained a unicum, considering its simplex
structure (fabula simplex), or the fact that the two lovers never meet on the stage, or again the
peculiar non-comic character of the Satyr, or other aspects. Tasso, protagonist in love lyric, in epic
poem, in philosophical prose, in tragedy, in literary theory, therefore the most representative author of
his time, when just thirty-year-old composes a very refined and sensitive favola boscareccia
(‘woodland play’), probably unequalled. The peculiar Tassian treatment of love issue, certainly based
on the poet’s inner reality, that we have no way of knowing (previous hypotheses of homosexuality
are abruptly contested by recent scholars), is distinguished by a tendency to describe intimate upsets
and exterior obstacles, or also vice versa internal hindrances and evident disorder. Anyway, it is a
74
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disturbed love Tasso opts for enacting. The plot of the pastoral play is structured exactly on the
pattern of the insurmountable obstacle: the non-reciprocation of the wild Silvia (a creature of the sylva,
a huntress devotee of Diane) makes hopeless the love of the shepherd Aminta for her. He will have to
die (apparently) to get the benevolence of Silvia, converted to love, i. e. to civilization, just by the fatal
event occurred to Aminta, who, looking for his death, has thrown himself off a cliff. The schema of this
story is explicated in the last act of the play by Elpino, another shepherd,76 who narrates so:
Truly the law with which Love
eternally governs his empire
is neither harsh nor false; and his works,
full of providence and mystery,
are wrongly condemned. Oh, with how many artifices
and through what unknown paths does he lead
man to be blessed; and he puts him
amid the joys of his amorous paradise
just when he most believes there to be nothing but ills in the end!
Look: precipitating, Aminta ascends
to the tip of the summit of every happiness!
Oh, fortunate Aminta! Oh, how much more happy
77
are you now than you were miserable before! [vv. 1839-1849, my emphasis].
We put in italics the words showing the core of Elpino’s speech and of whole play: Aminta, to ascend,
must precipitate, and the strong enjambment isolates the paradox, which is solved in the following
verse. Aminta falls really, but through his (illusory) death gains the love of Silvia, namely the top of
happiness. Nevertheless, in the solitude of the earlier verse, the opposite actions of precipitating and
ascending are overlapped and practically identified. Only descending one can ascend. This is a quite
78
Platonic statement, thinking f. i. to the myth of Alcestis evoked in the Symposium. Thus love is, for
the thirty Tasso, a fight against an obstacle that only with the death man may overtake. In this so far
euphoric period of his life, the poet overwhelms desperation and death recreating the myth of the
katabasis ≈ → = anabasis, but the play, in spite of the happy ending, is more tragic than comic―or
tragicomic.
The infelicitous and incommunicable essence of love is predominant in the Gerusalemme liberata, at
least in the vulgate of this epic poem that Tasso did never approve (his last will is represented by the
Gerusalemme conquistata, printed in 1593). That love was unhappy or ruinous, many poets formerly
had been confirming. But the disturb of the impossibility to communicate, of the unutterable frustrated
love is the very proprium of Tasso’s world. This is patent in the episode of the teichoskopìa at the third
canto of the poem, where Erminia indicates the Christian knights to the Arabian King Aladino from the
tower of Jerusalem. Pointing at the beloved Tancredi, she must pretend to hate him, when King asks:
«Say, who is he shows so great worthiness,
that rides so rank, and bends his lance so fell?».
To this the princess said nor more nor less,
her heart with sighs, her eyes with tears, did swell;
but sighs and tears she wisely could suppress,
her love and passion she dissembled well,
and strove her love and hot desire to cover,
till heart with sighs, and eyes with tears ran over:
at last she spoke, and with a crafty sleight
her secret love disguised in clothes of hate:
«Alas, too well», she says, «I know that knight,
I saw his force and courage proved late,
76
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too late I viewed him, when his power and might
shook down the pillar of Cassanoe’s state;
alas what wounds he gives! how fierce, how fell!
No physic helps them cure, nor magic’s spell.
Tancred he hight, O Macon, would he wear
my thrall, ere fates him of this life deprive,
for to his hateful head such spite I bear,
I would him reave his cruel heart on live».
Thus said she, they that her complainings hear
in other sense her wishes credit give.
She sighed withal, they construed all amiss,
and thought she wished to kill, who longed to kiss [III, XVIII-XX].
The translation we offer is the classic version by Edward Fairfax, dated 1600, potent but often
unfaithful. When Erminia has to answer the King of infidels about Tancredi’s identity, she contains
sighs and tears, but «gli occhi pregni un bel purpureo giro / tinse, e roco spuntò mezzo il sospiro» (‘a
beautiful purple circle colored the eyes, and the hoarse sigh came out broken’, literally). The delicacy
and the frailty of the woman, never separated from her loveliness, try to compel themself and succeed
in deceiving the bystanders. Erminia was the daughter of the King of Antioch, Cassano; her people
had been defeated by Christians and she became prisoner of the Prince Tancredi. He treated her
maximally politely, and she (for a kind of Stockholm syndrome, we should say nowadays) felt in love
with him, but nurturing a secret passion, burning inside but concealed. Then Aladino («Macon» in
Fairfax’s translation) hosted her in the court of Jerusalem and now she must absolutely hide her own
love for the Christian Prince. Thus, it is necessary for her to be infingevole, wonderful attribute (‘as
she who is feigner, pretender, dissembler’), with an adverbial and gerundive nuance (not ‘fakely’, but
‘dissimulating’, that is not ‘simulating’). Love, for Tasso’s characters, is the space of masking and
desiring, so Erminia achieves to say the truth only selecting double-entendre terms and phrases. Her
speech employs the metaphors of poetic love langue (incurable wounds, imprisonment, sweet
revenge), while the listeners understand her words in concrete, not abstract sense. Tasso, in his epic
poem, favors paradoxical situations in which what is really happening is suitable for a guise of
metaphorical actualization, particularly in the field of love imagery. We may think to the episode of
Olindo and Sofronia at the second canto, where the just poetic analogy with lace and fire is
materialized in the ropes and stake of the public execution (II, 33-35). On the other hand, for a more
sarcastical and tragic mockery of fate, we need only think to the ideally central episode of the duel
th
between Tancredi and Clorinda at 12 canto (octaves 52-69). Tancredi is smitten with the pagan
Clorinda, but she is a warrior woman disinterested in love. Now she is disguised in different armor, so
he cannot recognize her. The clash is unavoidable, and it is furious up to the elimination of every art
of fencing. The two fierce combatants, alone in the dark of the night, cling to one another; hit one
another, during the chaotic conflict. Tancredi holds her in his arms thrice, «nodi di fer nemico e non
d’amante» (57, 4): these are knots of a fierce enemy, not of a lover. Then they wound one another
opening spaziose porte (‘wide doors, large breaks’) in their flesh (62, 5). In sum, the epic language of
the battle alludes to a love fight, beyond every doubt. Moreover, the conclusion of the ardent
confrontation is equatable to a penetration:
But now, alas, the fatal hour arrives
that her sweet life must leave that tender hold:
his sword into her bosom deep he drives,
and bathed in lukewarm blood his iron cold,
between her breasts the cruel weapon rives
her curious square, embossed with swelling gold,
her knees grow weak, the pains of death she feels,
and like a falling cedar bends and reels [XII, 64].
The unfaithfulness’s of Fairfax’s translation are terrible; e. g. the final comparison with the «falling
cedar» is nonexistent in the original. Something of the sharp sensitiveness of Tasso’s verses survives
in English rendition, but we must resort to the Italian text to gather exactly what the poet wanted to
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evoke. «Spinge egli il ferro nel bel sen di punta / che vi s’immerge e ’l sangue avido beve» (vv. 3-4).
Fairfax neglects the image of the sword that “drinks” avidly her blood, and the translator adds the
adjective «cold» to the iron, whilst overlooks the relevant «caldo fiume» (‘hot river’) of her bleeding at
verse 7 of the original. Briefly, we must say that the penetration of the sword unveils just the hidden
femininity of Clorinda. In this regard, her sudden weakness is certainly remarkable, but the description
of the «mammelle», covered by a light and tender garment decked with gold, highlights most clearly
the womanliness of the ex-warrior, now eventually frail and subjected. Tancredi, unaware, «la trafitta /
vergine minacciando incalza e preme» (65, 1-2: ‘rages about the pierced virgin and threatens and
presses her’). Remember that the Italian verb premere meant also ‘to possess sexually a woman’.
However, this detail is not necessary to catch the completely metaphorical net of the episode. The
failure of the love, in Tasso, is here “staged” at the highest level of its tragic nature and when Tancredi
will find out that he has killed his beloved, the desperation will be vain; a pale shroud covers the
remains of the unattainable love.

10. LOVE IN THE BAROQUE ERA. NEW APPRECIATIONS OF REALITY
“Baroque” is a much-debated word and historical concept.79 Remaining in the English realm of poetry,
let us measure a very renowned example of the so-called metaphysical poetry. We are talking about
80
The Flea by John Donne (first edition 1633; the author was dead in 1631):
Marke but this flea, and marke in this,
How little that which thou deny’st me is;
81
It suck’d mee first, and now sucks thee,
And in this flea our two bloods mingled bee;
Thou know’st that this cannot be said
A sinne, nor shame, nor loss of maidenhead,
Yet this enjoys before it wooe,
And pamper’d swells with one blood made of two,
And this, alas, is more than wee would doe.
Oh stay, three lives in one flea spare,
Where wee almost, yea more than maryed are:
This flea is you and I, and this
Our marriage bed, and marriage temple is;
Though parents grudge, and you, w’are met,
And cloystered in these living walls of Jet.
Though use make you apt to kill mee,
Let not to that, selfe murder added bee,
And sacrilege, three sins in killing three.
Cruell and sodaine, hast thou since
Purpled thy nail, in blood of innocence?
Wherein could this flea guilty bee,
Except in that drop which it suckt from thee?
Yet thou triumph’st, and saist that thou
Find’st not thy selfe, nor mee the weaker now;
’Tis true; then learne how false, feares bee:
Just so much honor, when thou yeeld’st to mee,
Will wast, as this flea’s death took life from thee.
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That is a love poem, of course. Nevertheless, it must be set in the European frame of a new kind of
love poetry. Let us see why.
79

For a bibliographic update see Gigliucci 2016.
See The Complete Poems of John Donne 2013. We consider attentively this edition, and Donne 2007, whence we extract
the texts with their original handwriting.
81
We prefer the lectio of first editions; modern editors read «Mee it suck’d first».
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First of all, the lover’s speech originates from a customary and trivial occurrence (we may say
a micro-event): a flea has bitten and sucked the man and then the woman;
thus, naturally, the two lovers’ bloods are now blended in the sated insect’s belly;
that low and prosaic starting point evolves in a quite complex fantasy about the metaphorical
and emblematic meanings and values implicit in this common occurrence;
the mix of bloods is not a sin, but the flea enjoys as in place of the two lovers’ climax;
so, the flea becomes the marriage bed of the man and the woman, more, their marriage
temple, where the two are cloistered in a black living monument;
the risk is now that she may crush the bug (as normal, in such an unpleasant circumstance):
in this way she would destroy herself, the lover and the flea;
but it goes on just like that: the Lady wets her nail with the blood of the innocent bug;
she is not upset, on the contrary is triumphant, because her action has not weakened at all
herself and him;
then the man suggests to her that she will lose no more honor, when ready for the sex, than
she did when she squashed the flea;
lastly, the poem has inside it some sexual double-entendres: the swelling at v. 8 alludes to the
erection; the killing at v. 16 hints at the orgasm as a procured death; last three verses
prefigure maiden’s deflowering;
there is a parody of religion in the concept of «three lives in one» (v. 10) and in the image of
the temple.

Summing up, we have to consider that these two lovers are more close and open-minded than the
petrarchistic poet and his Lady, notwithstanding the usual demand for love addressed to the woman
82
who appears recalcitrant. Particularly, we must remark the typical baroque (and previously
83
mannerist) poetic “protocol”: the beginning is offered by a micro-event of routine life, often a mean
occurrence, maybe also detestable; then this non-idealistic material is worked, elaborated,
conceptualized, even sublimated and made symbolic of something metaphysical. That is the schema
of a realistic-metaphysical poetry, with also a bit of irony, but out of the comic dimension. The pattern
shows obviously many variations; the starting point may be a curious accident, some fait divers, but
even so a presumed real fact; the conceptistic work may go toward the hyperbole, or toward a
sequence of analogies, or toward a mythicizing eulogy, and so on.
Furthermore, the conception of love, in poets as Donne, is now free, open to a realized lovers’ union,
but also to the recycling of the traditional non-reciprocation. Two examples respectively in this regard,
The Good-Morrow and Loves Deitie:
I wonder, by my troth, what thou, and I
did, till we loved? Were we not wean’d till then?
But suck’d on countrey pleasures, childishly?
Or snorted we in the Seaven Sleepers den?
’Twas so; but this, all pleasures fancies bee.
If ever any beauty I did see,
which I desir’d, and got, t’was but a dream of thee.
And now good morrow to our waking soules,
which watch not one another out of fear;
for love, all love of other sights controuls,
and makes one little roome, an every where.
Let sea-discoverers to new worlds have gone,
let Maps to other, worlds on worlds have showne,
let us possess our world; each hath one, and is one.
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See Guss 1966; Andreasen 1967, pp. 21 ff. Remember also the limpid pages in the Introduction by Herbert J. C. Grierson in
the II volume of his classical edition of The Poems of John Donne 1912, pp. L-LV. A useful paper by Naugle is available online.
The motive of the flea is spread out between 16th and 17th Century; we quote only Ronsard, and cf. Robbins, pref. to The
Flea in The Complete Poems of John Donne 2013.
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My face in thine eye, thine in mine appears,
and true plaine hearts doe in the faces rest;
where can we finde two better hemispheares,
without sharpe North, without declining West?
What ever dyes, was not mixt equally;
if our two loves be one, or thou and I
love so alike that none doe slacken, none can die.

15

20

Every experience before the love between the speaker and his Lady has been a childish dream, a
vacuity. Every beauty he has been seeing was only the prefiguration of the beloved. Therefore, good
morning to the two lovers in soul and body waking up after a night of actualized love! In the second
and third stanzas, moreover, Donne develops an imagery he cares about, the trespassing of finite on
totality, the widening of the microcosm up to the universal magnitude, creating a truly baroque vertigo.
Other worlds, on the earth and heavens, are irrelevant compared with the perfect world concentrated
and “quintessenced” in the two lovers who are one. In their amour the four humors are wonderfully
equally mixed, in contrast to the mundane world; so, their love shall be undying, sharing a divine
84
immortality.
Let us now see how Donne debates the old topic of the unhappy love:
I long to talke with some old lovers ghost,
85
who died before the god of Love was borne.
I cannot thinke that hee, who then lov’d most,
sunke so low as to love one which did scorne.
But since this god produc’d a destinie,
and that vice-nature, custom, lets it be,
I must love her, that loves not mee.
Sure, they which made him god, meant not so much,
nor he, in his young godhead practis’d it,
but when an even flame two hearts did touch,
his office was indulgently to fit
actives to passives. Correspondencie
only his subject was; it cannot be
love, till I love her, that loves mee.
But every moderne god will now extend
his vast prerogative as far as Jove.
To rage, to lust, to write to, to commend,
all is the purlewe86 of the God of Love.
Oh were wee waken’d by this Tyrannie
to ungod this child againe, it could not bee
I should love her, who loves not mee.
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Rebell and Atheist too, why murmur I,
as though I felt the worst that Love could doe?
Love may make me leave loving, or might trie
a deeper plague, to make her love me too;
which, since she loves before, I am loth to see;
falsehood is worse than hate; and that must bee,
if shee whom I love, should love mee.
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Cf. Also The Anniversary: «All other things, to their destruction draw, / only our love hath no decay» (vv. 6-7).
«Eros/Cupid (i. e. Desire) was of the second Olympian generation, variously recorded as the offspring of Mercury or Mars
Zephyr and Diana or Venus – Cicero, Nature of the Gods 3, 23; Plutarch, Dialogue on Love 20 (765E), quoting Alcaeus»
(Robbins ad loc.).
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‘Dominion, purlieu’, historically a land on the edge of a forest that could be included within the bounds of the royal forest.
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For the intervention of Cupid, love seems to be condemned to the non-reciprocation. A destiny and a
custom («vice-nature» but also ‘vice’ tout court) have destroyed the original “naturalism” of human
beings. We may see in this custom an echo of the onore (‘honor’) that cancelled the earlier love’s
liberty of the golden age, as Tasso had explained in his renowned first chorus of Aminta (O bella età
dell’oro). ‘Custom’ means not only ‘habit’, but more specifically «a practice so long established that it
has force of law […]: applied to a community or to an individual, implies a more or less permanent
87
way of acting reinforced by tradition and social attitudes». After all, probably Cupid is not so guilty;
there are modern gods that introduced the very custom of the love-sufferance, the new tradition of
adoring, praising, writing to a woman who does not return the beau’s feelings. Thus, the speaker is
compelled to desire without any hope. So far, a brilliant elaboration of the worn-out theme of love
despair, with mythological fancies and a memory of Tasso in addition. Last verses are surprising
(fulmen in clausula): the beloved is already in love with another, and then the poet does not will the
Lady to be unfaithful. It is right, thence, that the hope of correspondencie is absolutely unworkable,
even preposterous: «I must love her, that loves not mee» (v. 7). An unexpected triangle, perfectly
unbreakable, closes the love song with the characteristic serious irony of baroque poetry. Love too
has achieved a new form of freedom.

11. LOVERS-AVENGERS AND OTHER BAROQUE SCENES
We have been talking about the spirit of vengeance that heats some (well few petrarchistic) poetslovers against the beloved. We want to add an example once again from John Donne’s songs, exactly
The Apparition:
When by thy scorne, O Murdresse, I am dead
and that thou thinkst thee free
from all solicitation from mee,
then shall my ghost come to thy bed,
and thee, feain’d vestall, in worse arms shall see;
then thy sicke taper will begin to winke,
and he, whose thou art then, being tyr’d before,
will, if thou stirre, or pinch to wake him, thinke
thou call’st for more, and in false sleep will from thee shrinke;
88
and then, poor Aspen wretch, neglected thou
bath’d in a cold quicksilver sweat wilt lye,
a veryer ghost than I:
what I will say, I will not tell thee now,
lest that preserve thee; and since my love is spent,
I had rather thou shouldst painfully repent,
than by my threatnings rest still innocent.
The scorn of the Lady for the poet is the structural motive of Courtly-Petrarchan love songs, but here
the mistress is cruel and unfaithful (a feigned vestal), as in the ancient Latin elegy. So, the fancy of
death the speaker displays, already Petrarchan too, is proposed in a new narrative frame. The poet
will appear as a ghost in the night beside the bed where she and her paramour have had sexual
intercourse. She, frightened, tries to wake up the playmate, but he thinks her to want to have sex once
again and, tired, pretends to be asleep. Then the Lady shakes like a leaf (of poplar, to be precise),
wet from an icy sweat that Donne defines «quicksilver» (adj.), probably hinting at the syphilis’ therapy
which was realized with vapours of sublimate of mercury. Thus, she becomes a ghost more ghost
than the appeared poet, who concludes the song with a very complicated conceptualization. He keeps
quiet, not to save her, or not to preserve her―in the meaning of not to support her alive or innocent.
He wishes the woman to remain guilty, to stay the same trollop who will have other dudes in her bed.
This is the supreme vengeance. The distance from Petrarch does not exclude that Donne had some
th
models for his threatening attitude, findable particularly in pre-Bembian Italian poetry between 15
th
and 16 Century, the so called “courtier poetry” (poesia cortigiana). Specifically, we may quote some
87
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http://www.thefreedictionary.com/custom.
«Trembling like the leaves of the aspen poplar tree, Populus tremula, which do so in the slightest breeze» (Robbins).
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strambotti (lyric octaves) by the renowned performer-poet Serafino Aquilano († 1500): he often curses
89
his Lady, wishing her a future disgrace when he will be died (nn. 69-70); two pieces of the Aquilano
are similar to the imagination of Donne in The Apparition (nn. 85-86). The poet promises that he,
become ghost, will ferociously harass and hound her:
And if it is true that the soul must anguish
in the very place where it committed sin,
I hope to inhabit your body, in fact
just because of you, cruel, I die condemned;
and with my own hands I want to ruin
that false your hearth that was so harsh with me,
until you kill yourself for my revenge,
since every sin in fine justice expects [n. 85].
Aquilano goes beyond every conceivable revenge: his spirit will possess the merciless Lady until
enticing her to commit suicide. The concettism of a hundred years before lives again in the new
sophisticated mannerist and baroque poetry, in a more literary ornate style.
On the other hand, on the glorious stage of Elizabethan and Jacobean plays, and in Spanish theatres
of the Siglo de oro, the lovers become frequently avengers and (or because) the women are (or
appear) often strumpet. ’Tis pity she’s a whore is one of the most famous title among the plays of
John Ford (printed in 1633), and that needs no further comment. We have to mention obviously the
well-known paradigmatic case of foolish jealousy: Othello by Shakespeare (1603-1604). The common
interpretation of this tragedy has been crystallising the characters pretty much so: Desdemona is the
unhappy, honest wife of the Moor, whom she loves with her life; the noble Othello loves terribly her,
but his weakness makes him liable to fall into darkest jealousy; Iago is an infamous villain who sins
just for sin’s sake; the others are scarcely smart or definitely stupid, except for Emilia, Iago’s spouse,
who will come to a bad end. That seems the tableau, evolving in the time of the play. But this is just
the tragedy of time, and the director of time is Iago. He is extraordinarily clever; he understands very
deeply human souls. As a critical, satiric, melancholy character, he is eagle-eyed; he is a
metaphysical villain, a ponderer, not a simple slasher, as many other evildoers and butchers of
English stage. He knows. What does he know? He knows that, as time goes by, things evolve
naturally toward their unavoidable destiny. Therefore, because the union between the black and the
white is unnatural, in a non-remote future Desdemona will get tired of the Moor, and the young
handsome Cassio, whom she already likes, shall be her paramour (cf. II, I, 216-241). Frailty, thy name
is woman... and every woman is potentially a whore. This vitriolic pragmatism of Iago is actually a
rough but true-to-life realism, fruit of an experienced view of human existence. The fact that Iago may
be motivated in turn by jealousy (cf. I, III, 375-379) is barely touched in a monologue of his, and we
can noiselessly neglect that. The real matter dwells in Iago’s genial plan about the time: he will ensure
that the events, which normally should have undoubtedly occurred in a longer span of years, are
condensed in circa a couple of days. To obtain this compression, Iago must work feigning, and
bluffing everybody into doing exactly what he wants. Operating this way, he does not distort the
nature and the destinies of his marionettes, but just hastens a story that in any case should have
come to the same conclusion. He is the puppeteer director, he is the motor, but he does not invent
anything. The total love of Othello for Desdemona is pure and fragile; he nurtures the obsession of the
blackness, of the chastity’s contamination. Thus, it is an easy quick shift for him to move from an
angelical image of his wife to a putrid figure of a «lewd minx» (III, III, 475). The term honesty suffers
many reversals during the play.
DESDEMONA
I hope my noble lord esteems me honest.
OTHELLO
O! ay; as summer flies are in the shambles,
that quicken even with blowing [IV, II, 65-67].
89

We translate from Aquilano 2002, pp. 100-101. See Guss1966, pp. 66 ff. Guss’ conclusions are not persuasive, in our
opinion.
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The repugnance of Othello for the new shape of his consort contracts in a series of warming
disgusting images: the above quoted is only one example. It is not easy to explain those verses;
Desdemona’s honesty is sarcastically compared to the flies that invade a slaughterhouse in a
sweltering summer. With respect to the hard verse 66, we try a paraphrase: the flies get fatter, or
become pregnant, laying their eggs in the flesh. However, there is no hermeneutical certainty. Surely
Othello sees wrong, sinking in an abyss of desperate revulsion. Iago has brought to the surface the
real obsessions of the Moor, only anticipating the moment of their outburst. The wisdom of Emilia,
Desdemona’s maidservant, is shown at IV, III, 79-98, when she explains that women betray their
husbands because of them, who are violent, crazily jealous, unfaithful and so on; «Then, let them use
us well: else let them know, / the ills we do, their ills instruct us so» (IV, III, 97-98). If the time of the
play were not condensed by the manoeuvres of Iago, Desdemona would listen to the advices of
Emilia? Perhaps yes, maybe she would have been persuaded to love another―Cassio of course―as
the “uncompromising” Lucrezia (nomen omen) in the Mandragola by Machiavelli. But time is pressing,
and the tragic end is approaching. The disastrous fall of the love is not caused by chance
circumstances, as in Romeo and Juliet, but is provoked by the deterministic sequence of natural
events that Iago has cynically compressed in a shorter time on the stage. Iago is the life of theatre, we
may provisionally conclude.
On the scenes of Spanish dramas, the theme of honour is one of most favourite motive for plot and
reason for interest. The honour’s issue implies stories of love, adultery (or presumed betrayal),
jealousy, revenge. In this manner, the idealized love seems to fall in a «cistern for foul toads», as
Othello shouted out (IV, II, 61), and the point of view of the males―who hold naturally the social
power―proves itself that womanhood is prone to slither in the filth. Among the three dramas de honor
by Calderón de la Barca (written in the second half of thirties of 17th Century), we would single out El
médico de su honra (The Physician of his own honor, 1635), impressive pièce where the colour of
blood prevails, but the ending is happy for the murder. Gutierre suspects to be betrayed by his wife
with the Infante Enrique; the two were in love in the past, but doña Mencía was obliged by her father
to marry Gutierre, and never lost her integrity. Now they meet again, accidentally, but she refuses to
fall one more time in love with the Infante, saying him:
You must also know how many
years of trial and temptation
has my honour been unvanquished,
standing like an ice-crowned mountain,
which the squadrons of the flowers
armed by time, were round besieging.
If I married, with what reason
can you now complain? well knowing
I was one beyond the circle
of your passions and your wishes:
far too high to be your mistress,
far too low to be your consort [I, 295-306].90
Nevertheless, this «montaña de hielo» is still heated by the ardor of Enrique. He, in fact, penetrates
secretly into the garden of hers, by night, and when Mencía wakes up, she is frightened; Gutierre
arrives, the Infante hides and then escapes. However, the husband has now the almost certain
knowledge to be cheated on; seeing him with a dagger, she is terrified by antojos and premonitions:
At thus beholding you, my life
seemed to depart: I did appear
bathed in my blood to perish here.
[…]
My troubled sadness, as it seems,
chimeras and unreal dreams
doth picture on my heart and brain [II, 1383-1385; 1394-1396].
90

See De la Barca 1989; English translation by Denis Florence McCarthy. For a more detailed study see Gigliucci 2016a.
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Desangrada: so Mencía appears to herself, and so her bloody end will be. In this play of lost loves, of
past and haunting loves, also Gutierre has an old flame, Leonor, whom he got rid without mercy. Now
Leonor complains before the King about the past behaviour and promises of Gutierre and demands
justice; to defend himself Gutierre dares to sully untruthfully the honour of Leonor, and the King gets
angry. However, Gutierre is by now obsessed only by the betrayal of Mencía; he must cure his own
honour―like a physician indeed―and the decision is made:
Mencía must die, and purple
with her blood her bridal bed!―
[...]
but t’were wrong to make it public,
since I know that secrecy
even gains the proudest conquests,
and an outrage which is secret
doth demand a like revenge:
Mencia indeed must perish
but the cause must not be known [III, 2305-2306; 2310-2316].
Then Gutierre compels a surgeon named Ludovico to give her a phlebotomy to death. Finally, the
scene that shows Mencía’s corpse on her bed sangrada, in a sea of red, is a very aghast stage effect
for the playgoers. Nevertheless, the ending is surprising, at least for us moderns: the King, almost
admired by the “discretion” of the murder, command Gutierre to wed Leonor, and this dénouement is
typical of comedy, after so much dreadful a tragedy. Howbeit, in the comedia nueva, these kinds of
blend are far from uncommon. Nevertheless, the shudder that passes through the very end of the play
leaves an unsetting impression on the spectators; let us read last lines:
KING
Give your hand to Leonore,
since I know her many virtues
merit it.
GUTIERRE
I give it, then;
but remember it is bathed
still with blood, fair Leonore.
LEONORE
’Tis no matter; that not neither
wake my wonder nor my fear.
GUTIERRE
Remember, too, I am Physician
of my own honour, and my skill
91
is not forgotten.
LEONORE
Cure with it
my life, when deadly danger threatens.
GUTIERRE
Then, on that express condition,
I present it unto you [III, 2940-2951].
Leonor risks being killed in the future as it happened to Mencía, but a wise feeling makes her sure of
her good destiny behind the new husband she has loved previously so much. Irony or horror, before
the final curtain? An unanswered question, and this is exquisitely baroque too.
th

The 17 Century European stage is not only a scenery of blood and revenges. There are also kinds of
surrender, paralyzed situations without a final catharsis. If we move to the second half of the Century,
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«No está olvidada / la ciencia», from the quoted edition. On the widespread theme of phlebotomy in coeval poetry and
medical treatises, see some bibliographical suggests in Gigliucci 20016a.
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in Louis XIV France, we find in Racinian theatre moments of tragic/untragic poetics. The preface to
Bérénice (1671) upholds a conception of «simplicité d’Action» and above all the possibility of an
unbloody tragedy: «It is not necessary to have blood and dead in a Tragedy; it is sufficient that Action
be grand, Actors be heroic, Passions be excited, and that everything be affected by that majestic
92
sadness which the whole pleasure of Tragedy consists in». Which are the passions that burn in
Bérénice? The love of the protagonist for Emperor Titus and that of Antiochus for her. This play is
entirely concerning two passions at a standstill. The reciprocal ardent love between Bérénice, Queen
of Palestine, and Titus is frozen up by reasons of States, while the desire of Antiochus for Bérénice is
radically hopeless. This situation has no development; we only attend gorgeous and pathetic
dialogues, which implicitly reveal that the political and legitimate hindrances to an unlocking of the
impasse are only parts of a surface. In the innermost being of the characters, we may glance down at
their deep basic masochism. The obstacle declared by Titus sounds as a feeble excuse:
I come to break a heart that adores me.
Why should I break it? Who orders me to do that? I, myself.
Even now has just declared Rome its will?
Do we hear Romans cry about my Palace?
Is the State trembling at the precipice?
Is there no other means but this to save it?
All is quiet. And it’s only me, who too prone to troubles
hasten the pains that I might retreat from [IV, IV, 909-1006].
He himself explains in a tormented monologue that there is no real requirement to banish Bérénice
from Rome. Then? The complex ramifications of self-harm compose the inner structure of this
“simple” tragedy. The impossibility of love transcends the circumstances; the amazing abstraction the
play elicits has no answer, but authentic and painful sensitivity. The ending of Bérénice is quite iconic
of this “universal” surrender:
BÉRÉNICE
[…]
Titus, you know my heart; I can say truly
I never longed for the Empire. The splendor
of Romans and the purple of the Caesars
never, you know, my eyes were drawing.
I loved, I loved and wished to be beloved.
Today, I confess, I became worried:
I thought your love had come unto its end.
I know my error now. I know you love me.
Your heart was upset, I saw you to shed tears:
I am not worth your trouble, nor deserve
that for your love the unhappy Universe,
now when Titus attracts every hope
and the world tastes your virtues’ first fruits,
be deprived suddenly of all its delights.
I think that for five years until today,
my love for you has been a real love.
That is not all. Now, in this fatal moment,
by a last effort I must crown the rest;
Living, I shall obey your orders to the last.
Good-bye, Sir. Reign. I shall not see you more.
[To Antiochus].
Prince, after this farewell, you must be sure
I cannot abandon whom I love
to go far from Rome, other vows accepting.
But live, and make an effort like our own:
92
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regulate your conduct on Titus and me.
I love him, he loves me, and yet we part.
Go, Sir, far from me, with your sighs and your chains.
Good-bye. We’ll be example to all World
of the most tender and unhappy love
that ever was in dolorous history.
All is made ready. They are waiting for me.
No, follow not my steps. Good-bye!
[To Titus].
For the last time, good-bye, Lord.
[Exit].
ANTIOCHUS
Woe is me!
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«Hélas!»: that is the last word of the tragedy. Voltaire in his Remarques will express his perplexity:
«We may get shocked hearing a hélas at a piece’s ending! It needs to be sure to have totally seduced
93
the spectators to dare such a conclusion». Then Voltaire criticizes Bérénice because of its faiblesse
and for its lack of tragic substance, but praises the charming diction and the beauty of the style.
Racine, yet, had written Bérénice to be a particular kind of tragedy, unbloody and focused on the
noble unhappy love-feelings of three characters. Eventually Bérénice was the author’s preferred play;
more than two Centuries later, the young Marcel Proust in a little questionnaire will answer to the
query “who are my favorite heroines of fiction?” at first Phèdre, then he will erase this name and will
put: Bérénice (see the image on left, 17th top-down line). Actually, Phèdre will be a source of
inspiration and admiration for the author of the Recherche. Nevertheless, in that moment of his life
Bérénice, in all its simplicity and at the same time problematicity, should have looked like a play
vowed to a desperate and static guise of love, with a female protagonist whose speeches are
marvelously high-toned and painful. The issue of obstructed and even frustrated love is a crucial
theme in the Recherche.
Phèdre (or Phèdre et Hyppolite, the title of the first edition of 1677) treats a very thorny subject, a
forbidden love which is defined dark flame, a well-known story. Once more Racine wills to mitigate the
horror, as he explains in the Préface, and above all, he requires that the heroine is less guilty than in
Euripides’ and Seneca’s ancient tragedies:
I made her a bit less odious by comparison with the Classical Tragedies, where she herself chooses
to accuse Hippolytus; I thought that the Calumny had something too base and too dark for a Princess,
who experiences on the other hand so much a noble and virtuous quantum of feelings.94
The desperate love of Phaedra for her stepson Hippolytus is excruciating, but free from culpability; the
nurturer Œnone has charged Hippolytus with the sexual crime and so has provoked the catastrophe.
To the very end she tries to convince Phaedra that love is invincible and therefore «une excusable
erreur» (v. 1296), but the protagonist kicks her out and after Hippolytus’ horrible death poisons
herself. Thus, she extinguishes her dark flame in a gelid agony.
If we come back to the matter of surrender, we have to linger a bit on a seminal novel written by a
woman, Madame de la Fayette, La Princesse de Clèves (1678). The final sacrifice of the love by the
protagonist seems a virtuous and rational deliberation, but actually, it is not justified by incumbent
contingencies, it is deeply rooted in the psyche of the character. The Princess analyzes continuously
herself, finding inside her soul contradictions and complications. At the end of the story, when the
husband has died, and the beloved Nemours is ready to marry the Princess, she is tormented by
95
«thoughts adverse to her happiness». Here we grasp the authentic nature of the Princess’ inner
reality: a blend of love, guilt, actual innocence, fear, creates a coagulation under the common
denominator of self-harm. The final dialogue between the Princess and Nemours, when the crowning
achievement of love seems to be so close, is quite enlightening. It should be interesting to quote it
whole, but obviously, that is impossible; let us at least read some revealing passages. M. de Nemours
says, nearly desperately:
«You are no longer under any obligation of duty; you are at liberty; and if I durst, I should even tell
you, that it is in your power to act so, that your duty shall one day oblige you to preserve the
sentiments you have for me». «My duty», replied she, «forbids me to think of any man, but of you
the last in the world, and for reasons which are unknown to you». «Those reasons perhaps are
not unknown to me», answered he, «but they are far from being good ones. I believe that
Monsieur de Clèves thought me happier than I was, and imagined that you approved of those
extravagancies which my passion led me into without your approbation». «Let us talk no more of
that adventure», said she; «I cannot bear the thought of it, it giving me shame, and the
consequences of it have been such that it is too melancholy a subject to be spoken of; it is but too
true that you were the cause of Monsieur de Cleves’s death; the suspicions which your
93
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inconsiderate conduct gave him, cost him his life as much as if you had taken it away with your
own hands: judge what I ought to have done, had you two fought a duel, and he been killed; I
know very well, it is not the same thing in the eye of the world, but with me there’s no difference,
since I know that his death was owing to you, and that it was on my account». «Ah! Madam», said
Monsieur de Nemours, «what phantom of duty do you oppose to my happiness? What! Madam,
shall a vain and groundless fancy hinder you from making a man happy, for whom you have an
inclination?» [my italics].
No real obstacle, neither social nor deeper, prevents the Princess loving Nemours―and actually she
loves him―but for her the truth dwells elsewhere, in an abstract duty and in a death-of-passions wish.
Furthermore, in her we find the awareness of the actual situation and, together, the fear of the future:
«I know that you are free, that I am so too, and that circumstances are such, that the public
perhaps would have no reason to blame either you or me, should we unite ourselves forever; but
do men continue to love, when under engagements for life? Ought I to expect a miracle in my
favour? And shall I place myself in a condition of seeing certainly that passion come to an end, in
which I should place all my felicity? [...] I confess that my passions may lead me, but they cannot
blind me; nothing can hinder me from knowing that you are born with a disposition for gallantry,
and have all the qualities proper to give success; you have already had a great many amours,
and you will have more; I should no longer be she you placed your happiness in; I should see you
as warm for another as you had been for me; this would grievously vex me, and I am not sure I
should not have the torment of jealousy».
The terror of a phantomatic jealousy sounds not sincere, although the keen desire of tranquillity
invades her, who later in fact will enter a convent. That is the conclusion of the dialogue:
«Why was it», cries she, «that I can charge you with Monsieur de Cleves’s death? Why did not
my first acquaintance with you begin since I have been at liberty, or why did not I know you before
I was engaged? Why does fate separate us by such invincible obstacles?». «There are no
obstacles, Madam», replied Monsieur de Nemours; «it is you alone oppose my happiness; you
impose on yourself a law which virtue and reason do not require you to obey». «’Tis true», says
she, «I sacrifice a great deal to a duty which does not subsist but in my imagination; have
patience, and expect what time may produce; Monsieur de Cleves is but just expired, and that
mournful object is too near to leave me clear and distinct views; in the meantime enjoy the
satisfaction to know you have gained the heart of a person who would never have loved anyone,
had she not seen you: believe the inclination I have for you will last forever, and that it will be
uniform and the same, whatever becomes of me: Adieu», said she; «this is a conversation I ought
to blush for» [my italics].
Everything now is out in the open: the Princess admits her lucidity and awareness, blames her own
imagination, but finally she is free from passion, despite the passion itself. She is bewildered now, but
later will be quiet:
As for Madam de Clèves, she was in no condition to rest; it was a thing so new to her to have
broke loose from the restraints she had laid on herself, to have endured the first declarations of
love that ever were made to her, and to have confessed that she herself was in love with him that
made them, all this was so new to her, that she seemed quite another person; she was surprised
at what she had done; she repented of it; she was glad of it; all her thoughts were full of anxiety
and passion; she examined again the reasons of her duty, which obstructed her happiness
and the analysis goes on, until:
the nature of her disease gave her a prospect of death both near, and at a distance, and
showed her the things of this life in a very different view from that in which they are seen by
people in health; the necessity of dying, to which she saw herself so near, taught her to wean
herself from the world, and the lingeringness of her distemper brought her to a habit in it; yet
when she was a little recovered, she found that Monsieur de Nemours was not effaced from
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her heart; but to defend herself against him, she called to her aid all the reasons which she
thought she had never to marry him; after a long conflict in herself, she subdued the relics of
that passion which had been weakened by the sentiments her illness had given her; the
thoughts of death had reproached her with the memory of Monsieur de Clèves, and this
remembrance was so agreeable to her duty, that it made deep impressions in her heart; the
passions and engagements of the world appeared to her in the light, in which they appear to
persons who have more great and more distant views. The weakness of her body, which was
brought very low, aided her in preserving these sentiments; but as she knew what power
opportunities have over the wisest resolutions, she would not hazard the breach of those she
had taken, by returning into any place where she might see him she loved; she retired, under
pretence of change of air, into a convent, but without declaring a settled resolution of quitting
the Court.
Here are the last words of the novel: «her life, though it was short, left examples of inimitable virtues».
We apologize for the long quotations, but in our opinion La Princesse de Clèves, first outstanding
roman d’analyse, is an extraordinary example of the failure of love in Western culture. The matter of
surrender, as much as it may seem odd or improbable, is a heroic hyperbole of a concept that nullifies
passions and exalts an equilibrium, which is substantially a death. Thus, the masochism shown by the
Princess is a kind of achievement of a higher pleasure, in the calm of a convent. Let see now the
th
condition of a more unquiet nun of 17 Century.

12. A PORTUGUESE NUN
In 1669 the French publisher Barbin printed a little book entitled Lettres Portuguaises (‘The letters of a
Portuguese Nun’), a handful of love epistles shown as the translation from an original Portuguese
manuscript. A nun in love for a French official, who got rid of her, writes five poignant, convulsive
letters of desperate infatuation, and eventually declares her disillusion and firm intention to forget the
th
traitor. The doubt about the authenticity of these letters arose quite soon, but only in the XIX
Century, the textual and historical criticism showed some evidences of the fraud perpetrated by the
publisher and the presumed very author of the letters, Guilleragues. He was a gallant and agleam
writer of Louis Quatorze epoch, a friend – among the others – of the great Racine and protégé of the
princess Henriette, who herself perhaps commissioned to draw up the letters. Now this is the
predominant opinion, but there is not a real certainty between the stance of the “unauthenticists” and
that of those who indicate a religious woman actually lived in the monastery of Beja, Mariana
Alcoforado, as the original compiler of the five epistles, addressed to a likewise historical French
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official, Chamilly. The rest is the text.
The so famous incipit of these epistles is the following: «Considère, mon Amour, jusqu’à quel excès tu
a manqué de prevoyance. Ah! malhereux! tu as été trahi et tu m’as trahie par des espérances
trompeuses» («Do but think, my love, how much thou wert wanting in foresight. Ah! unfortunate, thou
wert betrayed, and thou didst betray me with illusive hopes», transl. by E. Prestage, 1893). That is a
beginning, which is worth of a tragic stage, an exquisite Racinian expression. The three opening
words, Considère, mon Amour, form the first hemistich of an alexandrine verse, a quite Racinian start.
But the continuation, although topical, is maxime to compare with loci of the theatre of Racine as:
«Madame, je sais trop à quel excès de rage» (Andromaque IV, V, 1341); «A quel excès d’amour
m’avez-vous amenée?» (Bérénice IV, V, 1067); «A quel excès tantôt allait mon désespoir» (Iphigénie
III, VI, 1036). Therefore, the strict relationship of the Lettres with the pattern of Racine’s language and
stylistic features is evident since the very commencement of the work. And proceeding to read, we
find additional proofs of this high tragic style recasted in the prose of the Lettres, e. g. the repetitions
as «Cesse, cesse, Mariane infortunée»: «Ce passage relève évidemment de la haute tragédie: le
redoublement de cesse, l’introduction de la personne qui parle à la troisième personne, les [suivantes]
97
cinq propositions relatives “climactiques” – tout ici est stylisé et littéraire», as Leo Spitzer noticed.
The nun opens her writing and her hearth obeying to the love-sociolect of the moment, in the noblest
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guise, imitating the majestic stride of the sermocinatio of the heroines of Racine. Afterwards, almost
forthwith, the classical “order” and “self control” of the Louis Quatorze tragic style ruffles and gets
agitated in the nun’s prose, because the passion-love requires a lack of rationalisation, especially
when it is a woman to feel that sentiment. Thus, Racinian and anti-Racinian, the Lettres display
noblesse and désordre, in a flood of unending phrases full of troubled feelings.
So, more remote models for the compiler of the Portuguaises are the Latin elegies, particularly the
Heroids of Ovid, then the medieval exemplar of the Abelard’s Historia calamitatum, with his epistolary
exchange with Eloisa, and other texts as for instance the Italian Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta by
Boccaccio. The Portuguaises are a very mix of new and traditional, an unusual formulation of a soloepistles book full of stylish flavours but also bursting into hugger-mugger sentiments of self-destroying
love: trend of the moment and perspective of an unprecedented emotionalism. This truly historically
relevant small volume (immediately quite successful indeed), shows no inhibitions—almost no
decency—in closely describing the most unmentionable interior event. Mariana enjoys her perpetual
dying for love, she does not want «plus être sensible qu’aux douleurs», she wants to be nourished
only by pains, and we grab in this paradoxical encomium of the sensiblerie-souffrance the echo of the
ancient delight of love suffering and the anticipation of the future sensitivity-pride (think to Rousseau
and pre-Romantic culture). The first epistle concludes in this way: «Good-bye. Love me always and
make me suffer still more» («faites-moi souffrir encore plus des maux»). Voluptas dolendi and
voluntas dolendi, pleasure of the heartbreak and will of being tortured. Mariana arrives to envy the
conditions of her lover’s lackeys who can stay always near him; she dreams about the maximum of
humiliation, up to push herself to bow to the hypothetical rival: «Sometimes, methinks, I could even
submit to wait upon her whom you love». In this way, she resembles Griselda, the famous “heroine” of
Decameron’s last tale, but she is not a kind of submissive sweet beast, like in the Dioneo’s story,
rather a sensible aware masochistic modern woman, full of violent desires and quasi-deliriums,
dwelling in her dark and glorious ignominy greedily looked for. The newness of this feeling, compared
with the secular tradition of self-damaging love, is especially the cognizance of the supremacy of
loving in respect to being loved, the sure awareness of «how much happier it is, and how much more
poignant it is to love violently than to be loved» (third letter, my emphasis). This statement foresees
somehow the core values of the emotional system of the following two Centuries, and Mariana’s
assertion shall find a bleak confirmation in the novel by Constant Adolphe, that we shall talk about
further.
We must add, about the Portuguaises, that the absolute absence of answers from the beloved (some
“continuators” of the lucky book invented letters of replies with male self-justifications) is quite thought
provoking. «La sua fisionomia [of the dedicatee] attraverso le parole di lei, diventa sempre più remota
e indistinta, e alimenta un’accesa e vaneggiante presenza nell’anima della protagonista, come da
un’incerta negativa fotografica ove si cerchi vanamente di scoprire una espressione umana. E la
minuscola opera, sottratta alla dimensione teatrale del dialogo, è come una serie di telefonate
vertiginose cui dall’altro capo del filo non riusciamo a distinguere quasi nulla». So, Giovanni Macchia
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wrote. It will not be by chance that a modern cinematographic version of the Voix humaine (wellknown monologue wrote by Cocteau), the movie Codice privato by Citto Maselli (1988), ends just with
a shot showing the telephone’s wire (or rather computer’s) disconnected, to mark the actual solitary
derangement of the protagonist.

13. LOVE IN THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT AND DELIGHTMENT
th

Love in 18 Century is many things, many matters. The sublimation of the woman rests in the circuit
of reality, as in the previous Century, but moves to the gallant style and imagery, contemplating in
ironic ecstasies a sparkling coach or a face powder cloud. Sketching a line from Alexander Pope to
Giuseppe Parini, we catch sight of a progression of the poetic language from a rococo mockery to a
scintillating kind of satire. On the other hand, we are in the Century of libertinism, issue we will deal
with infra. Above all, this is the age of Pietro Metastasio, namely the triumph of melodrama and of its
conventions. The situations of the drammi (not simple librettos) by Metastasio and his followers offer a
rationalization of love, on the line marked by Descartes and then by the Enlightenment thinkers.
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Rationalization does not mean refusal of contradictions and heartaches (palpiti is a key word), rather it
means classification of the passions and positioning of everyone of them in a designated recess. The
arias of operatic dramas develop in their perfect miniature a specific affetto (‘passion’), leaving the
musician free to cohere more or less with the words. Love is the main theme of Metastasio’s dramas,
since his Italian exploit, throughout his long permanence in Vienna, as caesarean poet. Often love
clashes with honour or with friendship, or duty, and so on. However, at the end, the honest passions
are generally gratified, in a dimension that many have defined as optimistic. Actually, it is hard to
establish a philosophical point of view in Metastasio’s plays, beyond of the ethical proverbiality of
copious statements in arias and recitatives. We may say, summarily, that in those dramas the matter
of love, as any other, is liquefied in music, not in the music of the composer, which involves a later
metamorphosis, but in the intimate and proper music of the verses and particularly of the microcosm
of the arias. Yet, in the recitatives too, we may find that musical-poetic consistency which is crystalclear in the arias; let us propose an example. In the third scene of third act of Achille in Sciro (first
edition of 1736) we see the conflict between love and glory in Achilles, who is seduced by the love for
Deidamia but has to go after Ulysses back to the war. Weakness and desire of martial reputation
struggle in his soul during the entire long scene, an endless recitative. The fluidity of sound and
metrical distribution of the lines (often fragmenting the verse), the melodic connective tissue of
hendecasyllables and septenaries, the overlapping of sound and significance, everything contributes
to the perfect “music” of this spoken part―even though the composers will make of it a secco
recitative. In the arias of love, however, we see the maximum of homogeneity; an instance of that,
among thousand possible, may be the celebre aria of Megacle who must renounce his beloved
Aristea in favour of the friend Licida:
Se cerca, se dice:
«L’amico dov’è?»
«L’amico infelice»,
rispondi, «morì».

If she looks for me, if she asks
«Where is my friend?»,
«Your poor friend is dead»,
you must answer.

Ah no, sì gran duolo
non darle per me.
Rispondi, ma solo:
«Piangendo partì».

But no! You cannot, for me,
inflict such pain on her.
Just say:
«He went away in tears».

Che abisso di pene!
Lasciare il suo bene!
Lasciarlo per sempre!
99
Lasciarlo così!

What an abyss of suffering!
To leave one’s beloved!
To leave her forever!
To leave her like this!

The desperation of the lover, who requests that his luckier friend communicate his adieu to Aristea,
elicits an elegiac flux of sensitive indecisions in the first two strophes; the third is a burst of pain, all
exclamatory. The “musical” continuity of the aria is assured by rhetorical devices as: iteration,
alliteration, paronomasia, variation of rhymes’ pattern, polyptoton etc. The outcome is a deep sincere
pathos, which does not lose density resolving itself in a kind of “semantic music”, radically
different―and autonomous―from the actual music the composers will create on it. Thus, in
Metastasio love is pure melody, the meaning acquires a sound, it is a new love, but mindful of Tasso’s
and Marino’s poetry. On the other hand, this musical love fails insofar as refuses the realistic stream
of modern love narrations or, better, believes in an alternative kind of authenticity.
th

th

If we turn eye towards the field of the novel that between 17 and 18 Centuries is rising in its full
originality, we discover another face of the new world we are inspecting.
Samuel Richardson published his Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded in 1740; then, after infinite revisions,
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the last edition according to the author’s will is dated 1801. It was a best-seller, and with the other
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monumental novel Clarissa (1747-1748), got a European fame for Richardson. Impudently, we may
hazard a few generous assessments regarding to these novels, that are terribly long, boring, even
sometimes unbearable (we are aware that these categories are absolutely not professional for literary
criticism). Nevertheless, as many scholars have said, Pamela is a revolutionary work. The scrupulous
attentiveness to every heart movements of the protagonists and the progressive careful narration of
the story’s evolution make this novel to sign a break-through in the development of the genre. The
earlier masterworks by Defoe, for instance, were not so introspective, albeit genial in their narrative
inventions. The novels of coeval Henry Fielding, truly masterpieces, were pointed towards a different
line of modernity, standing for a mock-heroic novel, a middle point between baroque picaresque
tradition and future taste of storytellers as Smollett, until Thackeray or Dickens. Richardson invented
the novel of self-confession through the epistolary form, with a maniacal description of how a love
feeling may arise also from difficult and terrible situations. The tortures Mr. B* inflicts on Pamela, an
infinite sequence of oppressions she deals with, preserving obstinately her honesty, are cruelly
justified by the difference of social class: «For what, alas! can the abject poor do against the mighty
rich, when they are determined to oppress?» (Letter XXXII). Thus, the sociological matter and the
protestation against the abuses allowed to a nobleman constitute an important theme in the novel.
However, the deeper meaning of this so long-lasting tale is elsewhere, and it regards just our matter,
the love, and its contradictions. Notwithstanding the troubles she must bear (violence, abduction,
segregation, blackmails and so on), Pamela little-by-little realizes that she begins to love her wicked
master:
What is the matter, that, with all his usage of me, I cannot hate him? […] I looked after him out of
the window, and he was charmingly dressed: to be sure, he is a handsome, fine gentleman: what
pity his heart is not so good as his appearance! Why can’t I hate him? [pp. 218 and 235 of quot.
ed.].
And infra:
But love, I imagine, is not a voluntary thing―Love, did I say! But come, I hope not, gone so far, as
to make me very uneasy: for I know not how it came, nor when it began; but it has crept, crept,
like a thief, upon me; and before I knew what was the matter, it looked like love [p. 283].
Richardson must be judged beyond his stereotypical writer of virtue, of feminine courage and
martyrdom. It is more intriguing to consider his narrative net embroidered with unspeakable impulses
and luxuriant but shadowy desires. Pamela and Mr. B* are drawn to each other from the beginning,
but their social masks overcome a love-story inconceivable according to social rules. Therefore, we
have the hypertrophy of a novel during which we do not understand very well if the most tormented
character is Pamela or her master. Love proceeds creeping like a burglar, and lastly Mr. B* must
admit that the virtue of Pamela has converted him, but also inside him the love has been creeping
destroying the stubbornness of his arrogant behavior. When he assents to the full love for the girl, he
admits: «we have sufficiently tortured each other» (p. 303), now it has become the moment of the
fulfillment of a sincere passion. Mr. B* is definitely and happily defeated:
To all that know your story and your merit, it will appear that I cannot recompence you for what I
made you suffer. You have had too many exercises for your virtue; and have nobly overcome;
and who shall grudge you the reward of the dear bought victory? (p. 367).
The virtue is rewarded, but, most of all, the love has been recognized, restored, brought to light. A
realistic slow displaying of this novel with successful conclusion is, in a sense, contradicted by the
tragic dénouement of Clarissa that knew a remarkable success and was imitated f. i. by Rousseau, as
we shall see below. In the masterpiece by Richardson, that we cannot scrutinize here now, the female
protagonist and her loved Lovelace elope from her family, but Lovelace (loveless, and love’s lace too),
a complex figure of libertine enamored but unscrupulous, imprisons Clarissa in a brothel and then
rapes the girl after having drugged her. This passage of the novel was quite scandalous, and the
continuation is not less terrible; Clarissa succeeds in escaping, hides in a sanctuary, and finally dies.
Lovelace expires too in a duel and his last words are «Let this expiate!». Once more, the love is
polluted and substantially negated. This sadism against love is much more impressive than the future
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pseudo-philosophical idiocies shown by De Sade, without prejudice to his nearly comic surrealism
avant-lettre.

14. MANON
th

In the masterpiece of the history of novel of the first decades of XIX Century, Le rouge et le noir,
Stendhal will state, at a certain page, the cardinal canon of three passionate and “romantic” lovebooks of modern tradition: these are Lettres Portuguaises, Manon Lescaut and Nouvelle Heloïse.
Why did the short novel by the Abbé Prévost know so much a long, intense, and favourable reception,
until the operatic transposition by Massenet and Puccini, more than a century later? Now we shall try
to answer to this question.
101

L’histoire de Chevalier Des Grieux et de Manon Lescaut (1731, then revised 1753)
is the
«digressive» seventh part of a novel monstre entitled Mémoires et aventures d’un homme de qualité,
and it is the unique separate work that gave celebrity to the author. A little volume, inspired by the
classical principles of bon sens, as we read in the Avis de l’auteur, but also «un exemple terrible de la
force de la passion». Actually, the compiler of the Preface distances himself a lot from the ideal happy
conversation about virtues, drowning conversely by a world of vices and semi-vices, weaknesses and
ambiguity between good feelings and bad actions. The novel is still a “moral” piece, but it explores the
irresoluteness and the mediocrity of human behaviour. Manon (as we prefer since now to shorten the
title) is a history of illusions, defeats, breakdowns, frivolousness, and desperation. The high poignant
bless of the passionate love transforms alternatively in fetid wound or scraped scar. The whole, in an
account of the adventures of two adolescents for whom we should apply the ambiguous category of
half-guiltiness, the Aristotelian concept of hamàrtema (totally different from the beyond doubt negative
adýkema). Nevertheless, the errors of Des Grieux and Manon are recurrent, persistent, until the limit
of diabolicum perseverare. The error is also a continue escape, a getting away from everywhere, an
errare that is, etymologically, unending wandering. Just from the beginning of the novel: «After many
reflections, we could discover no other resource than in flight» (la fuite). The terms—and the
situations—of fuite, évasion and so on are mot-clefs of the novel. The instability of the youth, the
inconstancy of Manon as a sweet frenetic beloved always fleeing to look for richness and frivolity, this
is the wonderful rhythm of a realistic and cruel love-story. Des Grieux would renounce to every asset,
comfort, honour, sacredness: «For my part, I felt at the moment that I could gladly have given up all
the bishopricks in Christendom for Manon». But Manon too, who truly loves her Chevalier, gives him
up every time the threat of misery appears in their life, she ready to relinquish the romantic (and by
her venerated—when in luxury) constancy and fidelity. In Manon the love is at last a motor of disorder,
a social disaster, but simultaneously it is a kind of upsetting enthusiastic exciting emotion, that is very
difficult to state if worthy to feel or not. The Prévost’s work is a further realistic shift in the direction of
the literary description of soul’s uncontrollability and of its neutrality in respect to the ethics. Obviously,
the society reacts negatively to the wrongdoings of the two lovers, or more precisely to the
irresoluteness and weakness of Des Grieux, to the whimsy of Manon, to the ignobility of Tiberge
(Manon’s brother) etc., and the tale proves to be a moral tale. However, the novelty and the scandal
that marked Manon had been dwelling every inch in the controversial representation of the—allow me
the expression—obtuse, fierce, and factual natural feelings, specifically when one is young. Manon is
a very true-to-life “strange girl”. She is sincere, in her way,
But she became afterwards still more volatile than ever, or rather she was no longer any thing [ou
ploutôt elle n’était plus rien], and entirely forgot herself, when, in poverty and want, she saw other
women living in abundance.
In sum, Manon is a guise of astonishing nil: «l’aliénation tragique de Manon, l’inconsistance et comme
la dissolution du personnage, lorsqu’il se trouve dans le besoin»102 are the marks of a character
destined to dissolution and death just during her life. To his lover she is a Goddess: «Manon, allpowerful [toute-puissante] Manon, you who wield at your pleasure my joys and sorrows». But she is a
deity in an empty niche. Her nature of hitherto divine detritus crisply arises at the end of the story,
101
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placed in a hostile South America where the fuite is increasingly the by now useless effort of a
haphazard movement. Manon is just ruined before setting sail:
In fine, her whole angelic form, that face, lovely enough to carry back the world to idolatry
[capable de ramener l’univers à l’idolâtrie], presented a spectacle of distress and anguish utterly
indescribable.
After the troubles suffered in New Orléans, Manon dies and Des Grieux lastly confesses: «I dug a
deep grave, and there deposited the idol of my heart», l’idole de mon cœur. A nameless tomb for a
non-existent, non-existed goddess. Is love an illusion? We say not, with Prévost; love is now a matter
of fact, slave to every ordeal of the life, particularly to poverty, a disorder and an excitement, an
unavoidable danger. The adored maiden is nothing more than a crumbled idol but in compensation,
she gains the genuineness of feelings, becoming a true carnal and volatile woman.

15. THE LIBERTINE NOVEL
Let us begin with a quotation:
What do we look for in the society? Love? No, certainly not! We want to gratify our vanity, to have
our names on everybody’s lips, to go from woman to woman. So as not to miss one, we rush after
the most despicable victories, more proud of having won so many women than of possessing one
worthy of pleasing; to pursue them all the time, and never to love them.
It looks like the confession of a tired Don Giovanni, an anti-hero with no sulphurous backdrop, yet
living in a materialistic and disenchanted society. Instead, it is the declaration of a character of a novel
103
by Crébillon fils, Le Sopha (1742), a kind of professing of a rake. The libertine novel, mirror of the
France under the Regenc in its (real or only theoretical?) pureness, must be a novel on sex and not
on love. It is a novel of words, in the meaning of infinite dialogues and conversations, words that
approximate sexual act, rather, words that are sex themselves. The art of seducing is a complex
code: the rape, as in Richardson’s Clarissa, is not contemplated in this hyper-sophisticated slow
approaching to the embrace, in which women and men play their elaborate roles. The language
rounds constantly about the term love, but everybody knows that the love they are talking about is not
a true love, it is a stirring up of desire, in an annoyed society, aiming always to the coitus or other
sexual activities. Naturally there is a consciousness of this counterfeit form of love: «what a pity to
know, as I know, that desire is a different thing from love!», Cidalise complains in another Crébillon’s
104
novel, La nuit et le moment (1755). In the same work, the male protagonist Clitandre displays at
length the social consequences of «modern philosophy», lavishing tableaus of behaviour on his
listener Cidalise:
We like each other, we take each other. Is one annoyed by the other? We get rid of the other, with
so few ceremonies as when we took each other. Do we go back to like each other? We take
again each other, with such vivacity as it were the first time we go together. We get rid of each
other again, and never with a quarrel. It is right that the love has had anything to do with none of
this, but the love... what was the love but a desire we liked to exaggerate? A movement of
sensations that human vanity was pleased to make a virtue. We know now that only pleasure [le
goût]105 exists, and if one says to the other “I love you” it is not a question of believing in it, but is
simply a more polite way to ask each other what one needs.
We may infer that just as the neo-platonic philosophy of the Renaissance has had its “secular”
repercussions in the petrarchistic poetry and in the courtier etiquette, so the thinking of La Mettrie,
D’Holbach, Hélvetius, Condillac was popularized in the libertine novels about pleasure and desire—
and boredom—of the élite. In this world, love is substance of illusion, as Zuleika states in the Sopha:
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When I say lovers, I mean that crowd of idle people [gens désœuvrés] who say they are in love
more from habit than from feeling, to whom one listens because one must, and who are more
successful in making us think that we are attractive than in being so themselves [II, XVIII].
In addition, her occasional lover Nasses restates that everything is casual in sexual intercourses;
everything is frigid even if apparently burning:
Besides, to tell you frankly, there are very few affairs where the emotions come into play at all.
Opportunity, politeness, idleness causes nearly all of them. People say, without feeling it, that
they like each other; they unconsciously become involved; they see that it is no good hoping for
love to arise, and they part through fear of becoming tiresome to one another. It also sometimes
happens that one is mistaken as to one’s feelings; one thought it was passion, and finds it was
mere inclination [gout], an emotion, that is, which does not last long, and which wears itself out in
pleasure: whereas love seems to increase by it [II, XVII].
Nasses’ first experiences were under the sign of derangement:
At that time, I appreciated nothing of mind, delicacy, or true feeling. Always tempted, never in
love, my heart was never stirred, even at those moments when, carried away by my transports, I
was no longer my own master. Nevertheless, I was believed to be in love, and I believed it myself.
They congratulated themselves on being able to make me feel so much, and on my side I was
delight of being capable of such delicate voluptuousness; it seemed to me that no one else in the
world was lucky enough to be able to feel the charms of love as keenly as I did [ibid.].
We could presume there be something ingenuous or amiable in this—particularly juvenile—confusion
about own movements of feelings, and that the experience of life in the society shall deprave a sort of
original good potentiality. Conversely, the vision of Crébillon, and of most of his comrades, is much
bleaker: love is a possibility, but it remains unavoidably like so.
For a sort of solace, albeit a bit blurred, a libertine novel can conclude with the discovery of the “true”
love. That is the case of Les Confessions du Comte de*** (1741)106 wrote by Charles Duclos, an
eclectic literatus and academician, a multifaceted Breton intellectual, a very strong personality and a
witty man, surprisingly versatile during his life in womanizing and in erudition. The Confessions are a
kind of list of won Ladies over, in a style of prose quite dried up; there is no true enthusiasm in the
conquests: the protagonist, notwhistanding his successes, looks not like a Don Juan or a Casanova.
He starts declaring his own disgust for his previous life, for le monde and l’amour, and praises his
present country tranquillity, an «espèce d’insensibilité», which is, he states, the unique guise of
genuine happiness a man can know. With the word amour, thinking to the past, he means certainly
the tumultuous moving from a woman to another; the last loved, M.me de Selve, will be at the end of
the novel a serious and definitive Lady friend. Better not to be so sure that amour signifies here only
the vulgar domnejar, the superficial feeling dominating in the bonne compagnie. The Comte says that
he is now distant from every form of love. The sole value he cultivates now is the friendship («le
charme de l’amitié»); he has a faithful friend who shares deliciously his solitude. This is no one else
but precisely his wife, M.me de Selve. The feeling for her is not identified as proper love, but as
something of quieter and smoother. The protagonist will pass, so to speak, through almost two
hundred pages of obsessive narration of lots of affairs, to get lastly a “companion” for his life. The
specificity of M.me de Selve is that she is an intelligent and trustworthy woman; she is quiet also when
in sufferance and demonstrates a self-control and a cleverness in her behaviours, so that we could
think to her as to a man more than a woman—and, as a man, a suitable object of friendship. The
various female figures the Comte has met and had during his first forty years were all more or less
frivolous, nestled in the gilded and annoyed Parisian galanterie. The coquette, the dévote, the bizarre,
the Milady, the too brillante, the happy déshonorée who wants by any means to be on the stage of the
world («sur la scène du monde»), every one of them are unworthy of sincere love, in spite of their
106
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beauty and appeal. Why? Because they are not estimable. The crucial factor, in the falling in love with
M.me de Selve, is just the estime for her. The narrator, in a sort of proportional rapport, directly
connects the esteem with love: the noble wisdom of the Lady «augmenta encore mon estime [...] et
par consequent mon amour». M.me de Selve is a balanced, nonfluctuating person, the diametrical
opposite, for instance, of one among the women known by the protagonist previously:
Sad, gay, silly, serious, free, discreet, M.me d’Albi gathered in herself any personality, and the
character she was at whatever moment appeared always so pronounced that it should have
seemed exactly her own to those who had seen it at that instant.
Therefore, we readers, arrived at this turning point of the novel, have to believe that the new
sentiment of amour the Comte feels now, as a mirthful substitute for the continued sense of revulsion
he was given when engaged with other women, may lead to a happy solid relationship. On the
contrary, we see the Comte to embroil himself again in the debauchery, flirting with a new Lady. «My
heart was always for M.me de Selve, but I decided to have a good time with M.me D’Orsigny». What
does it mean? Why the protagonist makes M.me de Selve to suffer in her dignified silence? Perhaps
because his feelings for her are changed?
Actually, I did feel no more for M.me de Selve that vivacity, that passion [cette fougue de passion]
that had once made to me inopportune any other object; but I didn’t love her to a lesser extent.
My love, become calmer, had joined with the tenderest friendship.
Let us put the emphasis on the lexemes passion, amour, tranquille, amitié. The new concept of
happiness the Comte is aware of, is grounded on the refusal of every excitement, on a serene love,
which is the same of friendship, on the esteem («j’ai conservé votre estime»). He changes again, he
opts for moving away from the dissipation and from Paris, and humbly accepts the wise indulgence of
M.me de Selve: «Mon admiration et mon respect augmentoient chaque jour pour M.me de Selve»;
admiration and respect are corroborative of the key-word esteem. Despite the exquisitely unfaithful
nature of man, the Comte understands that now, for him, there is only one woman, who summarizes
(and annihilates) in herself any other member of her sex. The feeling of tranquillity and tenderness the
Comte has reached is the dissolution of the earlier dégoût. Nevertheless—pay attention to this—it is
not love:
Because our wedding needed no other preparation but our consent, we rapidly got married. We
did no more look for the pleasures of love; a tenderer sentiment reigned on our hearts. [...] We
rejoiced in this hearts’ harmony, that is the fruit and the origin of virtue.
Another remarkable word, in these last pages of the novel, naturally and logically springs as a simple
flower: virtue. But virtue is not love, between the Comte and M.me de Selve: it is rather sweet
complicity, honesty, tenderness, esteem. We can state, therefore, that Les Confessions by Duclos do
not hypothesize a middle path between the tumult of the false passions and the deep, sensitive
friendship. This is a placid funeral march of love, indeed.
Drastically irrelevant to the matter of love, after all, is the realm of the libertine novels oriented frankly
towards the pornographic entertainment of the reader. We are talking about books as Thérèse
philosophe (1748?), for instance, where the scènes of elaborate sex are mixed with raisonnements
about a materialistic thought, grounded on the postulate that everything is good, everything derives
from God in the nature. Thus, the young Tasso should have said, s’ei piace ei lice (‘whatever you like
is right’), motto moreover occurring in the Académie de Dames, a prototype of libertine novel (1680)
structured as an Aretinian dialogue. The author of Thérèse is almost surely Jean-Baptiste de Boyer
d’Argens, whom we owe inter alia the treatise La Philosophie du bon sens (1737), a quite suggestive
title.
The beginning of the novel, after a little indecision, is comparable to a surrender and, immediately
afterwards, to an orgasm, symbolized by the act of writing itself: «Eh bien! Mon cher bienfaiteur, je ne
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résiste plus: écrivons».107 Actually, the events concerning our protagonist are either pleasures of
masturbations or discoveries of the delight of embraces. We must add, of course, the voyeuristic
situations, in which Thérèse can see, with the reader, dishonest concubitus, depicted with the right
evidence Rhetoric prescribes. Let us understand each other: the language of the porno-philosophic
novel does not retreat in front of obscene terms and metaphors, as «cette partie infâme par laquelle
vous pissez», or «ce morceau de chair des jeunes garcons». The male behaviour toward women may
be described with brutal coarseness, as in the confession of the Abbé T.:
When in Paris I was involved nearly solely in the most abstract scientific studies, and when I felt
the flesh’s stinger tormenting me, I had a young girl ad hoc, exactly as a chamber pot to piss, with
whom I satisfied once or twice the great necessity, in a way that advise you against. Then, with
quiet mind and neat ideas, I went back to my work.
Furthermore, the sexual acting is not always exciting (with the fundamental complicity of the
gravures), but sometimes grotesque, nasty, and laughable at a same time, as in the scene of the
drunken Abbé and M.me Dupuis who vomit all over each other, where we find a far memory of similar
situations in the picaresque novels and in the Quijote. However, if this is an example of disgusting
spectacle, the long representation of the ignoble father Dirrag fucking Éradice, contemplated by
Thérèse perfectly at ease in her hiding, is something that taps into the perfections. «Quelle
mécanique! Quelle spectacle» (my emphasis), exclaims the young voyeur at the end of the
desecrating representation. Intriguing is the term mécanique: we think to the philosophie mécanique
of Décartes, or to the mécanique newtonienne, in sum, we are inspired by the discovery of
mécanicisme and by the materialistic philosophical divulgation wherever spread out in our novel (God
exists, but he is the nature itself, in this way self-validating). There are other passages of Thérèse in
which we recognize a will of deconsecrating; think only to the confession of Éradice to her best friend
Thérèse, after the coitus with Dirrag she has believed a sublime penetration in her body of a
Franciscan relic:
Ah, my dear Therese, [...] yes, I saw open Heaven, I participated in the angels’ happiness. What a
pleasure, my friend, only for a moment of pain! For the virtue of the saint cordon, my soul was
nearly disconnected from the material world. You could have seen where our honest spiritual
director inserted it into me. Well! I make you sure that I felt it to penetrate up to my heart. Only a
more degree of fervour, and I, beyond any doubt, should have moved forever to the heavenly
kingdom among the blessed ones.
How not to think to the ecstasies of Saint Therese of Avila? The climax of painful and blissful turmoil
of the soul—soul which is only sensation and matière for Thérèse—positively evokes the always
considered ambiguous extreme experiences of the mystic saint sculpted by Bernini.
Let us go further: our dissertation is not focused on sex, but on love (in spite of all intersections
between these two realities).

16. RIDICULOUS AND DISGUSTING
The just quoted Claude Prosper Jolyot Crébillon fils, son of the great homonymous tragedian, has
been defined as the cleverest writer of libertine novels, and a sort of “libertine moralist” as well. On the
other hand, some scholars refuse to classify him as a libertine storyteller and prefer a more complex
108
configuration of romancier.
It is always difficult to understand whether an author as subtle as
Crébillon fils had an ideological program, forasmuch as his main interest was in effect the study of the
interiority of men and women. The roman d’analyse, which had known an archetype in the excellent
“baroque” novel by La Fayette La Princesse de Clèves, soaks through the universe of the gallant and
unprejudiced world of the French Regency age, producing a singular effect of exquisitely light
hypocrisy blended with a seriously progressive digging up of the most intimate evolutions and
convolutions of the psyche. Crébillon, in the Préface to his masterwork The Wayward Head and Heart
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(1736-1738),109 calls for le vrai, the truth about human beings tells qu’ils sont. Undoubtedly, there is a
110
claim to classicism in his introductory pages to the novel Les égarements du cœur et de l’esprit,
even though the classical idea of equilibrium is quite vacillating in his book. His early project for the
novel divided the story in three parts. In the first, the protagonist, Meilcour, would be initiated into the
monde and emancipated from naïveté. During the second section, the reader would witness the very
rake’s progress; in the third, finally, the redeemed young would find again the pure love for Hortense,
the primary object of his adoration, lost through the deviations of previous conduct. But Crébillon
wrote only the first part (divided in three subsections) and we have not ascertained very well whether
the Égarements are actually unaccomplished or simply left unended as the author lost interest in
finishing the story, according to the promised synopsis, because nothing really new and narratively
stimulating would have filled the two remaining segments of the novel. Must we believe the Préface
and rest assured that Meilcour would be happy by means of the honest wedding with the pure
Hortense? Why not? Perchance because everything that stays hanging as not written, is definitely
inexistent, even if a hazy future is sometimes forewarned at the shutdown of a tale.
Love is the only issue of the novel (l’amour seul préside ici, Préface), but it is a love submerged by the
waves of the frivolous—and rigorously strictly codified—rules of the ton de la bonne compagnie, of the
talent of being worldly, of the art of masquerade. Qualities that Meilcour has to acquire at his cost, to
survive, although in a precarious balance, inside society.
He has three liaisons, very different among them. We may imagine a pyramid of sorts: at the top, we
find Hortense, a young, shy, and sensible girl, who upsets Meilcour with her beauty, purity, radiance.
Hortense, m.lle de Théville, becomes the sublime goal of the strongest passionate love for the newbie
adolescent. He will not be able to gain her mutual feelings, but his inexperience does not allow him to
realize that Hortense is not at all unconcerned about him. Meilcour has to learn that in the monde
nothing is said explicitly, but everything is ciphered by a cluster of words, by a hyper-sophisticated net
of conversations and more rarely by silences that must anyway be interpreted. At the middle level of
the pyramid, we find M.me de Lursay, a beautiful forty-years-old woman, who decides to become the
“mentor” of the young Meilcour, falling in love with him. Meilcour too loves the Lady, but he
misunderstands any signal from her, displaying his nearly funny incompetence in grasping
immediately the implicit language of the monde, in taking the hints, in sum. Then, become mad for
Hortense, he is bored with the minor love and arrives to hate the irritated but always enamoured
Lursay. At the lowest degree of the pyramid, there is another Lady agée, M.me de Senanges, an
unprincipled much-discussed woman, who makes every effort to seduce Meilcour. He is disgusted by
her, but is not so able to show it, provoking a jealousy as much unbridled as absurd in M.me de
Lursay.
Three shapes of “love”, therefore, upset the poor young man during his initiation. In the environment
of a vacuous aristocracy, Meilcour undergoes three vacuous (or inconclusive) feelings. However, a
crucial character of the novel shall open the mind of the novice: the petit-maître111 Comte de Versac.
In some well-known pages of the novel, Versac gives many instructions to Meilcour about the correct
manners to behave in the world, teaching him la science du monde. The fulcrum of this education is
astonishing: il faut être ridicule. The imperative, thus, is to be frivolous, brilliant, and excessive,
provocative, mercurial, unpredictable, witty and humorous to the highest degree, aggressive and
refined at the same time. Above all, the (soft) libertine has to exhibit always a mask of himself and
never show his identity, his intimate personality. He must subjugate others and impose continuously
his cultivated selfishness with esprit and incessant loquacity. Naturally, he must devote his life to win
the women over. How? The fracas: that is just the thing. The violence in speaking charms Ladies,
they do not like a lengthy courtship. Something strong, unexpected, and enormous is necessary to
amaze and overcome them. After all, it is ignoble for a woman to be honest and for a man to be
prudent and wise. In any case, at the center of the world there is conversation: every liaison, every
fascination, every conquest, every fame, reputation, glory arises from unstoppable skilfulness in
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conversing. Conversation itself is structurally the motor of the novel, as many scholars have
remarked.
How does Meilcour react to this huge teaching, made of an amas de minuties, certainly, but so
indispensable? He glides into the affair with M.me de Lursay without really loving her but desiring
unconsciously—or just about—to possess her body, also prodded by misplaced jealousy. Here
Crébillon’s talent as novelist-analyst spreads to utmost sharpness:
I surrendered senselessly to M.me de Lursay without being aware of it. [...] I couldn’t after all to
admit that what she inspired to me were love: I was pushed by emotions that I didn’t know not at
all and that I couldn’t define: they were violent and not tender; no actual desire was mixed with
them, and I was irritated, without being in love.
Therefore, we may deem the last conversation with Lursay to be fatal: he finds her si belle and
eventually has sex with her. Crébillon, as ever, elegantly overlooks any erotic description, concluding
with an exquisite allusive touch:
I lapsed into all the inebriation [ivresse] of that dangerous moment, and made myself as guilty as I
was capable to be.
The dangereux moment is a victoire, obtained just for the umpteenth time through an extended
conversation with the Lady. However, immediately after, the regret emerges intensely: Meilcour is
engagé with a woman he does detest indeed! He is lost, égaré, disgusted and always more smitten
with the celestial figure of Hortense... Nevertheless, the novel ends here. We have no sequel,
notwithstanding the promises of the Préface. The author has nothing more to narrate. The initiation of
the young nobleman achieved, and the denouement has been the opposite of love. There is no
triumph, in that final millpond of revulsion. Is it prudery? We think not. It is realism, the outcome of a
deep knowledge of the human heart and mind.

17. BETWEEN ROUSSEAU AND CRÉBILLON
This book is not meant to circulate in society, and is suitable for very few readers. The style will put off
people of taste; the contents will alarm strict people [les gens severes]; all the sentiments will be
unnatural to those who do not believe in virtue. It is bound to displease the devout, the libertines, the
philosophers: it is bound to shock gallant women, and scandalize honest ones. Whom then will it
112
please? Perhaps no one but me: but very certainly it will please no one moderately.
We read these lines in the first Préface to La nouvelle Heloïse (1761) by Rousseau. Then, in the
second dialogued Préface, the “antagonist” of the narrator asserts pitilessly:
These epistles [Ce recueil] abound with faults that the most arrant scribbler [le dernier
barbouilleur] would have avoided. Declamations, repetitions, contradictions, never-ending
redundancies: in short it is impossible that a man who can write better could ever resolve to write
so ill.
It is hard not to agree with the imaginary speaker. Rousseau’s novel is incredibly long: from this
perspective, it is closer to Clarissa than to coeval French novels,113 and its provocative length is not
caused by the complexity of the intrigue, which is absolutely simple and linear. Redundancy is
undoubtedly one of the main characteristics of the narrative flux. The will of building a philosophical
novel provokes digressions and slowness. On the other hand, the language of love is often
grandiloquent in its surges of sublime passion. Obviously, the intimate musicality of the Rousseauian
prose is indisputable, and we can evaluate it scrutinizing the innumerable genetic and evolutive
variants. However, we shall ascertain that some structural and argumentative deficiencies are in
parallel to thematic and ideological unsteadiness, not to say questionability.
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Regarding our first quotation from the Préface 1761, it is true that the Nouvelle Heloïse was an
astounding publication, beyond question aware of the contemporary taste and of the trends of literary
milieu, but actually against the flow. The author confesses boldly that his work is in opposition to
orthodox religion, but also to libertine world and even to the currency of philosophical thinking; it is
neither a novel for sophisticated Ladies, nor a recommended reading for a young innocent woman. Is
he serious or joking, writing so? Both, probably. Certainly, the reaction to this story cannot be
moderate.
A specific word towers, in the lines quoted above: la vertu. In short, we can maintain that La nouvelle
Heloïse marks the total victory of virtue over love, staging the equivocal fusion of them, actually—we
believe—showing the fading of both and the failure of every value. At the end, after the death of the
female protagonist, all is solitude and sorrow. She dies in delight, declaring:
«Thus», continued she, «you see to what felicity I was arrived. […] I have been happy, I am still
happy, and am going to be so for ever; my happiness is determined, beyond the power of fortune,
to all the eternity» [VI, XI].
This is – at least – what she claims and trusts. But her death, that provokes grotesque exploits of
foolishness in the cousin Claire («mordant les pieds des chaises»!), finishes with a ridiculous
“miracle”, a parody of the resurrection: a servant believes that a little movement on the face of the
dead Lady mean her actual life, and then the news spread out, creating a fanatical mood of
superstition. In reality
By the extreme heat of the weather, the corpse began to change [les chairs commençoient à se
corrompre] and though the face preserved his features and sweetness, there seemed even there
some signs of alterations [VI, XI].
Julie, the enchantress Julie, around whom everything was purity and cheerfulness, dies without a
resurrection of the body (dogma in which furthermore Rousseau did not believe), rather in a sort of
Farce of the Risen, and finally undergoing a normal rot. We do not mean Rousseau not to believe in
the eternal life of souls. We want to underline the biological melancholy of the ending of the novel.
Now we must go back and in order. Julie is the absolute centre of the novel, the ideological and poetic
axis of nearly eight hundred pages of very slow and intense narration. She represents explicitly the
power of virtue, surely, in the plan of the author. Nevertheless, this triumph of virtue is staged through
the actual sadistic volitions of the girl. As we know, she reciprocates the immense love of Saint-Preux,
114
and has sex with him voluntarily, differently from the rape of Clarissa in Richardson’s novel. She
loses his child and then accepts the will of her father, who is resolutely averse to the hypothesis of a
115
marriage with the roturier lover. This father is a kind of racinian despot,
he hits his daughter,
indirectly causes the death of his wife, so we readers can think correctly that he does not deserve the
obedience of Julie. In another tale, we should spectate at a lovers’ getaway, or other complications in
the name of the supreme passion between the protagonists. But, in the novel of the “virtue”, we see
that Julie imposes her hyper-honest options to Saint-Preux: she will obey to her father, marrying
Wolmar, an austere noble man, and she wants that the eternal love between her and Saint-Preux
passes into a spiritual connection, through an idealistic ménage à trois in which everybody still is
virtuous. Finally, around death, Julie suggests again Saint-Preux to marry her cousin Claire, but her
extreme sadistic strategy does not actualize (thank God!).
Let us deepen some crucial passages of the novel. Saint-Preux, after the passionate embrace with
Julie, claims that it was perfectly natural, and thus pure, so «Love from henceforward can be the only
guardian of your virtue» (I, XXI). Love and virtue, in this first section of the novel, look like to be a
perfect couple, if not an achieved identity. But Julie muddles this equilibrium: she must follow the
nature obeying the will of his parent. Is this a contradiction? Sublime love is natural, but is the
submission to a violent father natural too? We cannot recognize a clear coherence in this behaviour of
114
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the protagonist, closer to a hypocrite peace-making modus vivendi, than to a sublime martyr’s
oblation. She does not refuse the love for Sain-Preux, but makes a shift in the definition of virtue, in
the relationship between them: from now, their eternal love will be a chaste supreme friendless, a
never-ending communion of souls that nobody could break. The flawless of this super-human lovevirtue irradiates in enthusiasm the sensibility and the mind of Julie, and she imposes this system of
values – and of behaviours – to his frail lover, with a sadistic insistence on his “effeminate” way of
reacting. Be a man!, she orders with her suave harshness, and does not hesitate going to a blackmail:
«I don’t know if you ever will find elsewhere Julie’s hearth, but I challenge you to find again next to
another woman what you felt next to her» (II, XI). Then the step of the programme planned for SaintPreux will be a life à trois with her and the husband Wolmar, and their children. Wolmar is a
materialistic wise man and encourages in every way the new conjunction of Saint-Preux, coming back
from a long exotic trip, with her past lover, Julie, in their countryside villa, speculum of every
perfection. The relationship among the three protagonists is a hard prove to carry on, and the setting
is a scene of an Elysium too ideal to be exempt from dangers. And fatal dangers. In effect, the live in
this irenic paradisiacal frame of the country-life is an effort by Julie to maintain a peaceful abstract
equilibrium. She takes delight in her condition of mother, wife and lover, to the detriment of the
serenity of Des-Preux and, in a different manner, of the husband Wolmar, who believes quietly in the
happy realization of the difficult system of their lives but will be contradicted by the effectiveness of the
developments.
A first question: is virtue a danger or a damage without fail? Saint-Preux rails against it:
O senseless and savage virtue! I obey thy unmeaning voice. I abhor thee, while I sacrifice all to
your dictates. What avail thy vain consolations against the distressful agonies of the soul? Go,
thou sullen idol of the unhappy, thou only servest to augment their misery, by depriving them of
the resources which fortune offers. Yet I obey; yes, cruel friend, I obey. I will become, if possible,
as insensible and savage as yourself [III, III].
The virtue is presented as inhuman, an attribute for senseless beings, so the opposite of the
dimension of sensitivity that characterizes part of the Rousseau’s work, projected toward the future
Romantic system of feelings. Et pourtant... Nevertheless, the desperate lover must surrender; Julie
urges again him with sadistic reprimands, after her mother’s death:
Good God! To whom do I shed these tears, and vent these sighs? The cruel man who caused
them, I make my confident! With him, who has rendered my life unhappy, I dare to deplore my
misfortunes! Yes, yes, barbarous as you are, share the torments you have made me suffer. You
for whom I have plunged the poniard into a mother’s bosom, tremble at misfortunes you have
occasioned, and shudder with me at the horrid act you have committed [III, V].
Frankly, these words look like a delirium, a falsification of the reality: Julie’s mother died for the
ruthlessness of the husband, who martyred the daughter and frustrated an honest (virtuous!) love.
Thus, we have some perplexities to embrace the ethical axiology of the female protagonist.
Nevertheless, this axiology is, as said above, the pivot of the structure of the Nouvelle Heloïse. So?
We must think that the statements of Julie are cracked by a subterranean mistake, by a true spiritual
fault line. Besides, she must convince herself about the goodness and genuineness of her way,
because the others depend on her. Saint-Preux, who wanted to share the infection of smallpox with
her loved, declares:
O thou dear and too dutiful girl, thou fond fair one without resolution! All our misfortunes are
derived from thy errors! Alas! A heart of less purity would not have so fatally misled thee!116 Yes,
the honour of your heart has been our ruin [...] and your very virtue renders you guilty [III, XVI].
However, Julie is irremovable. She knows that her “sacrifice” has been accomplished for the good of
everybody she loves, and she is loved by. In a very ecstasy, she prays the Lord to maintain her
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faithful, chaste and particularly «to adhere to everything relative to the order of nature which thou
have established, and to the dictates of reason which I have derived from thee» (III, XVIII). This long
letter, in which Julie narrates to Saint-Preux—not without a kind barbarianism—her forced wedding
and then her metànoia and conversion to a full acceptance of God’s will, is cardinal at the middle of
the novel. The religious issue is dominant, the faith in the Eternal God, but we know that the religion of
Rousseau seems to exclude the role and the figure of Christ. We cannot absolutely regard Julie as an
alter Christus; at the limit she stands for a Christological parody. The absence of the Son, of the
Redemptor, of the sacrificial Lamb from the realm of Rousseau’s narrative and thought is meaningful:
Julie is a—perhaps unwitting—basically egoistic person, who imposes her settlements to his slave:
Such, my dear friend, is the heroic sacrifice required of us both. The love which attached us,
would have proved the delight of our lives; it survived hope, it bid defiance to time and absence; it
endured every kind of proof. So sincere a passion ought never to have decayed of itself; it was
worthy to be sacrificed to virtue alone [III, XVIII].
Following the progress of this crucial missive, we find that Julie arrives at the acme of sadism and
selfishness, confessing to Saint-Preux: «my husband becomes dearer to me for having restored me to
myself» (ibid.). We are at the edge of the mental cruelty. The lover, as just said, leaves for a long
world tour. At his return, he is hosted by the family of Wolmar and Julie, in the utopia of the
community of Clarens, in which everything is perfect, the servants are satisfied and love their lord, but
as long as they remain servants, without possibility of social improvement. The collective idealisation
too is tainted in the novel with rigorous class distinction. Ah Rousseau, what a marvellous inconsistent
philosopher! Loved contradictions: Wolmar states that the two lovers are always in love, but in the
same time, they are healed. Only the memory is dangerous, the passionate love is in the
reminiscences; the true pure love is in the present.
All this fantasy of order and restoration is mere illusion. The temptations for the two lovers are
continuous. The situation is naturally (we say) unbearable. Finally, only the death of the protagonist
may unlock the luminous tangle: to come to the aid of the little son fallen into the lake, the mother
risks to drown, faints and then there is her long agony we above mention. Nothing rests. If this is not a
huge failure, then we are truly incapable to understand a novel as the Nouvelle Heloïse. The
spiritualisation of the virtuous passion-love in the name of the will of the Father (parent and God) is
destined to crumble. Everybody is a victim, in primis the dream of righteousness based on a natural
but contradictory paradigm of a communal life. It is incredible how a “pre-Romantic” novel can be so
averse to the amour-passion and particularly to the adultery, which is by the time the very impulse to a
fictional development. This is one of the causes of the looseness of the Nouvelle Heloïse, yet a bestth
seller of 18 Century.
Furthermore, the anti-libertine novel by Rousseau poses a question: can virtue be the motor of a
narration or, rather, is it an obstacle? If we consult another best-seller of 18th Century, the Sopha by
117
Crébillon fils (1742), one of the most refined libertine novels, the answer is negative. In fact we can
see that the conteur Amanzéi at the court of the prince of Indes Schach-Baham (Galland had
popularized the Mille et une nuits at the beginning of the Century) passes over the events regarding a
virtuous woman (I part, chap. IV) because there is nothing interesting to relate. The chastity of the
unnamed Lady is a static factor, it cannot promote ambiguous and seducing conversations, and then
it cannot lead to a conclusion, creating the narrative structure of a tale. The Sopha is also a metanarrative novel; the interruptions of the stupid Schach-Baham are undoubtedly comical, but
sometimes stimulate a discourse, in the cornice, about the perfect art of telling. And the
118
conversation, as we saw above when analysing Les Égarements, is the perfect instrument in the
hands of Crébillon fils.
At length, the inactivity to which I was condemned in this house gave me the spleen, and sure
that I should wait in vain if I waited in the hopes of seeing anything advantageous, I forsook this
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Lady’s sofa,119 charmed to have been convinced that there were indeed such things as chaste
women, but not much wishing to meet any more of them.
The spleen is the greatest danger for a storyteller; thus, virtue is abhorred by him. Certainly, for
women «virtue always goes hand in hand with a deep tranquility; it is not diverting, but it is satisfying»
(I, VII). Nevertheless, the stories told by Amanzéi are all about false virtue, hypocrisy, and brutal
sexual desire, except for the last couple of young innocent and ardent lovers. Paradigmatic is the
case of the two prudes Almaïde and Moclès. These two champions of presumed chastity and
moralizing linger over the description of vices in their long talks:
No doubt their intentions were good; but that did not make it any the wiser for them to dwell upon
thoughts which cannot be kept too far away if one wishes to avoid the troublesome feelings they
usually engender [I, VIII].
Actually, Moclès tries to use the strategy of describing and then practicing sex, veiling this under the
noble purpose to become stronger against vice, and Almaïde, who does not crave other, gives up
after an interminable sophistic reasoning of the man. At the end, only a confused shame remains, and
Moclès abandons the woman forever. Impossible to imagine a more cynical and elegant satire of the
love, or better, a more paradoxical denunciation of the inexistency of love in the society (we must not
forget that the “orientalism” of Le Sopha conceals the France of the Regency). Moreover, this episode
is also a mockery of the declarations fired by libertine authors about the presumed didactic legitimacy
of careful descriptions of tricks, rapes and smuts… The characters are hypocrite, and so is the writer,
to narrate better his stories, to be fitter for his reader son semblable, son frère.

18. DANGEROUS LIAISONS
If the «danger of love» was the actual driving force toward moral and economic decay for the honest
young Chevalier in Manon, the same danger is curiously fatal for the libertine in the wondrous novel
by Laclos Dangerous Liaisons (1782).120 It is very absurd to consider this magnificent epistolary novel
as an icy story of extreme libertinage with final fierce punishment of the bad characters. Conversely,
that is a frank love story, an irruption of love in the vacuum of the rake’s routine, a destructive force
obstinately negated but ineluctable, indeed. Probably we can define this work by Laclos the funeral
sermon for the gallant and licentious novel of the most malicious Rococo.
Let us follow the text. Valmont, the great fearsome womanizer, falls in love with M.me de Tourvel, an
honest wife consciously aware of her own total availability to be taken and adored. The cruelle M.me
de Merteuil, organizer of every wickedness, deeply acute, recognizes at once the new sentiment of
his ex-lover Valmont. He lives in a sort of romantic rêverie of «charmantes illusions de la jeunesse»
when near M.me Tourvel (ep. VI). Valmont becomes a benefactor helping poor families to influence
and charm her, but is himself involved in the aura of generosity as in a gilded nimbus:
I must acknowledge my weakness; my eyes were full, and I felt within me an involuntary but
exquisite emotion. I was amazed at the pleasure that is felt in doing a benevolent act; and I’m
inclined to think, those we call virtuous people, have not so much merit as is ascribed to them (ep.
XII).
Just here, we realize that Valmont needs always to correct his propensity to sentimentalism with a
rationalistic, “sensistic” hermeneusis of human feelings, beyond the ethics. He is as a Dom Juan who
converted to charity (without demanding the mendicant to curse) but who has not yet fully unclothed
the habit of esprit fort. The same half-desecrating and half-amorous behaviour is depicted in the
famous scene of the pupitre (ep. XLVII): Valmont writes a love-letter to his devotee using as desk the
naked body of a maximally amused tart (image multiplied through the movies inspired by the Laclos’
novel, as the films by S. Frears and M. Forman). The sadistic “excogitation”—anticipating some
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profanations described by Proust—is a gasconade directed to prove to M.me de Merteuil that the rake
is always a rake, to safeguard his reputation of dissolute. On the other hand, Valmont does not
conceal the bizarre pleasures of love to his ex-lover cynical mauvais sujet:
First amours appear, in general, more honourable, or, as it is called, more chaste, because they
are slower, and not, as is imagined, from delicacy or timidity: in those, the heart, astonished by an
insensible instinct [un sentiment inconnu], stops, as it were, to enjoy the delights it feels; and this
powerful delight takes such strong possession of a young mind, as absorbs it, and renders it
callous to every other kind of enjoyment. This axiom is so true, that a libertine when in love, if
such a being exists [qu’un libertine amoureux, si un libertine peut l’être], becomes from that
moment less anxious of enjoyment [ep. LVII].
Such a being exists, absolutely, and Valmont himself is the proof of that. But he is convinced to
dominate the new feeling of his heart and does all he can to maintain his own habit in shameless
behaviours. Thus, he corrupts and deflowers the young Cécile, secretly fiancée with the
unsophisticated youth Danceny, while both Valmont and M.me de Merteuil have been pretending to
be the best confidants and guides of the loving couple. Moreover, with the evidence of his evil deeds,
Valmont requires M.me de Merteuil to keep the promise of surrendering herself to him. However, she,
in a long and famous letter of the novel (LXXXI), declares her superiority on men and recalls every
difficulty faced during her life, to triumph over the society. Meanwhile, our in-a-flurry rake is always
more enamoured, writing to M.me de Tourvel such words: «he that has the happiness to know you,
who can sometimes read your mind, soon gives way to a more noble enthusiasm, and, struck with
veneration as with love – in your person adores the image of all the virtues» (ep. LXXXIII). L’image de
toutes les vertus: therefore M.me de Tourvel becomes such as an objet de plus haulte vertu, a
sublime beloved that after all Valmont wants insanely to possess. The language of the rake-in-love is
echoing the topoi of the traditional Western unhappy love, although aiming at sexual love:
What fatality attaches me to this woman? [...] Why, then, I run madding after this one who flies
me, and neglect those that offer? I am at loss to account for it, out so it is [Je l’ignore, mais je
l’éprouve fortement]. There is no happiness, no repose for me, until I possess this woman, whom
I love and hate with equal rage [ep. C].
Fatalité, Alcun è che risponde a chi nol chiama; / altri, chi ’l prega, si delegua et fugge (Rvf 105, 2728), nescio sed fieri sentio et excrucior (Catullus), how much quotations and implicit literary allusions
in this letter of a Valmont, desperate for the departure of the beloved! He insists to describe his near
triumph on M.me de Tourvel as a paradigm of supreme libertinage: «I will tell my rivals: “that is my
exploit, search the world for such an example!”» (ep. CXV). Then, he cries victory: «La voilà donc
vaincue cette femme superbe», he exclaims at the ouverture of fourth volume of the book (ep. CXXV).
Valmont misleads himself narrating the triumph as a military conquest, but his love, now fulfilled, shall
bring him to death.
It is not any way similar to my former adventures – a more capitulation less or more
advantageous, which is easier to be acquired than to be vain of; but this is a complete victory,
purchased by a hard campaign, and decided by skilful manœuvres [ep. CXXV].
Actually, the victoire is a défaite, because the man is always more engaged in love.
The intoxication [ivresse] was complete and reciprocal: for the first time mine survived the
pleasure. I quitted her arms, only to throw myself at her feet, and swear eternal love. To own the
truth, I spoke as I thought [je pensais ce que je disais]. Even after we parted, I could not shake off
the idea; and I found it necessary to make extraordinary efforts to divert my attention from her
[ibid.].
«For the first time»: to live an authentic love-story is a new experience for the rake. This contradiction,
in the world of libertinage, is fatal, as we can see in the last, tumultuous part of the novel.
M.me de Merteuil reaffirms that Valmont is in love, desperately in love with his Lady.
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My dear Viscount, you certainly deceive yourself in the sentiment that attaches you to M. de
Tourvel. It is love, or such a passion never had existence. You deny it in a hundred shapes; but
you prove it in a thousand [ep. CXXXIV].
Nevertheless, in his letters addressed to M.me de Merteuil, Valmont repeats that he is on the safe
side, and proudly declares: «I insist on it, my charming friend, I am not in love» (ep. CXXXVIII). He
thinks to be free, but he is imprisoned in a contradictory situation. Thus, he commits the extreme: he
sends to M.me de Tourvel a cruel incongruous letter of rejection and adieu, indirectly suggested by
M.me de Merteuil. It is the catastrophe, of course. M.me de Tourvel gets sick and dies; the Chevalier
Danceny, once discovered the depravity of the seducer of her fiancée Cécile, challenges Valmont and
kills him, who passes away nobly; M.me de Merteuil is put to shame by the society that is now
acquainted with her despicable plots, and then she catches the variola but survives, remaining
defaced and purblind. A horrible ending for the wicked characters, certainly, but also a strange
martyrdom for the bewildered lover Valmont and the wretched implacable Merteuil. They are victims
on the altar of the débauche, that is of an outdated and crazy institution, too weak for overcoming the
stream of the “new” amour passion.
Plus dangereux que les séducteurs de Crébillon, il [Valmont] est peut-être plus vulnerable, et le
scélerat méthodique ou l’homme aimable de 1770 finit peut-être de se rapprocher de l’homme
sensible en s’exposant au risque de subir la contagion d’un sentiment qui le fascine comme la
plus belle occasion de triomphe, avant de devenir l’occasion de sa défaite. Ou de son bonheur.121
The scholar who more than any other highlighted the similarities among the Liaisons and the earlier
th
novels of 18 Century, the just quoted Versini, stresses on the other hand the newness of the
masterwork by Laclos, at this point very far from Clarissa or Les égarements. Thus, the worst
misinterpretation of the Liaisons we can produce is to consider it a libertine novel, rather, a crowning
achievement of that literary genre. Laclos’ epistolary novel is conversely a dissolution of the pleasures
of libertinage in the bursting corrosive of the passion-love. The materialistic and sensistic idea of an
earthly paradise founded on the exquisite volatility of feelings, in spite of the final hypocrite moral
lessons of many narrations, is collapsing under the tumult of the overflowing absoluteness of love. A
new world was approaching.

19. EATING THE LOVER
While the pre-Romantic Goethe had written his Werther (1774), where the traditional topos of
adulterous love became a new sort of structural infelicity leading to death, and then the Olympic
Goethe would have concluded his Faust (1832) with the celebration of the soteriological ewig
weibliche, the greatest German dramatist of that age, Heinrich von Kleist, had been experimenting
darker and disconcerting ways. Love was a torment and a sort of absence, impossibility, and sublimity
for Kleist in his life and in his potent dramas and tales. We choose Penthesilea, published in 1808, to
show the shocking violence of an inquiry into the deepness of unutterable feelings and compulsions.
The precursor of all contemporary theatre of psychic alienation, Kleist exactly, stages with Penthesilea
a feature of love that coincides with the explosion of the savage and with a desecrated ritualistic
cannibalism. It should be a considerable mistake to think Penthesilea as a non-classic or anticlassicistic play. Kleist borrows many suggestions from the Bacchae by Euripides, to evoke only a
source that is moreover a true archetype of wild classical antiquity. However, he dreams of a theatre
that can blend ancient tragedy, Shakespeare, the German Trauerspiel of 17th Century, thus
composing the modernity. In this way, he succeeds, splendidly, adding his peculiar obsessions as
well: the oneiric motive, the somnambulism, the fatal misunderstanding (Versehen), the laceration of
gracefulness, the witty astonishing overuse of magnificent metaphors, and lots more. The conception
of classicism as equilibrium, undoubtedly strong between 18th and 19th Century, is not properly
contradicted by Kleist, rather is counterbalanced by another order of classicism, which sinks its roots
in the vestiges of chaos that innervate much of Greek and Latin imagery. The epoch of Kleist was not
mature to gather this nucleus of violent origins in the classical stage.122 The reaction of Goethe to
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Penthesilea, devotedly offered to the old master by the author who was thirty, is a benevolent
repulsion, or better a declaration of «unfamiliarity» with such a strange and extraneous work. In other
occasions, Goethe confessed his disgust and horror toward Kleist, considered as infected by an
incurable disease. Furthermore, Goethe could not seize the typical baroque Kleistian penchant for
richly ingenious images, finding those sometimes comical:
In some passages the tragedy reaches the limit of comical, f. i. where the Amazon appears on the
stage with only a breast and she reassures the public that all her sentiments took refuge into the
other left half…123
The tragicomic dimension just active in the traghikòtatos Euripides of Bacchae is a factual data,
renewed in the Baroque era and forthcoming again with the Romantic revolution; Kleist is aware of
this modernity and complexity of style and mood. His genius brutally surpasses the contemporaries.
When he integrates piles of humor in the dismal landscape of the tragedy, he is near to the
Shakespeare that, after the condemnations of Voltaire and other enlightened thinkers, was on the
point of his great Romantic resurrection. If we select another passage from Penthesilea, more
stunning than the one quoted by Goethe, we can better clear up the complexity of the question.
Achilles is protesting in Ulysses’ face his own love for Penthesilea and his total disinterest for the
Trojan War:
If the Dardanian rock, o Laertiades,
should sink, you understand, and a bluish lake
appeared and took its place,
if hoary fishermen, in the moonlight,
moored their boat to its weathervanes,
if in the Priamus’ Palace just a pike
reigned, and a couple of otters or rats
in the bed of Helena copulated,
for me it would be the same as now [vv. 2518-2526].
The violent irony Achilles lets fall on Ulysses grows in climax of surrealistic, frankly comical images,
and this crescendo is peculiar of Kleist’s style in Penthesilea, also—better, particularly—in really tragic
moments. See f. i. the whole language of the protagonist during the long ending of the play. Why not
to compare a fragment as the above transcribed with whichever Shakespearian “tragicomic”
passage? Exempli gratia, the words of Romeo, when frantic for his banishment from Verona:
’Tis torture, and not mercy. Heaven is here,
where Juliet lives; and every cat and dog
and little mouse, every unworthy thing,
live here in heaven and may look on her;
but Romeo may not. More validity,
more honourable state, more courtship lives
in carrion flies than Romeo. They may seize
on the white wonder of dear Juliet’s hand
and steal immortal blessing from her lips,
who, even in pure and vestal modesty,
still blush, as thinking their own kisses sin;
but Romeo may not – he is banishèd.
This may flies do, but I from this must fly;
they are free men, but I am banishèd [III, III, vv. 29-42].
Et pour cause we evoked the Lamentable Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, the unmatchable hybrid of
comedy and tragedy composed by the Bard, where love is the bitter-sweet focus rounded by a world
of bloodiness, haphazardness, hatred. Also, the illusory idyll between Achilles and Penthesilea, in the
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fifteenth scene (before she discovers to have been defeated by the hero, and not the contrary as she
was led to believe) may be considered as an island of love in the general coercion to war and death
ruling the play.
It is time to return to our issue: the specific nature of love in Penthesilea. The falling in love of the two
protagonists is immediate, a coup de foudre, and at once Penthesilea, as a sinister Wölfin but smiling,
hunts the loved enemy and then gives him salvation. She looks like a Sphynx and her main
characteristic is—and will be until the end—the incomprehensibleness (das Unbegreiflich).
Penthesilea, a Grace and a Fury, is a chaos of contradictions, she is the frightening femininity
humiliated by love and searching for a lover to destroy and then to crown of roses in the Rosenfest.
She wants to kill-embrace Achilles; she wishes his fall but also to have his foot stepping on her face.
Her pied wonderfulness deserves, along the whole play, a cumulus of epithets; let us list some of
them: Kentaurin, Hyäne, Megär, Träumerin, wunderbares Weib, Hündin, Mänade, Scheußliche,
Liebliche and so on, in substance «Sie, die fortan kein Name nennt» (‘she whom henceforth no name
will be able to name’, v. 2607). Penthesilea is indefinable, unintelligible also to herself. She smiles and
dances, she kills and tears to pieces. Her conception of embrace is inseparable from the clash. In
some way, this reminds us of the duel between Tancredi and Clorinda in the Gerusalemme liberata, a
sort of violent coitus to death, but the two Tassian heroes are unaware of their identity. Penthesilea,
albeit obscure creature, knows very well her love object and how to collide with him, but when she is
told by Achilles himself that she has been won, her mind blows up in lunacy. She totally loses sight of
the boundary line between reality and savage delirium. The rhesis of the sparagmòs, in which Meroe
describes Achilles transfixed and torn to shreds by Penthesilea, retains undeniable memories of the
report about the Menads mauling Pentheus in Euripide’s Bacchae.124 Penthesilea as well literally bites
Achilles’ flesh off. She wants to possess (besitzen) the man she loves but, being insane, mistakes him
for a deer and shoots him in the nape with an arrow. Achilles, in the purple of his blood, calls her «my
wife» and excruciatingly asks: «is this the Feast of Roses you promised?» (v. 2665), a form of
interrogative phrase full of pain and of literary tradition. But she is out of grace, now, and out of the
real world. Or, perhaps, she is into her deepest realm, primal realm, the sphere of absolute barbarism,
the undomesticated antiquity. So, she «den Zahn schlägt sie in seine weiße Brust» (‘sinks her teeth
into his white chest’, v. 2670). We may feel the intense classicistic mood in this marmoreal and
penetrable thorax, something of Phidiac (young Dionysus of Parthenon) invaded by the ruthless
Menadism, broken by the assault of wild beasts. Few lines above, Meroe had said that not even a
lioness would have been so callous, hunting over «desolate fields of snow». The wild whiteness
prefigures Achille’s white chest and beauty is now the same as awfulness. In fact, a dismayed
priestess comments the scene by remembering the earlier Penthesilea, the fascinating virgin, the
polite gracious young who danced and sang (flötete) as a nightingale. The motive of the dance is
recurrent, but also this element is linked with the savagery. If we move to the side of Achilles in the
tragedy, in the very first scene we find him, in pursuit of Penthesilea, compared to the mastiff who
bites the deer’s nape and, hunting him, «Tanzt sie durch Berge neben ihm, und Ströme, / fern in des
Waldes Nacht hinein». (‘Dances around him through mounts and rivers, until the remote night of the
wood’, vv. 217-218, my emphasis). We underlined the world ‘nape’ and ‘dance’, because they make
us foresee Penthesilea’s future actions. Not only, but the two terms, so close they are, overlap the
elegance and the biting. Thus, the allusion to Penthesilea is strict. Her love made her misunderstand
the actuality; there have been a Versehen, a mistake, paradoxically originated from a linguistic
aequivocatio, better, from a too “literal” action, the verbatim interpretation of eating the loved, «Wort
für Wort». Penthesilea confesses her error «Küsse, Bisse, / das reimt sich, und wer recht von Herzen
liebt / kann schon das Eine für das Andre greifen» (‘kissing, biting, they rhyme, and who loves at heart
may confuse one with the other’, vv. 2981-2983). Probably this is the acme of tragic wittiness, and the
baroque boldness shown here by Kleist is so powerful that a Goethian philosopher and critic as
Benedetto Croce disliked this (for him) false note very much, judging it as an incongruous
125
facetiousness.
The very end of the play is the unnatural and unbelievable love-suicide committed by Penthesilea only
with the aid of her willpower. The brief monologue in which the Amazon describes and “forges” her
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death, sinking into her own deepness, sort of poisonous implosion, is repeatedly a superb joint of
metaphors:
Because now I descend into my heart,
as into a mine, and quarry, cold as iron,
a feeling so that can annihilate me.
This iron I temper in my torture’s flame
to make it steel; then I soak it in burning
corrosive venom of regret, from top to bottom;
I put it on the eternal anvil of hope,
I sharpen and edge it up to I have a poniard
and so, I offer this poniard my breast,
so! so! so! so! and again! – Now it goes well [vv. 3025-3034].126
The stylish speech is quite Shakespearian, but, how to say, with something of more haunting in the
tropes’ crescendo, notwithstanding the firm clarity of Penthesilea’s will to die. We know, furthermore,
that this incredible kind of suicide has a formidable antecedent in the death of Yseut by the side of
Tristan, f. i. in the Roman de Tristan by Thomas (12th Century)127 and in the copious followers, until
the extreme masterpiece by Wagner, Tristan und Isolde (1865). Here, the reciprocal loss of the self is
a beatitude’s gulf, so that Isolde’s self-destruction at the end, after lover’s death, is the consistent
consequence. However, Isolde dies in enchantment; she drowns supremely delighted, whereas
Penthesilea does not abandon the savageness of the violent and armed imagery, also at the point of
death. The terrible genius of Kleist will be blanked out in 19th Century up to the relevant resurrection in
th
age of Expressionism and through whole 19 Century until nowadays.

20. AN ODD STORY
We saw Goethe as the Olympic opposite of Kleist, and many scholars contrast Penthesilea with the
“classical” Iphigenie auf Tauris (1787), the Weimarian tragedy of harmony. However, we must add
that also Goethe is sometimes involved in the peculiarly German grotesque-classical mix: let us
consider only the finale of Faust (1832). Here the defeat of Mephistopheles is caused by his
distraction when fascinated by the young bodies of the angels, and particularly by their behind, so the
pederast demon loses the soul of the protagonist. After this freakish exit of the devil, we have the long
sublime last scene, Bergschluchten, an ascent towards the most spiritual peak. The ending is well
known: «Das Ewig-Weibliche / Ziet uns hinan», ‘the eternal Feminine draws us on high’. Dante’s
celebration of the salvific power of the Donna lives again in this Goethian orientation to a theology in
which the female mediation is fundamental. Nevertheless, we must not forget the relative contiguity of
disharmonic and harmonic sceneries, and the long face-off between Goethe and the forces of evil.
128

His Elective Affinities (1809) is a very strange novel, geometrical and ungeometrical at the same
time. The story of the double couple (Charlotte-Eduard/Ottilie-Hauptmann) inverted by the dark fate
because of the chemical-human elective affinities is very notorious, even if other characters try to add
themselves as intruders (the young handsome architect, the teacher, Luciana etc.), disarranging the
basic scheme and making a bit perplexed the reader. The architecture and the harmony, particularly
symbolized by the landscape transformed by the human conceptions, are frail values; the sole
consistent monument is eventually a grave. Eduard, the “romantic” hero, who hates the happy and
insensitive persons and states that the desperation is a duty, represents all the transcending shapes
of the love, but he causes the death of his worshipped Ottilie (who, on her part, has accidentally killed
the infant son of Charlotte and Eduard, conceived during a sexual thought of the others). Is this the
tragedy of destiny and of unfortunate loves? We must consider the novel also as a mockery of the
excessive love. Ottilie is an ambiguous character, full of sentiment but apparently passive. Anyway,
she is not the divinity that Eduard adores. At the ending of the novel, we find a curious event: the
servant Nanny falls onto the street from the window, when the funeral procession is moving there.
126
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She commits suicide for the remorse of having been the indirect reason of Ottilie’s death. She seems
dead and broken but, when she comes into contact with her mistress’ coffin, lives again, showing no
injury at all. Following this “miracle”, the body of Ottilie is considered saint by the people:
Ottilie remained so long in her beautiful state, which more resembled sleep than death, that a
number of persons were attracted there to look at her. The neighbours and the villagers wished to
see her again, and every one desired to hear Nanny’s incredible story from her own mouth. Many
laughed at it, most doubted, and some few were found who were able to believe. Difficulties, for
which no real satisfaction is attainable, compel us to faith. Before the eyes of all the world
Nanny’s limbs had been broken, and by touching the sacred body she had been restored to
strength again. Why should not others find similar good fortune? Delicate mothers first privately
brought their children who were suffering from obstinate disorders, and they believed that they
could trace an immediate improvement. The confidence of the people increased, and at last there
was no one so old or so weak as not to have come to seek fresh life and health and strength at
this place. The concourse became so great that they were obliged, except at the hours of divine
service, to keep the church and chapel closed [chap. XXXVI].
Do not you find a taste of irony in these lines? We do, definitely. Edward’s blessed, beatified Ottilie
becomes a consecrated cadaver, a miraculous corpse (but we know, with Walter Benjamin, that the
129
Dasein of Ottilie is ein ungeheiligtes: cfr. Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften, chap. 3).
This is her
telos, truly jeering for a young woman who wrote in her journal, melancholically and persuasively:
When we see the many gravestones which have fallen in, which have been defaced by the
footsteps of the congregation, which lie buried under the ruins of the churches that have
themselves crumbled together over them, we may fancy the life after death to be as a second life,
into which a man enters in the figure, or the picture, or the inscription, and lives longer there than
when he was really alive. But this figure also, this second existence, dies out too, sooner or later.
Time will not allow himself to be cheated of his rights with the monuments of men or with
themselves [chap. XX].
These are thoughts about the wasting time that contradict the faith in a kind of eternal beatitude.
Charlotte is the “rationalistic” character of the novel, undoubtedly, but Ottilie too has an accuracy in
her thinking, she is not a messy mind, and she is not as mentally passive as we could suppose. In any
way, the Love sinks, in the Wahlverwandtschaften, and the final death of Edward is ruthlessly
accompanied by a shrill sound of scorn: «and falling asleep, as he did, with his thoughts on one so
saintly, he may well be called blessed» (chap. XXXVI). From our point of view, also the very ending
lines of the book show a reverberation of this sort of irony:
Thus the lovers lie sleeping side by side; peace hovers above their resting-place; fair angel faces
gaze down upon them from aloft. And what happiness is in store for them at the moment of their
common awakening!

21. END OF GAMES
Adolphe (1816)130 is the novel of the weakness and of the final destruction of love. The protagonist, a
rich young “romantic” but shy, proud, and inexperienced, «dreamy, inattentive and bored» (chap. II)
burns dans l’éspace d’un matin his flaming love for Ellénore, a Polish woman with a bad reputation
but actually a noble soul. She dedicates all her heart to him, sacrificing herself in every respect.
However, Adolphe loses rapidly his love interest and stays only with a terrible feeling of pity, which
prevents him to give up on the woman. She becomes for him a hindrance, but he follows her in
Poland and makes her to suffer horribly, until she dies of heartache. In a last letter of Ellénore, she
confides to Adolphe that he should have broken their affair, understanding that for her it was
impossible. Adolphe is now alone, without love—that is no longer loved—and a sort of outlander for
anybody («I was free, indeed; I was lo longer loved. I was a stranger to all the world», chap. X). Then,
129
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in this novel, we have the demolition of the romantic—and perennial—cult of love as the most
transcendent feeling. Nothing more squalid and dismal than to be loved without loving: «It is a fearful
misfortune not to be loved when you love; but it is a much greater misfortune to be loved passionately
when you love no longer» (chap. V). Moreover, nothing more damaging and ruinous for the
idealization of love than a cruel story of lethargy and bitter lack of true love. Not only Adolphe is the
emblem of the evanescence of love. Ellénore too, who harbours an immense love for the protagonist,
is imprisoned in an aimless affection, so she is a symbol of inconsistency of love. Eventually, there is
no love in the human world. We prefigure, so, the pitiless “realistic” narrative, i. e. the novels by
Flaubert or Maupassant. The apotheosis of love is died; the ceremony of sublimation is drowned. If
the history of Western love in literary tradition is a history of unhappy love—in the meaning of
unrequited love—Adolphe destroys also this celebration of sacrifice and infelicity, replacing the focus
on the tortured inept who does not know to love and is desperately loved. The relationship between
Adolphe and Ellénore arrives at culminations of violence and unrestrained fury:
An insensate rage took possession of us: all consideration was thrown aside, all delicacy
forgotten. It was as if we had been set one against the other by furies. We applied to each other
all that the most implacable hatred in the world had invented against us; and these two unhappy
beings who alone knew each other, could understand and console, and render justice to each
other, appeared to be two irreconcilable enemies, bent on tearing one another to pieces
[acharnés à se déchirer, chap. V].
We just saw, in Tasso’s epic poem, a lover and his loved to fight brutally, forgetting any chivalric rule,
up to the death of Clorinda transfixed by Tancredi. But that was a tragedy, because the fate had
decreed that the two characters would have been unknown to each other, hidden in their unusual
armours, in the darkness of the night, as we saw above. The altercations of the modern anti-heroes
Adolphe and Ellénore are a depressing parody of those heroic duels, we might say, because just the
Modernity has discovered that dreariness can be artistically represented with strength and scandal.
So, the putrefying of a love becomes more interesting than the passionate acme of a tragic or
eventually happy romance. The squalor of the ineptitude, of the weakness, of the pity instead of love,
of the anger and of the paralysing compassion is a new kind of painful literary beauty. Adolphe is free;
also his father lets him to be independent, but his liberty is actually a «joug» (‘yoke’, chap. VI). How
distant is the suave iugum, the sweet yoke of love in the petrarchan tradition! The powerlessness to
unlock his own state, peculiarity of the unhappy lover, is paradoxically more and more dynamic than
the inaction that oppresses Adolphe («j’étais oppressé de mon inaction», chap. VII). His «pitié
bizarre» (‘strange pity’, chap. X, ending) generates «the crowning absurdity» («comble
d’inconséquence», chap. IX) which is why he does not make happy Ellénore, who makes him so
unhappy. The story of this incongruous paralysis cannot end but for the death of the woman, after all
the only pathetic scene of the novel indeed.

22. 1822: CRYSTALLISATION
131

The most famous treatise on love written in the romantic era is definitely De l’amour, published in
1822 and signed by the author of L’Histoire de la peinture and of the Vies d’Haydn, Mozart et
Métastase, that is by the near forty-years-old Henry Beyle, Stendhal naturally. On Love is an essay,
but a strange kind of it: the inclination toward fragmentation, narrative parenthesis, liberty in
discussing, alternation between cultured causerie and analysis, these and other elements show that
the treatise is a free patchwork, born in an autobiographical mood and not in a scientific study.
Actually, the conception of the text follows immediately the unhappy love-story with Matilde
Dembrowski Viscontini, who refused the French writer during the years 1818-1819, then left him
destroyed. Rather than a (planned) novel, Stendhal, to give vent to his secret despair, decides, «in a
day of genius» (29 dec. 1819), to elaborate an essay on love. It will be a «livre d’idéologie»:
I have called this essay a book of Ideology. My object was to indicate that, though it is called
L’Amour it is not a novel and still less diverting like a novel. I apologize to philosophers for having
taken the word Ideology: I certainly did not intend to usurp a title which is the right of another. If
131
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Ideology is a detailed description of ideas and all the parts which can compose ideas, the present
book is a detailed description of all the feelings which can compose the passion called Love
[chap. III, n.].
The author will make «tous les efforts possible pour être sec»:
I make every possible effort to be dry. I would impose silence upon my heart, which feels that it
has much to say. When I think that I have noted a truth, I always tremble lest I have written only a
sigh [chap. IX].
Therefore, the reader should be quiet, skimming the classification of love in the well-known first
chapter: «Passion-love – that of the Portuguese nun, of Heloise for Abelard»; «Gallant love» (l’amour
gout, as in the novels by Crébillon etc.); «Physical love» (flirtation with a pastourelle or a countrywoman); «Vanity-love». Afterwards, the phases of love, with the famous definition of cristallisation:
I call crystallisation the operation of the mind which, from everything which is presented to it,
draws the conclusion that there are new perfections in the object of its love [chap. II].
It is evident that Stendhal puts first the passion love, because he is sure that the true love goes
beyond the will; one of the most suggestive statement of the book is the following:
Man is not free to avoid doing that which gives him more pleasure to do than all other possible
actions. Love is like the fever, it is born and spends itself without the slightest intervention of the
will. That is one of the principal differences between gallant-love and passion-love [chap. V].
Here we find the peculiar position of Stendhal, between self-control, clarté, rationalism and
132
Romanticism, passionism,
emotionalism. Below in the treatise, Stendhal produces a definition of
beauty: «C’est une nouvelle aptitude à vous donner de plaisir» (chap. XI). The pleasures are different
for each person; thus, beauty is not unique, and it can be ugliness, that is to say the beauty to be
plural. Stendhal seems to recover the multiplicity of the baroque belles, full of appreciated flaws. In
this manner, we can read the surprising (but not so much) chap. XVII, sumptuously titled La beauté
détrônée par l’amour.
Even the minor defects of her face, a small-pox mark, for example, touch the heart of the man
who loves, and, when he observes them even in another woman, set him dreaming far away
[dans une rêverie profonde]. What, then, when he sees them in his mistress? Why, he has felt a
thousand sentiments in presence of that small pox mark, sentiments for the most part sweet, and
all of the greatest interest; and now, such as they are, they are evoked afresh with incredible
vividness by the sight of this sign, even in the face of another woman. If ugliness thus comes to
be preferred and loved, it is because in this case ugliness is beauty [chap. XVII].
«In this case ugliness is beauty» (la laideur est beauté). We can see here a translation in a romantic
new sensibility of the early modern celebration of individualities, of accidents, when the defects were
observed with maraviglia, with an astonishment that originated from a new gaze on the nature and on
its gorgeous paradoxes (see here above, about love in baroque era). If the birth of Western realism is
so ancient, the lucidity of Stendhal can renew it, founding a non-science of love on strange and
irrational feelings. He sinks so the raisonneur opportunist lover in favor of the passionate one. This
position is triumphantly clear in the last chapter (LIX, before the Fragments divers): Werther et Don
Juan. These are the two opposites; we can define them respectively the new and the ancient, from
the stendhalian point of view. The first is the hero of passionate sensible love; the second is the just
“baroque” and “libertine” protagonist of the repetitive sexual love—and of the absolute egoism too. Let
us quote Stendhal himself:
Love à la Werther opens the soul to all the arts, to all sweet and romantic impressions, to the
moonlight, to the beauty of the forest, to the beauty of picture – in a word, to the feeling and
132
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enjoyment of the beautiful, under whatever form it be found […]. The real Don Juan even ends by
looking on women as the enemy, and rejoicing in their misfortunes of every sort. […] What makes
me think that the Werthers are happier, is that Don Juan reduces love to the level of an ordinary
affair. Instead of being able, like Werther, to shape realities to his desires, he finds, in love,
desires which are imperfectly satisfied by cold reality, just as in ambition, avarice or other
passions.
Quite surprising this last statement: Werther more realistic than Don Juan! The old mask of Don Juan,
the atheist, is interpreted now as an unsatisfied problematic stranger in the new world of generous
passions, in the world of Rousseau and Goethe. Don Juan’s neoclassical marble gets cracked, veined
by angst. To show to be the anti-Werther, he must wander in the open space, and there he finds
himself disoriented, being accustomed to halls and boudoirs. Furthermore, Don Juan’s egoism is too
extreme to survive dans le grand marché de la vie:
Don Juan renounces all the duties which bind him to the rest of men. In the great market of life he
is a dishonest merchant, who is always buying and never paying. The idea of equality inspires the
same rage in him as water in a man with hydrophobia; it is for this reason that pride of birth goes
so well with the character of Don Juan.
Aristocratic, disdainful, cynic, he cannot be the hero of a story, since Saint-Preux and Werther have
occupied the stage. His story is too melancholy and self-destroying:
But, in the midst of his triumph, while still scarcely thirty years of age, he perceives to his
astonishment that life is wanting, and feels a growing disgust for what were all his pleasure. […]
This sad tragedy [Ce triste drame] reaches the last act. You see Don Juan in old age, turning on
this and that, never on himself, as the cause of his own satiety. You see him, tormented by a
consuming poison, flying from this to that in a continual change of purpose. But, however brilliant
the appearances may be, in the end he only changes one misery for another. He tries the
boredom of inaction, he tries the boredom of excitement [il se donne de l’ennui paisible, ou de
l’ennui agité] – there is nothing else for him to choose.
At last he discovers the fatal truth and confesses it to himself; henceforward he is reduced for all
his enjoyment to making display of his power, and openly doing evil for evil’s sake. In short, ’tis
the last degree of settled gloom; no poet has dared give us a faithful picture of it – the picture, if
true, would strike horror.
The triste drame staging Don Juan’s decay eventually cannot be performed: no poet would write it.
Admittedly, the horreur evoked by Stendhal will be explored in modern ages. Henry Beyle is still too
bright among the dark authors of Romantic age (think to Hoffmann or Kleist). Thus, he is sure that the
adventure of Don Juan is ended:
The evil of inconstancy is weariness; the evil of passion is despair and death. The cases of
despair are noted and become legend. No one pays attention to the weary old libertines dying of
boredom, with whom the streets of Paris are lined.
What a miserable downfall for the once condemned-to-hell Don Juan! In the perdition of the same
possibility of telling his story, we may see distinctly the peculiar Romanticism of Stendhal. We find
burning passions, despair, and death in his novels, but always with a lucid gaze on the abysses of the
psyche. Don Juan is too simple-minded, dull, and finally disgusting, a wreck of old times. But Werther
too—we may add—is by now surpassed by the more complex Jean Sorel.

23. CONCLUSIONS
May we state that the history of Western love in literary tradition is condemned to the failure? In the
meaning that the collapses of love mark the progressive Western awareness love not to be an
absolute? And that sometimes the death is not worst than the delusion, the repulsion, the dreary
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quotidian life? We think that the above-proposed examples may prove, without necessarily falling in
the opposite absolute, namely the assertion that il n’y a pas d’amour heureux.
We have reached the chronological limit we imposed to ourselves. Nevertheless, something must be
th
th
expressed about the passage through 19 and 20 Centuries. We secure summarily some points:
1. First, the adulterous theme, in a dismal and ruinous declension, becomes the unavoidable
argument of the most relevant nineteenth-century narrative.
2. The progressive fall of the romantic heroism and the breaking down of the conception of
absolute love leads toward the bleak pessimism of the naturalistic narrators: think only to
Maupassant.
3. The traditional passionate love knows a melting and metamorphosis into forms of bizarre,
peripheral, contorted and—for the close-minded bourgeoisie—perverted desires and
practices (think f. i. to lesbian line, culminating in a clamorous Italian novel as Al di là by
Alfredo Oriani, 1877).
4. The surviving scheme of the triangle finds absolute new shapes in the dramas of Ibsen or
Pirandello.
5. Modern roman d’analyse, multi-love and sadistic novel, with in addiction ecstatic descriptive
pages, culminates in the tactile, impressionistic and transfigured architecture of La Recherche
du temps perdu by Marcel Proust (1927), supreme arrival point of the Western story of loveliterature. That is a unicum indeed. Here the love needs a mask, but the analysis of the
feelings reaches quite deep recesses.
6. Some authors of the first of 20th Century insist on the ineptitude of the male protagonist, who
choices objects of love completely deceptive and beastly—in the meaning of unconsciously—
cruel.
7. During this infelicitous ruin of the ex-hero (even desperate and suicide victim), we notice a
progressive decrease of interest, or of special focus, on the topic of love. Kafkian example is
telling, because in his tales the also extent difficult love-theme is nearly swallowed by the
visions of constrictions, fantastic oppressions, nightmarish and realistic humiliations and
punishments. There is no more space for true love among marionettes and bogeymen.
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